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ABSTRACT 

My study has a dual purpose: 

1. Ta examine the explanatory power of educational 

theory as a means of illuminating a particular 

educational practice. 

2. To examine the potential for practice to 

provide a critique of educational theory and 

thus contribute towards the generation of new 

theoretical perspectives. 

I do this by focusing on the possible failure of a 

particular apposition movement~ ta wit the progressive 

movement in Victorian secondary schools 1966-1976. I 

investigate the limits and possibilities of such a 

movement with reference to ideal conditions. 

There are 3 phases to this investigation: 

1 • a descriptive account of the 

which attempts to establish 

progressive 

. its s t a t us 

oppositional movement and its context. 

movement 

as an 

2. an internal analysis of its themes, intentions and 

practices according to the criteria of cons i stency 

and coherence. 

3 • an external analysis which tak8s up t he 

inconsistencies or contradictions as problems in need 

of inteFpretation. Selected educational theories and 

studies, such as those developed by Bowles and 
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Gintis, Sharp, Willis and Hinkson will be examined 

both for t ~ eir power to account for the particular 

contradictions that emerged and their ability to 

illuminate broader processes of constraint which work 

both in and through schooling. The purpose of such 

an analysis 1s to heighten our understanding · of 

contemporary ed ucat i ona 1 theory and practice thrau gh 

a sharper perspective of the immediate past, drawing 

on, and learning from, both the mistakes and insights 

of the past. 

I offer in conclusion, some provisional remarks for use in 

similar situations in the future. 

This paper is not an empirical study or a case study, but 

a form of conceptual analysis using texts and theoretical 

perspectives. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It was right to struggle against the old school 
but reforming it was not so simple as it seemed. 

(Gramsci, 1971, p.36.) 

In this paper, I take as my -initial point of departure a 

major challenge to traditional educational practice whic h 

emerged in Australia in the late 1960's and early 1970's. 

In a forward to Fitzgerald's book about this era in 

education, Dr Radford observed that it was a period of 

unprecedented reform and re-examination. 

"When this book appears (1970) we will have 
passed through what I cons.id er the most 
exciting decade in Australian educational 
history since the beginning of the century. No 
single level in the traditional structure - has 
been exempt from criti~al appraisal and 
reappraisal. No institution or type of 
education in 1970 is quite what it was in 1960.tt 

(Fitzgerald, 1970, forward.) 

The challenge which had its counterparts in Britain and 

the USA was broadly 'progressive' in orientation. The 

emphasis in pedagogy was on child-centredness, activity, 

co-operation, group work, choice and diversity. Organi zat

i ona l ly it was a movement away from authority, discipline, 

streaming, fixed teaching times and groups and testing 

towards team teaching towards flexible timing and 

grouping, 'democratic' open relationships and closer links 

with the community. It was also a challenge to the 

traditional, sequential subject based curriculum ernphasing 

instead relevance, integrated studies, problem solving 
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approaches 

experience. 

and l earning which arises from everyC:ay 

Al though the movement was uni ted arou nd common emphases in 

pract ice there was little agreement as to long term 

intentions. For many tea ch e-rs and parents ' progressive' 

met hods were seen as just a more humane way to teach . 

However, far a very important segment of the movement, 

progressivism was seen as a radical challenge to the 

exist ing so c iety. 

This orientation was particularl y significant in Victorian 

se condary sch oals especially in the inner city area of 

Me lbourne . It was a perspective which was influenced to a~ 

de gree by ths r adical educationa l 1 i tera ture popular at 

the time (for example Illich, 1972 , Reimer 1972, Frier e 

1972, Kozol 1972, Kohl 1970, Goodman 1962 an d Hol t 1972) 

a nd the inte rnational countercultural movement which had a 

diversi t y of expressio ns - the anti - Vietnam war movement, 

women's libe rati on gro ups, the anti-aparthe id movement, 
. 

alt ernative life-s tyle groups, rel ig ious cults etc. 

This broadl y based movement can be def i ned as radical . 

However thi s radicalism appeared to have two d is tinct 

orienta tions . Some gr-ou ps with i-n th e count er- cultura l 

mov ement had political i ntent i ons and sought social and 

po liti cal change while others had a s t ronge r emphasi s on 

cu ltural ch a nge and were mare in teres ted in developing new 

ways of living . Raymond Williams cis t inguished between 
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these ~ I ..... '- ~ 

.. w o or 1 en "a" 1 on s . He defined the -first orientation 

2s oppositional and the second as alternative. 

uThere is a simple theoretical distinction 
between alternative and oppositional, that is 
to say between someone who finds a differ.ent 
way to live and wishes to be left alone with 
it. and someone who finds a different way to 
live and wants to .c·hange society in its light." 
( W i 11 i ams, 1 9 7 3 p. 2 0 6 • ) -

In this paper, I argue that the 'radical progressive 

movement' in Victorian secondary education was 

opposftional in orientation. That is, the particular 

complex of educational ideas that emerged at this time in 

Victorian secondary education can be interpreted as the 

expression of an ideology concerned with the establishment 

of egalitarian social relations and the democratization of-

power. resources and culture. It was a vision of 

schooling as a vehicle for social renewal through the 

transformation of individuals. 

This orientation was particularly apparent two 

Victorian significant innovations which. developed in 

secondary schools - the establishment of community schools 

and the general studies movement. These two movements can 

be characterized by the following elements: 

the development of egalitarian consciousness 

among students. teachers and parents; 

an attempt to move educational experience out 

of the classroom and into the community; 

an emphasis in lived experience or everyday 

life as a source of knowledge' 
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a rejection of the wor-th of 'ebs t ract' 

knowledgei 

a move away from education as vocational 

training. selection and normative social i zation; 

an emphasis on students making decisions and 

exercising power; 

a n at t empt to de v e 1 op i n cl as s rooms , re 1 a t i on -

ships which are egalitarian, open, loving and 

caring and non-competitive; and 

an emphasis in curriculum on controversial 

issues, social awareness and the questioning of 

dominant beliefs and attitudes. 

Although bath innovations were small in terms of numbers 

of people involved. they had an import ant inf 1 ue n ce on the 

broader educational 

national level. 

scene in Victoria and also at a 

In Victoria, the general studies movement was established 

and supported through the joint initiatives of secondary 

teachers and the education department. For example 

Moreland High, which was the school responsible for 

popularizing the 

special support 

idea 

by 

of 

the 

general 

education 

studies, was 

department 

given 

as a 

'lighthouse' school and thousands of teachers were given 

time off each year to observe the new experiment. 

The attitude of the Education department to commun i ty 

schools was more one of toleration than support (Pettit, 
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198 0 p.1 51) but it •.-.,as a n innova tion that recei ved a great 

dea l of publ ici ty Aust ra lia wide. Barry Hill {Hill, 1 9 77) 

a nd Henry Schoenheimer (Schoe nheimer 1973) bo th visited 

community schools in Melbourne an d gave them widespr e ad 

pos itive publicity a nd quite a few fi l ms were mad e about 

th e m. (For example "Sch ools- Out", "Sydney Road Community 

Sc hool".) 

More importantly the two innovations came to be see n cs 

th e 'leading edge' of the progress ive movement. For 

examp le when the journal published by t he Victorian 

Seco ndary Teachers Union (Th e Secondary Teacher) reflected 

on "3 y e ars of change " (1970) in secondary schools most of 

th e articles written were about the general stud ies~ 

movement. The Karmel Committee Repor t (Schoo ls in 

Au s tralia, 1973) placed a high value an diversi ty and 

experi mentation in Australian schools: 

and 

"No si ngle pattern of schooling is n e cessarily 
the best; diversified forms of schoo ling are an 
i mportant part of the search for solutions ." 
2: 1 0 

regarded 'unconvent io11a l' progressive schools 

important new innovations. 

"Th e Bmerg en ce of unconventi ona~ progres sive 
schoo l s gi ve promise of educational freecom t o 
thos e who fee 1 it has been denied them 
previously." 12:11 

as 

In Chapter 1, I examil")e the present climate in Australi.an 

Ed ucation in the light of the climate of a d ecad e ago . 

Although a 'climate ' cannot be 'measured' it is apparent 
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that t h e optimism concern i ng the role of schools and th e 

en th usias m about i nnova t ion h as dis appeared. 

Community school s and genera l studi es programmes st i ll 

exist but they are no longe r in the 'limelight', except as 

occasional targe ts of criticism. Th e emphas is in 

educational po licy making in the 1980 ' s is on effi c iency , 

accountabi·l ity and vocational ism . Alth ou gh many e ducators 

oppose these conservative ed ucational i n itia tives there 

does not appear to be any strong coherent resist ence. I n 

Chapter one I argue that this is p artly beca use those 

previously committed to radical progressive educat ion ha ve 

come t o doubt t he e ffe cti ven ess of these prac ti ces in 

dealing with issues like power, 

but have no a lternati v e plan of 

inequali t y and inj ust ice~ 

act ion. This brief and 

obviou sly oversimplifi ed account of the "fa ll from grace" 

of radical progressive schoo ling reflects my own 

relat i ans hip to the progressive mov ement. Th e r eas ons for 

writing this paper have the origins in my involvement with 

and subsequBnt doubt s abou t the radical progressive 

move ment . 

A Personal History 

I was first introduced to the idea of ' radical progressivs 

edu ca tion' as a graduate diploma in education student in 

1973 . The popular radical education texts (mentioned 

abov e) dominated my courses, I became c onvinced that 

radical progressive ' free ' schools like the sch ool 
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described by Jonathan Kozol (Kozol, 1972) w'2re potentially 

radical fcrces for changB in so ci ety. After visitin g 

Swinburne community scho61 in Melbourne. I decided to 

-become involved with a group 1r1ho were hoping to set up a 

free sch o o 1 ( k n own as S • ~,i • 0 • W • - S ch o o 1 W i t h o u t W a 11 s J i n 

the A. C. T . 

Through my invo 1 vement with th is movement and my attempts 

to defend its practices I gradually became aware of many 

inadequacies and contradict ions inherent in its 

practices. My initial misgivings related to the following 

observations. 

1. Many of the students who I knew at S.W.O.W. did not· 

appear to be 

egalitarians. 

developing 

If anything 

into 

they 

aware committed 

appeared more 

ignorant, individ ualistic and h e donistic than their 

traditional school counterparts . 

2. Although students appeared interested in social 

issues they didn't feel the need, nor were they 

encouraged. to study th e issues in any coherent 

fas hi.on. Their attitudes to i ss ues appeared to be 

based on emotions with no roots in an understanding 

of the principles on issue. 

3 . There appeared to be very lit t le emphases on the long 

term purposes of schooling . The accen t was on the 

"here and now " . 
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It appears only too obvious. on hindsight that ra d i cal 
) ~ 

progressive schoo ling was incapab le of achieving its own 

intentions ~ecause it was incoherent as a theory of 

educat i on. The tens i a ns J for ex amp le J b eb"1e e n non -: 

imposition and the c~itical exami nation of society were 

rarely faced. 

My disi llusionment with progressive schooling has lef t me 

with three questions which were the initial mot ivations 

for this paper. They are: 

1. What was inadequate about the themes and concerns of 

progressive education. 

2. Why did I, and so many others, find the premises of 

progressive schooling so convincing. I am ass uming-

that we were not just stupid and that the movement 

cannot simply be explained away as an aberration. If 

not, where did the ideas come from and why did they 

emerge at that particular point in time? 

3. Now that I have last my sense of direction as a 

teacher; where do I go from here? There appear to be 

three possibilities . 

despair the argument that schooling in 

capitalist society has always been , and wil l 

always be 

persuasive. 

(Alth usser, 

capitalist schooling 

The 

1972) 

arguments of 

and Bourdieu 

is very 

Althusser 

(Bourdieu & 

Passeron, 1977) imply that the reproduction of 

society is a process almost wh ich takes place 
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without in ~e rru pt i on. T h e forms o f res i s t a n c e 

a rise f rom the contrad i ctions withi n the s ocial 

structure itself. 

r e peat the mist a ke of th e past - I b:::l i eve th at 

many of those who were active in the pragres s -

ive movement and -have now become involved in 

multi-cultural education, choice and diversity 

programs or th e school and community mov ement 

are in danger of doing j ust that . 

s e arch for directions of struggl e r,:; ther t han 

clear cut prescriptive so lutions 

gr:appling with actua 1 constrai n ts , 

dangers and pos sib i l ities. 

throu gh 

probab l e 

For those , like me, who were involved in the radica l 

p r ogressive movement and now are sea rching for directions 

which av oid the dangers of despa ir a nd repetition of 

mi stakes, I believe there is a need far a critical 

reapprai s al of our past. Un les s we can identi f y and 

scrutinize the origins of our assumpt ions and convictions 

we will be unable to assess their implications f or fu ture 

practice . 

_(xii) 
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Chapter 1 

THE CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CO NTEXT 

Background - Th~ 1970 1 s 

The late 6 D's and early 70 's ar-e commonly regarded as a 

p·eriod of optimism in Australian e'ducation. It was an 

optimism characte~ized by: a strong demand for change, 

reform and innovation, massive increases in expenditure 

particularly at the fed era 1 level• increased involvement 

at all levels in curriculum development• a commitment to 

parti c'i pat ion., community inva 1 vement, devolution of power, 

and curriculum reform, and a significant movement to 

reduce the use and impact of competitive assessment, 

especially external exams. 

19B0.) 

(See for ex amp le Hughes P. W., 

What was s ignificant about this. renewed vigour was its 

~xpressed 

commitment 

clarity of purpose based 

ta the values of equity and 

on an 

serving 

explicit 

the needs 

of all students especially the poor and disadvantaged. 

The Karmel Cammi ttee report (Schools in Aus tralia, 1973) 

was to some degree a reflection of the preva.i ling 

political and social climate. Th e report contributed to 

edu cational debate and reform in manx ways. 

The Report was the first major challenge, both to the 

assumptions of compulsory schooling:~' 
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"that a major purpose of the sch •• 1 sys tern is 
to confirm the superiari ty of the already 
privileged through the mass rejection of the 
under-privileged" (J. Blackburn 1981, p.13.) 

and the Government strategies prior to 1972 of unilateral 

expansion. 

"indeed it was the first major official acknow
ledgement that the strategy of expansion hadn 1 t 
worked: that many children were disadvantaged 
and needed to be given special support" (J. 
Blackburn 1982, p.2.) 

The Karmel Committee's recommendations for action. which 

had a massive impact on schools. wer-e based on a critique 

of purposes and functions of schooling 

"The very fabric of schooling - its patterns of 
control and organization, as well as the 
outcomes it should seek and the methods by 
which it should pursue them - is in question." 
(Schools in Australia, 1973 p.10.) 

along with a commitment to explicit values:-

The Committee's identification of educational 
deficiencies in itself reflects the values held 
by the Committee, as do the remedies proposed 
• • • • They are: the pursuit of equality in the 
sense of making, through schooling, the overall 
circumstances of children's education as nearly 
equal as possibleJ the attainment of minimum 
standards of competence for life as well as a 
preparation for life, the notion of education 
as a life long experience, diversity among 
schools in their structure, curricula and 
teaching. (Ibid p.157.) 

Simultaneously, and in some instances prior to 1973, many 

states and a number of schools had undertaken significant 

educational initiatives. A brief description of some of 

the key initiatives in two educational authorities will 

serve to indicate the degree cif optimism, the significance 
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significance of' innovations and the general consensus on 

egalitarian and democratic priorities. 

South Australia 

In 1969-70 the report 

Education in South 

of the Cammi ttee of Enquiry into 

Australia, Education in South 

Australia, (also known as the Karmel Report) provided a 

massive survey of government and non-government schools. 

The Report listed seven qualities which were valued by 

the Committee. They were: 

community participation (1. 5) 

a non-authoritarian approach (1.6) 

equality of educational opportunity (1.6) 

a diversity of educational institutions (1.6) 

concern for the individual child (1.6) 

decentralization of decision making (1.6) 

opening up the system to a variety of ideas 

( 1 • 6 ) 

The influence of these values can be seen in the following 

recommendations brought down by the committee: 

the abolition of the tracking system in schools 

(8.46b) 

the dezoning of all schools (8.46d) 

an increase in school autonomy with regard to 

financial decisions (9.17b) 

autonomy given to teachers colleges (16:100) 

the establishment of an advisory council with 

wide community representation (17:29) 
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the establishment in all schools of sch ool 

councils with parent and community 

representation and powers to discuss matters of 

general educational policy (17.58) 

Financial measures to increase equality of opportunity: 

increased financial allocation to al 1 

pre-schools especially to those in 'priority' 

areas (14.36) 

increased financial allocation to 

identified as 'priority' schools (14.46) 

more flexible teaching methods (14.47) 

schools 

a means test on commonwealth scholarships 

(14.49) 

special pilot projects to be developed by a 

comrnitteei aimed at disadvantaged children 

(14.51) 

the abolition of the subsidy system which 

disproportionally benefitted schools in wealthy 

areas (9.30) 

In 1970 the newly appointed Director-General of Educat i on 

in South Australia A.W. Jones issued a memorandum 

Memorandum on Freedom and Authority to all state school 

headmasters in which he said! 

"Within the broad framework of the Education 
Act • • • you have the widest liberty to vary 
courses, to alter the timetable, to decide the 
organization of the school ••• to experiment 
with teaching methods, assessment and extra
curricular activities ••• " (Quoted in Barcan, 
1980, p.355.) 
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The Australian Capital Territory 

In July 1972, after much public pressure , media coverage 

and widely published reports related to the f eas ibi li ty 

and desirability of a separate education authority for the 

A.C.T., it was announced by Mr Fraser , the Minister for 

Education and Science, that the Commonwealth Government 

would take over staf fing f or A.C.T. government schools and 

that a statutory authority would be established to 

administer government schools. 

Pressure leading to su ch a decision had been mounting from 

early 1966 from two main sources. The first stemmed f rom 

d issatisf act-ion of many parents, particularly at Carnpb el 1 

Primary (see C. Blakers, 1978 pp .27 - 28) at decisions made 

on staffing formulae and the difficulty of negotiating 

wi th a bureaucratic, centralized system far removed from 

th e A.C.T. 

The second impetus for changing public opinion came from a 

report in 1966 entitled An Independent Education Auth or ity 

for the Australian Capita 1 Territory (known as the Currie 

Rep ort). It recommended that a separate education 

authority for the A.C.T. be establ ished . 

The arguments for a s eparate system were justified largely 

in terms of the benefits of developing a diffe rent model 

of ed ucation based on decentralization and new approaches 
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to teacher t raining, 

innovation and research. 

assessment, curricu 1 um planning 

(See G. Burnett, 1975-6, p.2.) 

Some of the key suggestions offered by the report were : 

management of schools by a widely represented Interim 

Council; a variety of schools, (including the possib le 

incorporat ion of non-government schools into the 

government system} ; greater autonomy given to schools, the 

establishment of a schools council with parent represen

tation and wide powers, and the introduction of internal 

assessment at senior secondary levels . 

Before the Interim Authority was established in 1974, 

three more reports were published recommending that the 

new authority be operated in ways that would encourage 

greater community participation. more autonomy for 

individual schools, greater flexibility in financial, 

s tructural and curricu lum decisions and a high degree of 

diversity and innovation. 

The following is a brief summary of some of the key 

recommend ations and commitments in each of the three 

reports . 

{a) The Neale-Radford Report - Teachers for Commonwealth 

Schools - August, 1972. 

new methods of assessment of 

promotion {p.30) 

teachers for 
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more professional freedom for teachers to make 

decisions at the school and class room level 

(p. 37) 

representation of teachers at all levels of 

decision making (p. 37) 

greater integrat ion between school life and 

community life (p.43) 

abolition of the traditional teaching hierarchy 

to enable each school to decide its own 

organizational pattern (p .45 ) 

increased financial autonomy (p.48) 

greater devolution of authority and 

resp ans ibi li ty to the school level through the 

establishment of school boards and the transfer 

of greater authority to the heads of schools 

and their staff (p.52). 

Campbell Report) Secondary Education for 

Canberra - Report of the working committee on College 

proposals for the Australian Capital Territory. 

Recommend a tions: 

Colleges 

the restructuring of 

through the establishment 

for years 5 and 6 (3.34) 

secondary 

of senior 

education 

colleges 

encouragement of part-time and mature students 

to attend senior colleges (3. 43 , 3.50) 

non selective entry to colleges (3.50) 
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colleges should be given a high degree of 

autonomy (3.50) 

abolition of external exams for years 4 and 6 

(3.50) 

closer integration with the life and work of 

the community (3.50) 

High School Curriculum Emphases 

emphasis on problem centred approaches (4.25) 

emphasis on the interrelationship of student 

and community, of study and experience and 

between disciplines (4.40) 

Government 

each school should have its own governing body 

representing parents, students and staff. This 

body should be given the power to 

determine educational programs 

participate in the selection of teaching 

staff 

determine staffing arrangements (6.8). 

The discussion which informed the recommendations is of 

particular interest, for its consistent themes are the 

inappropriateness of authoritarian teacher-student 

relations, and the changing role of the school in response 

to changes in society. The report, after a lengthy 

discussion of the dilemmas and problems facing schools, 

concludes that schools should not merely adapt to social 

change, but should give cri ti ca 1 at tent ion to the mora 1 

implications of social change. 
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"Our education system, in preparing its youth 
for such a society [ a technological one l, is 
concerned not only with a changing tech no logy 
but even more with questions of the purpose and 
use of technology.... Questions of value 
are inseparable with technological change in 
our society. 

For this reason education cannot take an 
ethically neutral stance on questions of social 
and political change. Many thinkers have 
pointed to the darker and morally questionable 
character of mass society in which those in 
positions of power create artificial needs, 
through the reinforcement of a set of values 
compatible with a consumer economy, protect ed 
by its affluence from the harsher realities of 
life and death. The need to encourage a 
realistic awareness of the forces at work in 
social and political change and to deepen the 
perception of the moral constraints necessary 
for creating a more just and humane community 
becomes even more pressing as these trends gain 
momentum.... Any system of education which in 
practice aims simply at providing quiescent but 
well-trained functionaries, who can then be 
manipulated in the service of those locked in a 
struggle for power, is u 1 timately doing a grave 
disservice to humane society. (p.33.) 

I have quoted at length because of the importance of this 

extract in providing an understanding of the link betwsen 

the often implicit political values in curriculum and 

administrative innovation during this period. It is not 

egalitarianism in the sense of equality of opportunity as 

might be reflected in compensatory programmes, but a 

political commitment to a vision of a just, humane and 

egalitarian society through the development of people who 

are critically aware of the 'darker side' of consumer 

society and who are committed to working to create a more 

just and humane society. 

c. (The Hugh es Report) A Desi g n for the Governance and 

Org anization of Education in the Australian Capital 
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Territory - Report of the Assessment Panel on the 

A.C.T. Education Authority. 1973. 

The Committees recommendations were justified in the 

report in terms of the following beliefs about what the 

significant features of education are. 

that education takes place outside formal 

institutions as much as within them (1.1) 

that teaching and learning take place largely 

through personal relationships. "Governments 

must at all costs avoid burying the humanity of 

the teacher child relationship in a morass of 
11 

impers ona 1 and complex bureaucratic procedures 

( 1 • 2) 

provision of education occurs in such a manner 

as to develop in schools "a climate in which 

teachers and children wi 11 fee 1 free to spread 

their wingsu (1.3) 

that parents are an important part of the 

educational relationship (1.4) 

The committee stressed that these features could only be 

fostered if 

established in 

the administrative educational system 

the A.C.T. was one that did not restrict 

variety and innovation. A 'zest for experimentation' 

should be encouraged. Innovation can best be fostered the 

committee argued through adequate and flexible financial 

arrangements and the establishment of schools which are 

small. ( 1.8) 
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Significant Recommendations 

No. 3 The establishment of an A.C.T. counci 1 of 

education to admi nister education of government 

schools and pre-schools. It was to have a wide 

representation including teachers and parents . 

No.9 The estab lishment of s chool boards in each 

school, representing parents and stude nts (High 

Sch oo ls + Colleges) and exercizing with wider 

powers i nclud ing 

determination of broad school policy 

emp loyment of professional st aff 

encouragement of curriculum experimentation 

No.11 A f inancial freedom in regard to staffing 

sh ou ld be given to schools. 

Summary 

Rep ort s are really only indicators of the recommended 

direction of changes. It is much more difficult to 

ascertain the extent. and signi fi can ce. of in novations at 

the school level, and even more difficult to find concrete 

evidence of the values that informed them . However as a 

teacher who entered the teaching . service in the A. C. T. in 

1974 (the year the interim authority commenced its work), 

I found that the atmos phere in schools was one • f zest and 

optimism informed by humanit arianism and social recon

structionism. It is worth adding that in 1973 I had been 

involved with a group of t eacher trainees, high school 
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students and a few college lecturers in 

alternative school (called SWOW - School 

setting 

Without 

up an 

Walls) 

which was accepted 

beginning of 1974. 

an arena for bold 

into the government system at the 

We shared the view that education was 

and radical change which would have a 

significant impact on society. 

The 19BO's. From Optimism to Disarray to New Consensus 

As we move further into the 198D's two things have become 

clear. First, the optimism and clarity of purpose 

concerning the role of schools, which pervaded the 60's 

and 7D's has evaporated. In that sense we are as Connell 

suggests "at the end of an era in Australian Education" 

(Connell et al, 1982, p.15). Second a strong and powerful 

conservative cons ens us · has emerged which suggests a very 

clear sense of direction. As Connell argues, the focus of 

the debate has shifted from "what to do about equality to 

how to make schools serve industry mors effectively" 

(Connell et al, 19B2. p.24). 

The terms of reference, the language. the assumptions and 

the major recommendations of "the Keeves Report" [Enquiry 

into Education in South Australia, 1981 I and "the Williams 

Report" [Report of the Cammi ttee of Enquiry into Education 

and Training , 1979) illuminate this shift in values and 

priorities. 
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The Karmel Committee (1973) was given general terms of 

reference relating to the identification of needs and 

priori ties within those needs of both government and non 

government schools. The Cammi ttee dee id ed that in order 

to res pond adequately to this brief it needed to 

"formulate a frame of reference in terms of educational 

values and standards" (Karmel Report, 1973, 1.7). The two 

most important values it explicitly committed itself to 

were equality of opportunity, and the encouragement of 

diversity and innovation. 

The terms of reference handed down to the "Ke eves 

Cammi ttee" and the "Williams Cammi ttee" also related to 

needs and priorities of schools but in both cases the 

determination of needs was more closely defined. The 

Keeves Committee was asked to report on 

"the means 
methods of 
changed to 
employment 

by which curricula and teaching 
the schools and colleges should be 
meet new technologies and changing 

patterns." (The Keeves Report 1:11.) 

and the Williams report had its terms of reference framed 

in terms of 

"The relationship between 
and the labour market" 
1979, Vol.1) 

the 
(The 

education 
Williams 

system 
Report 

Neither the Keeves Committee nor the Williams Committee 

found it necessary to make clear the values on which their 

recommendations were based. On reading both reports 

however, it is clear that choices were made, which were 

consistent with a very narrow interpretation of the terms 

of reference, but were not a necessary consequence of the 
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terms of reference. The following is an attempt to 

portray the values and committments of both the "Keeves 

Report" and the "Williams Report" through an exami nation 

of the key recommendations. 

The "Williams Report" - Recommendations 

increased accountability and measurement of 

s t an d ard s ( R 4 : 1 2 ) 

introduction of national standards of minimum 

achievement in the "3'RRRs" (R4:13) 

systematic analysis of teaching tasks (R4:14) 

more "efficient selection" for post secondary 

courses (R ) 

mare financial support for outstanding students 

(RS:38) 

"decrease in autonomy" of CAE's and 

Universities (S:43) 

research in CAE's be confined to applied 

research (S:54) 

national planning and production of teaching 

materials in TAFE's (R7:20) 

research into young peoples attitudes to 

employment (R14:17) 

These recommendations represent a move towards greater 

uniformity, efficiency and accountability. An endorsement 

of the view that a major purpose of schooling is to serve 

the needs of industry can be seen in the reports concern 
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over the attitudes of young people to work. Even the 

recommendation of increasing the financial support for 

outstanding students is justified, not in terms of the 

needs of students, but as an economic investment (R5:38). 

Although disadvantaged groups are given attention in the 

report, concern for their special needs is framed in terms 

of enabling them to compete adequately for jobs. 

Throughout the report there appears to be an assumption 

that all that is needed is greater opportunity and 

encouragement. There is no recognition of other forces at 

work in both society and the schooling process which 

systematically work against such groups. 

of girls is a good case in point. 

Their dis cuss ion 

"There is no educational reason other than 
choice of subjects why in the tertiary 
education sector the percentage of females 
should not increase in subjects such as applied 
science, agriculture, technology .•• " (S:137) 

The implication here is that overcoming disadvantage is 

simply a problem of changing attitudes of the disadvant

aged. 

The Keeves Report 

Some of the key recommendations of the Keeves Report are: 

(A) Primary Schools 

"Recommended courses of instruction should be 

developed, comprising statements of general aims 

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES ANO SPECIFIED ORGANIZATION 

AND CONTENT for use in the junior primary 
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grades •••• AND IF A SCHOOL CHOSE NOT TD USE A 

COURSE DR TO USE A COURSE •NL Y IN PART~ IT WOULD 

NEED TO OBTAIN APPROVAL FOR THE COURSE USED WITHI N 

THE SCHOOL" R6:Z, R6:3 (summarizsd with emphases 

added) 

recommended time allocation for the different 

curriculum areas (R6:4) 

faster promotions for brighter pupils in junior 

primary (R6:6b) 

slower pupils should repeat gradss (R6:6e) 

training in skills used in technology 

recommended for all primary grades (Rb:6f) 

increased use of testing in Secondary Schools 

alongside the development of measurable 

performance objectives (R7:2) 

the establishment of a gifted children program 

(R10:5) 

increase in the emphasis given to educational 

measurement and evaluation in teacher education 

courses. 

The Report's discussion of the values and problems which 

influenced its decision-making reveals a strong emphasis 

on education as an economic investment. The language also 

reinforces the idea that money spent on education should 

be an "opportunity costed measurable input" which yields 

"economically beneficial outputs". For example 

"A strong dissatisfaction has developed 
associated with what is seen to be a failure of 
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educational services to yield benefits that are 
commensurate with the high level of financial 
resources that they consume." (1:22) 

Social, moral, spiritual or other benefits are not even 

the justification of mentioned. 

educational 

Throughout 

decisions is put 

report 

in terms of econ • mi c 

criteria. For example 

The 

The function 
to identify 
growth is 
(1.24} 

report also 

of this present committee must be 
the areas where improvement or 

essential for STATE DEVELOPMENT. 

justifies an increased emphasis on 

education for leisure in terms of investment in human 

capital (13:3}. 

Both reports indicate clearly that concerns with equality, 

alien at ion, and quality of 1 earning experience have been 

replaced by efficiency, control and productivity. 

Significant in the context of this paper is the response 

of those who in the past were actively committed to the 

education of the disadvantaged. The first and most 

obvious reaction is that they don't like what has 

happened. Bill Hannan~ who played an important role in 

the curriculum reform movement observed that: 

"The curriculum in other words, has become 
politicized in the worst sense of that word, in 
that it is being made to serve narrow poli t ica 1 
interests. The consensus that we might argue 
once governed public thought about education 
that the state should educate all of its citizens 
to participate in the social and cultural life of 
the nation, has been rejected not only in 
rhetoric but also in practice schools are 
lashed for not preparing students for specific 
work". (Hannan, 1980, p.10.} 
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Jean Blackburn who worked as the dsputy chairperson with 

the "Karmel Report" was very critical of the "Kesves 

Report". For example: 

"The prevailing ideology is an individually 
competitive one. Individuals are detached from 
social groups in ways which allow economic 
difference and differences in social power to 
be ignored the only differences accorded 
respect are individual differences in abi 1 i ty. 
The gifted get a good press and the whole 
emphasis of the report is on socially 
disembodied competing individuals. 

This approach nicely fits the neo-conservative 
attack on the welfare state. Every presumed 
consensus of the Report endorses neo
conservative positions. Those who begrudged 
reductions in privilege in income for the 
benefit of others less well placed were on the 
outer in more prosperous times. They are now 
vsry powerfully backed. Individualism 
unfettered by social committrnent has put on 
moral clothes and the Keeves Committee embodies 
them." (J. Blackburn 1882, p.7.) 

Connell, et al., in their recent book Making 

Difference commented that: 

"The broad outlines of a conservative consensus 
on what to do with mass education have now 
emerged. A key sign of this is the trans
formation of the Schools Commission from an 
agency giving substantial support to public 
schooling and its improvement, into an 
instrument which - particularly by its under
writing a rapidly increasing percentage of the 
costs of private schools has the capacity 
( and it would seem the intent ion) of driving 
deeper the wedge between public and private 
schooling. 

the central thrust of this strategy is 
consistent with the overall economic policy of 
the conservative coalition, to seek economic 
revival by widening inequalities of weal th and 
income and increasing incentive to capitalists. 
(Connell et al, 19B2 p.204.) 

the 

More important is the implication in some current writings 

that many are unsure what to do about it. 
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Gallagher and Ashenden comment in a discussion paper 

prepared for a primary education review in the A.C.T. that 

"Various combinations of the elements of what 
we've called the 'New Efficiency Movement' are 
now widely accepted, WHICH HAS BROUGHT 
DESPONDENCY TO MANY A HEART." (Gallagher & 
Ashenden 19B0, p.29.) (emphasis added) 

Bill Hannan, in a speech interpreting the present educat

ional climate in Victoria said: 

"The curriculum movement of recent years is 
being attacked and we' re not too sure how we 
should defend it." (Hannan, 19B0 p.9,) 

Connell at al after 

educational initiatives 

concluded that: 

describing 

observable 

the conservative 

in recent reports 

"In the short tetm, this situation hcis resulted 
in confusion and disma~ among -ducators, who 
had come to rely on continuing growth almost as 
a 'natural' law. When conservative ideologues 
tried to capitalize on working class dissatis
faction with education by blaming the schools 
far youth employment ••• teachers reacted 
indignantly because they sensed this was wrong. 
but had no alternative reasons to offer. Nor 
did educational policy makers have any effect
ive counter to the unfolding strategy of the 
conservative Government in Canberra • •• " 
(Connell et al, 1982, p.203.) 

This apparent despondency cannot be explained merely in 

terms of a conservative resurgence, for the assumptions 

and purposes of the new movement are very vulnerable to 

attack on democr·atic grounds. Why then does there appear 

to be no strong coheren~ resistance? 

I believe that three of the principle sources of this 

inability ta respond are 
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widespread doubts about the adequacy of the 

'progressive' approach 

the impact of 'inequality' research findings 

the impact of 'reproduction' and social 

structural theories of education. 

The 'Progressive' Approach - Doubts and Disillusionment 

Hughes (Hughes 19B2 p .9} argues that the current dis-

illusionment 

claims' that 

education or 

has its origins~ in part 

attribute any social 

rather "miseducation". 

frequently made claims are: that 

in 'unreal negative 

ills directly to 

Some of the most 

education. causes 

unemployment; that literacy standards have fallen and that 

lack of discipline in schools has contributed to youth 

alienation and delinquency. 

Al though such claims were never adequately 

they were given a lot of attention by the 

politicians. This attention was due in 

substantiated 

media and the 

part to the 

depressed economic climate and the sensitive issues raised 

by the criticism of progressivism. 

Parents and children who face the prospect of long term 

unemployment are powerf u 1 potential allies in a "back-to-

basicsn movement or a transition education movement. 

Given this context it was a simple matter for the media to 

put progressive education in the firing line as "a 

stamping ground for romantics and ut • pians who give it 
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pretensions and unrealizable objectives". (The Bulletin, 

May 15. 1976 p.1.) 

However not al 1 the fears and doubts can be laid at the 

feet of exaggerated media campaigns and the changed 

economic climate. Their origins lay also in the failure 

of progressive schooling to produce the results it 

promised. The disillusionment of those actively committed 

to egalitarian education lay in part with a recognition 

that many of the policies had implications which were 

contrary to their intentions. 

Indeed Blackburn argued that the tendency of the 

progressive movement. to reject high cu 1 tural kn ow ledge. 

had conservative consequences. 

"Beginning as a response to ethnic variety• a 
form of cultural relativism having wider 
significance also gained currency. In its own 
way, this too indirectly supported the kind of 
instrumentalism involved with fitting people to 
jobs about which conservatives were becoming 
increasingly. keen. It did so by popularizing 
the notion that there were few universals in 
culture beyond skills. It questioned that 
schooling, far from leading out from the values 
and preconceptions in which people were raised 
into broader intellectual horizons which would 
allow the critical examination of all social 
myths, could consolidate the 'values and 
orientations of the group of origin'." 
(J. Blackburn, 1982, p.4.) 

Johnston 
movement 
ficially 

noted that 
had really 

the 
only 

community 
changed 

participation 
things super-

"The urgent need (is) to look critically at 
the initial formulations of the school
community, · problematic because something had 
gone wrong. True, there were superficia 1 
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changes towards community involvsment, but deep 
down we had failed to redistribute power. 
Somehow we had gone seriously off course." 
{K. Johnston, 19B1 p.77.) 

Inequality Research 

The research reports of Coleman (Coleman J. et al, 1966) 

and Jencks (1972) had and continue to have a profound 

influence on educational decision making. Coleman et al 

set out to find out if schools were able to make a 

difference in terms of pupil achievement. Coleman claimed 

that his study showed that for disadvantaged students, 

schools could make a difference. Howaver Jencks claimed 

that, when Coleman's data was analysed using data from US 

census, the findings looked qui ts different. 

that: 

He concluded 

nThe character of a schools output depends 
largely on a single input, namely the character
istics of the entering children. Everything 
else is either secondary or completely 
irrelevant" (Jencks. 1972 p. 8). 

If this is the case then reductions in educational 

expenditure will have little negative effect on educational 

outcomes. Hughes (Hughes 1982, p.14) noted that in the 

United States such arguments were used to justify 

decreases in expenditure in the schools. Hughes also 

claims that such arguments have been put forward in 

Australia though he doesn't substantiate this. 

Reproduction and Social Structural Theories of Education 

These two theoretical approaches to education have become 

increasingly important over the last ten years. To give 
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an adequate description of the approaches, contributions, 

developments, debates and implications of th ss e ever 

expanding theoretical fields would require another paper. 

Of significance in the context of this chapter is the 

impact of these approaches on practitioners in education. 

The implication of Jencks' research was that schools 

neither add nor detract to social inequality. 

Reproduction and social structural theory emphasises the 

role of schools in fostering and legitimizing an unequal 

society. Reproduction theory and social structural theory 

is not concerned solely with problems of disadvantage and 

poverty but with issues related ta class and power. 

Inequality research claims tht schools have FAILED to 

combat inequality but "reproduction" and "social 

structural" theory claims that schools SUCCEED in actively 

producing and legitimizing inequality. For example 

••• we all live in a society 
into different social classes 
maintains and supports those 
(Pusey, 19B0, p.37.) 

which is divided 
and • • • education 
class divisions" 

"Social stratification in 
exist despite the provision 
and compulsory schooling7 
because of it." (Branson and 

Australia does not 
of 'free' secular 

but essentially 
Miller, 1972 p.2.) 

It is very difficult for practising teachers to respond to 

such claims, for- how can one respond to forces and events 

beyond ones control. In its extreme formulation social 

structural theory suggested that teachers can never avoid 

this role for even their forms of resistence "contribute 

to the maintenance of this ideological representation of 
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the schooln (Althusser 1971b, p.40). Such an approach, in 

shifting the blame first from the families then to the 

school and then to the social structure its elf. does not 

provide fruitful directions for action. 

In summary, a number of significant influences have been 

identified as having left educators, who were previously 

purposeful and active, without a sense of direction. 

These influences include: a powerful conservative 

consensus appearing to respond to real concerns of 

teachers, students and parents~ "unreal negative claims" 

about the failure of past educational practices; doubts 

about progressive education which do have some val id i ty; 

disillusionment with the possibility of egalitarian 

education al practice and the recognition of the 

possibility that teachers are inevitably implicated in the 

legitimation of inequality. There is ample agreement on 

the need to challenge the conservative consensus, but what 

this means for the practice of teachers is far from clear. 

Hannan and White suggest that, among the many factors 

which have contributed to the inability to clarify 

directions, the disillusionment with the practices of the 

70s is crucial. 

Hannan: 

ttGovernment schooling as 
attack and to some extent 
built on the failures of 
(Hannan 1980 p.9.) 

a 
the 
the 

whole 
attack 

past 

is under 
has been 

decade." 
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in the optimism of 
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of the 80 's has its roots 
the 70's." (White 1979 

I argue that for those who are committed to humane 

educational values and practices now is a time of crisis. 

The tide of conservative educational opinion and action 

appears to be irres ist ib le. If those who oppose such an 

outcome are unable to propose fruitful directions for 

opposition~ then a conservative victory will be inevitable. 

Resistance will only be possible if: 

(1) we turn the disillusionment and despair into an 

opportunity to learn from past mistakes. 

(2} we use this concrete analysis of our own past to 

rethink our basic assumptions about schooling and 

its place in society. 

( 3} we ground our practice in a "hard-headed" and 

critical analysis of the constraints which exist. 

(4) we recognize that it is a situation of ideological 

conflict. 

resolution 

Committee meetings and other conflict 

processes can only work against us 

because there can be no consensus. 

whose side we are on. 

We must remember 

There are of course individuals in education fighting for 

a hard headed version of 'education as liberation' who do 

have a clear sense of direction. Jean Blackburn who had a 

strong influence on some of the "radical" proposals put 

forward by the Karmel Report. and both Connel 1 and 
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Ashenden who have been actively involved in educational 

research framed outside conventional paradigms do appear 

to have been able to respond to the current climate. 

These peop le have important perspectives and understand

ings in common. They have the ability to be self-critical 

about their own practices and the assumptions, they have 

developed a historical perspective on past practices, and 

perhaps, most importantly they have not been destroyed by 

defeatism. 

For example, Jean Blackburn, in reflecting on the Dis

advantaged Schools Program makes it clear that though she 

continues to endorse the values which informed the program 

she has been ab le to reflect critically on some of its 

unintended cons~quences. 

"Fundamental difficulties in operating the 
program (arose) from its apparently dual 
purpose." (J. Blackburn 1981, p.17.) 

Connell, et al. also display a willingness to critically 

reflect on their theoretical position: 

"Our thinking was much influenced by reproduct
ion theory: one of the authors was a speaker at 
the Bowles and Gintis Conference. another was 
among the audience, and a third wrote an 
article criticizing inequality research, with 
the aid of reproduction arguments. But we were 
bothered by the increasing abstractness and 
dogmatism of this literature ••• " (Cannell et 
al, 1982 p.79.) 

Unfortunately, many others who have been committed to the 

progressive approach, d id not become self-critical and 

consequently have not been able to develop a coherent 

framework for oppositional practice. The only options 
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eppeer to be defeatism or joining the bandwagon of •humane 

egalitarian rhetoric•, such as some versions of 

multicultural education. The danger in moving from one 

practice to another without a probing analysis of the 

inadequacies of past practice is that similar mistakes are 

likely to be repeated. This is highly likely if the 

assumptions which were a problem in the former also 

underlie the latter. 

In summary, the aim of this paper is to; examine in some 

detail the reasons why the radical version of progressive 

education has led to such profound disillusionment, to 

unearth assumptions which limited the perspective of the 

movement1 to indicate the problems. di lemnas and 

constraints which must be considered in future planning. 

and hopefully to map out potential pitfalls and promising 

possibilities. In the words of Michael Apple: 

•rt is only through our commitment to 
collectively examine each other's work. to use 
and go beyond what· may be no longer utile. or 
what may be weaker than it might. and then 
stand on each others shoulders. that serious 
progress can be made.• (Apple. 1979 p.157.) 
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Chapter 2 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT IDEOLOGICAL 

ORIENTATIONS WITHIN PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION 

purpose in this chapter is to establish criteria 

demarcation af educational ideologies inherent 

far 

in 

different forms of progressive education. The criteria 

developed will be used in the subsequent chapter to 

interpret the ideological orientation which informed the 

curric'ulum reform movement in Victoria 1 1966-76. 

deemed necessary for four reasons. 

Th is is 

1. The word •progressive' like the word 'open' is an 

umbrella term which includes a range of orientations> 

including normative, reformist, alternative and 

oppositional. 

be defined 

These differing orientations need to 

and I do this by drawing on the 

perspectives of Brian Hill (Hill 1 1977) Lawrence 

Cremin (Cremin, 1961) and Raymond Williams (Williams, 

1973) • 

2. The curriculum reform movement was characterized by 

an extraordinary vagueness and undeveloped theoriz

ing. Because many of the values were shared they 

remained implicit. I found that it was not possible 

to impute purpose in any direct and simple way from a 

study of progressive practice. 
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It is very easy to confuse oppositional and 

alternative orientations for they often appear to 

endorse similar practices though for different 

reasons. F or s x amp 1 e Sar u p ( Sar u p 1 9 8 2 .p • 5 3 ) has 

pointed out that A.S. Neill's school 'Summerhill' is 

similar in its approach to curriculum to the radical 

working class education movement in England in the 

1830 's . However they are expressions of radically 

different political orientations. On the one hand 

'Summerhill' fits well in the alternative tradition 

for- it is • apolitical' in orientation. This can be 

evidenced by the following well known excer-p_t from 

Neill's book Summerhill. 

"The cure for the sickness of man (sic) does 
not lie in eolitics, or religion or humanism, 
the cure is freedom for chi ldr-en to be them-
selves" {Quoted in Gawbard, 1972 p. 9) 

(emphasis added) 

On the other hand the radical working class education 

movement had explicit political intentions as 

following commentary shows. 

"Really useful knowl~dge was a knowledge of 
everyday circumstances, including a knowledge 
of why you were poor, why you were politically 
oppressed, and why, through the force of social 
circumstances, you were the kind of person that 
you were, your character misshapen by a cruel 
competitive world. Radicals in this phase 
refused the distinction between liberal and 
utilitarian conceptions of education, between 
truth and usefulness. They insisted from a 
popular radical standpoint that these things 
were identical, that in order to change the 
wor-ld you needed to be able to explain everyday 
experience, to account for "all known facts". 
Education was a natural or human right but it 
was also a way of achieving justice". 
(Unpopular Education, 1981, p.37.) 

the 
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4 The most important reason for choosing to analyse the 

curriculum reform movement is because I argue that it 

was in significant ways, an oppositional movement in 

that the principal agents involved in the movement 

viewed their particular school innovations as the 

working practice of a political and social ideology 

which could best be described as politically radical 

or socialist in orientation. These practices, it is 

argued, were not just the outward expression of their 

own private vision (an alternative practice) but an 

attempt to contribute actively to radical social 

change. In order to substantiate this claim it is 

necessary to develop a working definition of 

appositional practice. 

This chapter then is an attempt to develop a partial 

framework for analysing educational practice which will be 

taken up in the following chapter and applied to the 

curriculum reform movement. 

in two respects. 

It is an incomplete framework 

Firstly. I am not seeking to map out a complete typology 

of all that is encompassed by the concept 'progressive'. 

but to demarcate those features which most distinguis h 

oppositional practices from others. Alternative practices 

are also included in the analysis as a comparison and 

because of 

observable 

their 

features. 

apparent 

That 

similarity 

is, it is 

in the most 

where these two 

orientations conflict that the most important features of 

oppositional practice can be found. 
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Secondly, the framework is incomplete because I make no 

attempts at this stage to appraise the adequacy of any of 

the practices being studied except in so far as my 

description itself is inevitably valuative. 

Brian Hill (Hill, pp.4-6) attempted to develop a framework 

within which to examine the ways in which the t erm 'open' 

was associated with educational practice. Because the 

concept 'op en' is often used int erch angeab ly with the word 

'progressive', his analysis is worth examining. He 

claimed that the word 'open' was associated with t hree 

quite conflicting intentions. These can be summarized as 

fallows. 

( 1 J 

(2) 

( 3) 

Normative Openness a more ·humane way of 

achieving the same goals as before. 

Procedur-al Openness - a rejection of any form 

of imposition or of having any goals at al 1. A 

celebration of freedom. 

Revolutionary Openness an 

radically change society through 

of an egalitarian consciousness 

teachers and parents. 

attempt to 

the ere at ion 

in students, 

'..Jhile Hill's categories are usef'ul at a descriptive level 

to demonstrate the diversities of intentions with a common 

focus on practice they have very little theoretical 

utility because they are deficient in , a number of ways. 

Firstly, they take as unproblematic given definitions of 

normative, :' revolutionary or procedural without a 
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recognition of the complexity in 

perspective. For example if one 

rhetoric of schooling particularly 

then educational programs which 

establishing such a 

takes seriously the 

concerning equality, 

aimed to develop 

'egalitarian consciousness' in students could be viewed as 

normative; whereas he regards egalitarianism as 

revolutionary. 

Secondly, his goals relate to the goals to be implemented 

at the classroom level and take no cognizance of the 

broader ideological perspectives that inform such practice. 

Thirdly, he does not justify his categories with concrete 

analyses of particular practices and crucial variables 

around which the different perspectives might differ. 

Fourthly, Hill's categories have no historical dimension. 

They do not take into account the social contexts which 

inform the perspectives or the changed nature of the 

differing orientations over time. 

The central proposition argued in this chapter is that 

'progressive' type reform movements in education have 

always incorpor-ated a variety of orientations b ut t hat the 

chief contenders for orthodoxy have been those with either 

oppositional or alternative intentions. The words 

alternative and oppositional are being used in this paper, 

in the way Williams (Williams, 1973) defines them: 
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"The re is a s imp 1 e the ore t i ca 1 d is tin ct i an 
between alternative and oppositional, that is 
to say between someone who simply finds a 
different way ta live and wishes to be left 
alone with it, and someone who fin ds a 
different way to live and wants to change 
society in its light. This is usually· t h e 
difference between small group solutions to 
social crisis and those solutions which 
properly belong to political and ultimately 
revolutionary practices." (Williams, 1973 
p.206.) 

Furth er it is suggested th at the rel a ti ans hip between the 

two orientations is different over time depending on the 

social and political contexts and the influence of key 

figures. It is this changing relationship which makes 

theoretical categories inadequate. 

At certain points in time the two orientations coexist in 

a contradictar-y compound and it is only when circumstances 

change that the differences become apparent. It is to 

those points in time when the two groups become aware of 

their conflicting intentions that we must turn if the 

crucial differences between the two orientations are to be 

made clear. 

In order to examine the changing relationship between 

alter-native and oppositional tendencies over time, and 

make clear the differences between the two orientations, I 

have attempted a concrete analysis of two curriculum 

reform era's in the United States. The Progressive 

Education Movement from the 1B90 1 s to the 1940's and the 

Free School Movement during the 1960's to the 1970's. 
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Although both are often referred t6 as 'movements' and the 

various practices associated with them did share common 

ch a r a c t e r i s t i c s , th e re w a s di sag re amen t on t h a an a 1 y s i s 

and causes of the problems of schooling, and the solutions 

to be sought. The disagreements arose from th 2 varying 

degrees or commitment to alternative and oppositional 

orientations. 

Diversity 

1890-1!::!40 

in the Progressive Education 'Movement' 

Lawrence Cremin l~remin, 1961) locates the beginning of 

the American Progressive Movement in the late Nineteenth 

Century. It soon developed into a movement that was 

social as well as educational. 

", •• pedagogical protest during the seventies 
a n d e i g ht i es w a s 1 o ca 1 i n t er mi t ten t and 
frequently innocuous. By contrast the nineties 
brought a nation-wide torrent of criticism, 
innovation and reform that soon took on all the 
earmarks of a social movement. (ibid 2d. J 

Cremin writes of the movement's remarkable diver-sity of 

pedagogical protest and innovation. He c 1 a i med i t w a s 

pluralistic to the point of self-contradiction and became 

all ~hings to all people. 

"In the universities it emerged as part of a 
spirited revolt against formalism in 
philosophy, psychology and the social sciences. 
In the cities it 'was but one facet of a wider 
program of municipal clean up and reform. 
Among the farmers it became the crux of a 
moderate liberal alternative to radical 
agrarianism. It was at the same time the 
'social education' demanded by the urban 
settlement workers, the 'schooling for country 
life' demanded by the rural publicists, the 
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vocational training by the bu s inessmen's 
as sociati on and labour unions alik e , and the 
new tec hni qu es of instruction d ema nd ed by the 
ava nt-guard e ped a gogues. " (ibid, p. 2 2,) 

Among those whose s entiments ran ged from r e formism to 

r adicalism, progressivism was a res ponse to the poverty 

they saw around them. 

"What was new was t he grqw i ng number who 
suddenly seemed to care. To look back on the 
nineties is to sense an awakening of social 
conscience , a growi ng be lief that t his 
incredible suffl;lring was neither th e fault not 
the inevitable lot of the sufferers, that it 
could certainly· be alleviated and that the road 
to alleviation was neither charity nor 
revolution but in t he last analysis 
education." (ibid, p.59.) 

Cremin argues that in this early phase progressivism was 

principally reformist in ori en tat ion. That is, it was an 

attempt to deal with soci a 1 prob l erns, but not to confront 

the soctal system. Neither alternative nor oppositional 

orientations were obvious. Those who could be defined as 

oppositional, the political radicals of the period, did 

not associate thems e lves with progressive education at 

alL They saw political power, not education, as the 

medium for social revol ution . 

The settlement movement •.-1as the mos t rad ical of t hose who 

put their faith in ed ucation and to a degree their vision 

of social regeneration did contain oppositional 

t~ndencies. Central to their vision was a commitment to: 

"live as neig hb ours of t he working poor, 
sharing their life, thinking out their 
prob lems, learning from them the l e ssons of 
pati e nce, fel lowsh i p , s e l f - s acri fi ce and 
offering in r esponse the he lp of t he i r own 
education a nd fr i end s h i p '' (ibid, p. 59.} 

! 
, • 



They ,,.;ere active in both education and politics and se.1
.11 

t h e i r g a a 1 a s n e i g h b o u r h o o d re gen e r a t i an , 1;J here by t h e p o o r 

c O u l d s tr u g g 1 e ca 11 e ct iv e 1 y t o human i z e ind us tr i a 1 1 i f e • 

They attacked not cnly poverty, b u t ~" e a l t h , corrupt 

society and the withholding of powerful knowledge from the 

poor. Cremin wrote that "their cause was nothing less 

than the total regeneration of society• lp.b1). 

Becaus~ of a "coincidence of tactical considerations" this 

alliance of conflicting socia 1 and po li ti ca 1 views 

continued to co-exist without explicit conflict for quite 

some time. One of Dewey's foremost contributi ans was to 

cement this alliance by continually stressing what was 

common within this diversity; that is the desire to create 

in schools embryonic communities in order to both ref l ect 

and improve the larger society. 

Cow 1 e y , i n h is book Ex i 1 es Re turn (Cow 1 e y 1 9 51 ) c l a i ms 

that during the years before World War I, b-Jo different 

groups began to exert an influence on the movement. The 

first group which he labelled 'bohemian' were alternative 

in orientation. "They stressed individualism, non-imposit

ion and freedom and were in revolt against 'puritanical 

restraint' Cowley stressed that they were 'apolitical' in 

character. The second group, which Cowley saw as a 

radical group, were oppositional in orientation. 

were nin revolt against the evils of Capitalism 0
• 

They 

Hmvaver 

before World War I bath orientations co-existed alongside 

other groups without overt conflict. 
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cloth Cremin and Cowley ar-gue that the ons2t of \✓orld ·,for l 

brought to the surface their underlying conflicts. The 

child-centred individualists began to exert a more 

dominant influence and radicalism came to be seen as 

rather 'outmoded and doctrinaire'. 

However the onset of the Depression seemed to reverse 

their positions. Bowers writes that it was George S. 

Counts who first issued a major challenge to bohemianism 

in a paper called "Dare Progressive Education be 

Progressive" (Counts, 1931) which he delivered to the 

Progressive Education Association Annual (PEA) Conference 

in 1931. He at tri bu ted the weakness of the Progressive 

Movement to its alliance with the middle c l ass who he 

regarded as "romantic sentimentalists" incapable of 

dealing with econom1 c and socia 1 crises. 

Association to: 

He urged the 

"Face squarely and courageously every social 
issue, establish an organic relationship with 
the community, develop a realistic a nd 
comprehensive theory of social welfare, fashion 
a ch a 11 e n g i n g a n d co mp e l li n g v i s i on of h uman 
destiny and become somewhat less frightened 
than it is today of the bogeys of imposition 
and indoctrination." lBowers, 1~69, p.30.J 

This extract highlights the most important conflict area 

between the two orientations: 

schooling 

progressive 

and society. 

schooling was 

For 

not 

the relationship betwesn 

the 'bohemian' group 

primarily directed at 

changing the society but freeing the child f r om the 
. 

oppressive influence of traditional schooling. This did 

have social implications but did not directly relate to 
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the issues of class, poverty and power in society. For 

Counts and other social radicals the issues were more 

directly political. Progressive schooling was a means of 

changing society through the creation of people· who could 

critically analyse social issues and be committed to 

changing society in the light of humane values lived out 

in the 

radicals. 

community of the school. Therefore for the 

the ere a ti on of miniature, humane, caring school 

communities was not enough, students must be confronted 

with the social issues of the times and this means that 

teachers must be willing to teach and even impose an 

alternative social vision. This could not be dpne if 

teachers just waited until a child expressed an interest 

in poverty or capitalism. 'Bohemians', however, refused 

to condone any form of imposition. 

The Secretary General of 

Association ( PEA) claimed 

the 

that 

Progressive Edu cat ion 

Count's speech had a 

profound impact. Total silence followed the speech and 

informal groups met far into the night to discuss Count 's 

new vision. The speeches prepared for the following day 

were abandoned to allow for further responses to this 

challenge. This was the first time that a radical 

political vision had been explicitly linked to the 

mainstream of the Progressive Education Movement. No 

doubt the social crisis precipitated bj the Depression had 

created an unusual climate of receptivity among this 

group of educators. However, al though they agreed that 
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education had to enlarge its social vision, it is by no 

means clear that th ey agreed wi th Count ' s radica l 

political vision. 

According to Bowers, Count' s was not the only r-adical to 

exert an inf 1 uence on progressive ed ucation at this time . 

John L. Childs, Harold Rugg a nd William H. Kilpat rick were 

social radicals and progressive educators committed to 

social planning and, more importantly, to the public 

ownership of t he means of product ion. Th is group claimed 

to be 'true' ta the origins of progressive education and 

viewed bohemiani sm as a nai ve distort ion. 

The thirties and forties remain ed th e high point o f 

progressive education and continued to be associated with 

a radical socia l and pol i tical v i s ion . 

1961 that progressivism had by then 

Cremin wrote in 

been profoundly 

rej ected and along with it t he des ire to create a more 

humane and caring society. 

Analysis 

to Cremin's Ac c ordin g 

Ed u cation Movement', 

considerations" betwe en 

account of the 'Progressi ve 

the "coincidence of t actical 

oppositional and alternative 

groups (among~t others) within pr ogressi v ism bef6re the 

time of the depression. obs cured basic diff erences in 

ideologies and theoretica l considerations . 
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1..Jhile both groups were committed to creating in schools 

embryonic communities and freeing the child from 

oppressive conditions there were different reasons for 

adopting progressive practices. 

For the 'bohemian' group the primary motivation was 

freedom of individuals from restraint. However for the 

'radical' group freedom of oppressed grou ps in society 

from a class system created by capi talisrn was the 

motiv9 ting fore e. Where they agreed on certain 

pedagogical principals it was for diferent reasons. 

Thus the onset of the depression created a climate in 

which the social issues became more pressing. The 

distinctive perspectives of the radical group found a 

receptive audience. During this time the debates ~entered 

an issues of curriculum imposition and the relationship of 

the school to society. 

The American Free School "Movement" 

During the late 60's and early 70's small schools known as 

'free schools' began to develop. in the U.S.A. 

"But during this time of rather hard times for 
the non-public school sector, a new non-public 
educational institution has emerged and grown 
rather spectacularly. The most popular 
descriptive term for this development is 'free 
school' . • • • The number of these free schools 
has grown from about 25 five years ago to 
perhaps 600 at present, with almost 200 founded 
in the past year (1971-2). These schools are 
usually tiny by urban public school standards; 
the average enrolment ·,'is about 33 students. Sci 
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in absolute number of participants - students, 
staff and parents the development is very 
limited. But in terms of visibility, public 
impact and symbolic significance the importance 
of this new schools movement is relatively 
great." (Craubard, 1972 p.1.) 

To the extent th at the free schools were all responses to 

broad general concerns ab out the prob 1 ems of the public 

schools, were often influenced, to various degrees, at 

least, by the popular radical educational literat u re of 

the times (e.g. Holt, 1972 Goodman, 1962 and Ko h l, 1970) 

and adopted many practices in common, they can be 

character- ized as a 'movement'. However there was very 

little agreement on what was wrong with the public schools 

and why, nor did they agree on the solutions. 

Unravelling the basis of the conflicts and dis put es wou ld 

be extremely difficult. What is important for the 

purposes of the paper is ta get some sense of t h e 

distinctive perspectives and practices of the free 

schools, and writers, which had an impact on free schools. 

who ~an be defined as oppositional in orientation. 

Graubard claims that almost all the people actively 

involved 1n establishing "free schools" were opposed to 

the dominant values of American society. 

"It would be difficult if not impossible to 
find a free school person - student, teacher or 
parent who supports the American role in 
Vietnam or thinks that Richard Nixon is a fine 
president and Ronald Reagan an admirab le 
governor or that users of mariuana should be 
put in jail or homosexuals arrested The 
great majority would be included in the vague 
and diverse constituency that wishes to 
transform the political culture ,of Ameri c a. 
(ibid p.262.) 
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Hm111ever there appecr8d to be no connection beb,,1een the 

political views of the participants and the degree to 

1-..ihi ch the schools established could be def i ned as 

oppositional. 

TYPE A 'FREE SCHOOLS' - THE FREEDOM PERSPECTIVES 

The most common rhetoric which came out of the free school 

movement was not revolution or even radical reform, nor 

did much of the rhetoric relate to justice and 

egalitarianism. It was the rhetoric of freedom which most 

united the majority of free schools. 

The literature which associated the free school with 

freedom was both an attack on the assumptions underlying 

public schooling, especially its emo t ional and 

intellectual effects, and a development of a theory which 

centres around the concept of freedom as a value. Many 

such schools explicitly modelled their practice and theory 

o n A • S • N a i 11 ' s b o o k ' S u mme r h i 11 ' • ( A • S • N e i 1 1 , 1 9 ti 2 • ) 

T h a u n d er 1 y i n g a s sump ti on s o f th i s ' freed om ' per s p e c ti v e 

were, that children are naturally curious and that 'true' 

education involves drawing out 

capacities and personality. 

the child's 'natural' 

"The most important condition for nurturi n g 
this n at u r a l cap a city i s freedom, backed by the · 
support of adults wno enrich the environment .•.• 
In contrast coercion and regimentation only 
damage the emotional and intellectual 
development of children. (Graubard 1S7L, p, 2 .) 
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Freedom was viewed as both a supreme good in itself anc as 

leading to tha development of "good" people. 

"The word free comes up frequently i n 
discussing schools like the community school .... 
It points to a basic notion about people and 
values. The idea is that freedom is a supreme 
good; that people including young people have a 
right to freedom; and that people who are free 
will in general be more open, more humane, more 
intelligent than people who are directed, 
manipulated, ordered about, and are forced to 
do or be in ways decided on by other people in 
power, however benevolent ths intentions of 
those weilding the pm,rnr" [Wuoted in Graubard, 
197L's, p.2.] 

In practice such an emphasis often led to the development 

of schools where a 11 decisions were made by the who le 

school community and no subjects were imposed on students. 

While many of these schools, modelled to some degree on 

"Summerhill", expressed their purposes almost entirely in 

terms of pedagogical freedom, a political intention was 

often discernible, though seldom explicit. 

For example Graubard claims that many working within this 

kind of perspective saw their 'free schools' as part of 

the "Greening of America" (Graubard p.9). That is while 

the pr i mar y focus was o n t h e i n d i vi du a 1 c h i 1 d i t w a s 

thought· that this would eventually have a social and 

po l i t i ca l i mp act • Gr a u b a rd \✓ r i t es t h a t man y p a re n t s a n d 

teac~ers involved in "free schools" held t h e implicit 

belief that: 

"Schools based upon it [Freedom] will develop 
_children who are joyful, co-operative and 
peaceful, neither sexist, racist nor repressed 
- and the more people like this the greater the 
progress towards solving social ills and 
building a humans just society." (ibid p.~.] 
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Implicit in such a view is the idea that if people were 

nicer, then most of the problems in society would be 

solved. Su ch a view is more closely aligned with 

traditions of reformism rather than opposition. That is 

the fundamental structures of society are not questioned. 

Racism for example can be solved if we can produce non

racist people, 

It is also possible to detect reformist elements in much . 

of the free school analysis of what is wrong with public 

schooling. Much of the literature associated with 

criticism of public schools (e.g. Holt. 1972; Kohl, 1970; 

Silberman~ 1!372} concentrates on an analysis of the 

pedagogical and emotional failures of the public system. 

Its political and social functions are seldom discussed. 

For exampls Silberman writes: 

~Because adults take the school so much for 
granted~ they fail to appreciate what grim 
joy less places most American schools are. how 
oppressive and petty are the rules by which 
they are governed, how intellectuaily sterile 
and barren the atmosphere, what an appalling 
lack of civility obtains on the part of 
teachers and principies, what contempt they 
unconsciously display for children as children. 
(Silberman, 1972 p.10.) 

Holt (Holt 1972) also emphasizes schools pedagogical and 

emotional failures. Much of his book How Children Fail is 

devoted to accounts of classroom interaction in an attempt 

to portray the many ways in which children in classrooms 

are taught to be fearful and stupid. 



This kind of analysis rests on the assumption that schools 

have failed to fulfill their 'true' intention and that 

this failure, an unintentional aberration, can easily be 

rectified. For example, Silberman argues that: 

"What makes changes possible, moreover,· is that 
what is mostly wrong with the public schools is 
due not to venality, or indifference or 
stupidity, but to mindlessness.~ (Silberman 
1970 p.10.} 

The solution to the problems of the public schools was for 

many to remove their children and start their own schools. 

Many free schools grew from the discontent of parents with 

the problems their children were facing in traditional 

schools. Thus many free schools were not a political 

solution to the repressive social and political purposes 

of schools but a response by parents to the fear of what 

public schools were doing to their own offspring. It is 

not surprising then that much of the free school rhetoric 

related to concerns about the best intellectual and 

emotional environment for children. Graubard cites the 

following extract from a free school brochure as an 

example of the most popular style and emphasis. 

"McKinney school believes that children want to 
learn and strives to ensure that the child's 
natural enthusiasm for lear·ning doesn't atrophy 
and die. Adults often get in the way. Their 
role is one of providing atmosphere and means. 
We respect the child's desire to learn •••. 
Children are naturally quite capable and even 
extraordinary human beings. We believe that a 
minimum amount of encouragement will add up to 
an overall sense of freedom and purpose. 
So we appeal to each student as a resource 
g u i de a s we 11 a s a 1 earn.er f or h e { s i c } i s t h e 
best source of information about himself' (sic). 
We emphasize that he (sic) learns to do 
something well in which he (sic] is interested. 
Th i S i s h OW w 8 h 8 l p h i m ( s i c } bu i l d a f e 8 1 in g 
of ad e qua c y and co mp et an c e , , • • l IJ u o t e d in 
Graubard, 197J p.39.J 
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The school 's purpose is not presented in political and 

social terms but in terms of b e 1 i efs ab out child ren an d 

conc ern with their identity, adequacy and competence . 

If politics was men ti oned at ~1 1 it was oft e n in a 

negative sense, a s in t he insidious nature of the hidden 

curri culum , the tracking system, the b ias in t ext boo ks , 

patriotic ac tivities or t he political press ure imposed on 

teachers. (Graubard p . 263 .) 

The ideal education tended to be viewed as neutral , devo id 

of political indoctrination. Even though many of the 

teachers and organizers were "openly po li ti ca 1,. (Gr aubard) 

their school brochures were rarely presented as espousing 

any particular po liti ca l line . For example many teachers 

were active in both the civ i l rights movement and the 

movement apposed to American involvemen t in Vietnam, but 

these remai ned private concerns. 

However in s pit e of th is seeming political neutral ity of 

many of t he school brochures , such fre e schools are always 

potentially oppos itional, for their very existence, and 

the values lived out i n the schools , can be seen c s c 

"living critiqu e " (Graubard) of both th e pub li c school s 

and Amer i can social life. For example t he authors of 

Rasperry Exercises see the f ree schools · as the s tarting 

point for the en actme nt of th e vision of a new cu 1 ture, a 

new wor-ld. 
' ,:. 
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"It is a revolutionary act to be involved in a 
free school. Saying •no" to the heart of a 
culture - their schools - and establishing an 
alternative system is an explicit rejection of 
a set of beliefs, and the web of promises, 
myths , ri tu a 1 s the under 1 y i n g fa i th th at 
goes with a set of beliefs." (Quoted 1n 
Graubard 1972 p.164.) 

The degree to which a "free school" makes real this 

oppositional potential depends upon its relation to the 

broader community, especially its schools, and i t s 

approach to curriculum matters, as the following examples 

demonstrate. 

Some school founders who express their schools' purpose in 

terms of the individual child and pedagogical concerns did 

see their role as agents of radical change in the broader 

community. The Central School in Cambridge Massachusetts 

is a good example. It was a 'free' 'child centred' pre

school but because it also had a broader social function, 

it made significant decisions which affected its viability 

for parents. whose only interest was the well-being of 

their own children. First, in spite of pressure from 

parents, it refused to accept children older than five, 

this was because its principle purpose was to prepare 

parents to act together to fight for radical change in the 

public school system to which their children would go. 

Second, the founders of the school decided to ga t her 

together families from diverse social and radical groups. 

The organizers claimed that this an important 

consciousness-raising experience especially for the 

"sheltered" middle class parents. 
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"The pc:rents laarn much about themselves, their 
own fears and prejudice, the politics of 
education, t he meaning of racism and povef'ty . " 
(ib id p.148 . ) 

A recogn iticn by some free school organ izer~ o f t h e 

political dimensions of education led to many conflicts 

and struggles over curriculum matters wh ich were not 

apparent to the same degree in free schools that concerned 

themselves solely with pedagogical issues. Holt's earliar 

writings express wall the most popular attitude 

curriculum which informed the alternative free schools. 

"It is not subject matter that makes some 
learning more valuable than others, but the 
spirit in which the work is done •••• We riannot 
know, at any moment, what particular bit of 
knowledge or understanding a child needs most, 
will most strengthen and best fit his (sic) 
mode 1 of reality. Only he can do this ••• the 
mos t we ca n d o i s try to h e 1 p , by 1 e t ti n g h i m 
know roughly what is available and where he can 
look for it. (Quoted in Graubard 1873 p.266-7.) 

to 

For many a concern for not imposing "their thing" on t he 

students was paramount. 

"I don't want to lay my trip on any of these 
kids. If they really want to l~arn something 
they'll come to me aF1d say "look, man I want to 
get into this, can you help me". (Ibid p.171.) 

However in many free schools that stressed non-imposition 

and t h e reject:on of authority relations thers was also an 

emphasis on the critical analysis of societies. Areas a f 

study with titles like Inequality, Black History, The 

Vietnam War, Woman's Studies and Social Myths cropped up 

frequently in school prospectuses and reports. in many of 

the reports by teachers in such free schools it was 

assumed that these two emphases are ' naturally' comp at i b 18 

because the stu·dants ar-e ' natJrally ' vitally intere sted in 
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studying social issues . A report written by the New 

Community School expresses t h is view. 

"Eager to e xperime nt and enga ge in real t asks, 
t hey prefer to do their own thing, ra ther tha n 
study wh at others have don e or made. They· are 
vit ally concerned with the value of fre edom and 
justice and look to th e histories of oppress ed 
gro ups for their identification." (Quoted in 
Graubard 1973 p.70.) 

However for some schools, particularly those which had 

been running for a few years and had 1 ost the in it i a 1 

flush of enthusiasm, these two purposes, fr eed om a nd 

social awareness, became q u ite a problem. Jane Goldman in 

an article titled "Summerhill, same are hell ••• " writes: 

NWe had hoped to ch ange basic attitudes in our 
school simp ly by allowing children ta interact 
in a free environment. Yet racism and sexi sm 
were as rampant in our school as in any public 
school •••• " (Quo t ed i n Graubard 1973 p .154.) 

She goes on to say. 

"They [the free school people) need to band 
together not only b ecause of the things t hey 
hat e but because they share certain val ues . 
This means knowing what sort of human beings 
t hey want to create. It also means giving up 
the idea that children will just natural l y 
chan g e for the better. They come to the free 
school with cap italisms values in their 
heads •••• My sch o ol fai led because it left its 
child ren structureless a nd unguided t hus 
ensuring the retention of their o ld 
cons c iousness ." (Quoted in Graubard 1973 
p .155. ) 

To recapitulate, I have tried to out l ine briefly th e r ange 

of perspectives that took as t heir starting poi nt the 

pedagogical and emotional failures of th e publi c schools 

and s qu ght to create a fr-ee, en richi ng , c.aring environment 

in which the 'natural ' interests and pers ona lit ies of 

children could unfold. I have argued that for s ome sch ools 

th ere was also an oppositi ona l dimensio:h , ·which however 
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was usua lly on ly di scarnibl e 2t the i dea tional le vel . 

Where the free schools took se riously their oppositional 

function it af f ec ted th e de c i s ions about their cliente le , 

their curricu lum and their relationship with th e broader 

community a nd its schools in signifi can t ways . 

TYPE 8 FREE SCHOO LS - COMMUNITIES OT " COi'JSC IOUSNESS ANO 

STRUGGLE" 

There were other 'free schools' whi ch started with a 

different perspective to those described above. Th ey had 

a more overtly political emphasis. Gra ubard links the 

perspective o f the more radical ' f ree schools' to the 

civil rights movement whi ch created, for example in 

Mississippi in 1 964, what became known as "freedom 

schools". Community control, "black consci ousness'' and the 

s truggle for justi ce an d equality were central c oncerns. 

While both types of ' f ree schools' criticized the p ublic 

schools for indoct rin atin g chi ldren and c reating 

con f ormity. fear. acceptance of failure and docil i ty, the 

po liti cal ly radica l critics did not romant ici ze freedom to 

th e same e x ten t . Gra ubard described t he perspective of 

the 'polit ical' fre e s cho ols a s fol lows : 

" In these schools the more strictly pedagogical 
notion of all owin g ea ch child to unfold his 
individuality in almost to tal freedom is not as 
dominan t as in fre e schools created by the 
middle class . (Gr aubard 1~72 ,• p . 3 . J 

Central to the radical idea o f free school s is th e role of 

t he school in the commun ity ' s str u gg_l e fo r freedqm, 
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equality and justice. This collectiv9 vi3ion contrasts 

with the view that free schools are for the development of 

the individual child. Radical free schools emphasized the 

development of working class or black consc1ousness. 

Jonathan Kozol in his book "Free Schools" makes a clear 

distinction between the two types of free schools. For 

radicals like K9zol, ,,.,,ho worked only in the slums, the kEy 

words related to 'free schools' were not individuality, 

joy and freedom but struggle, rage, pain, commitment, 

ethics and confrontation. (Kozol p.84 and 98.) He is 

ver-y scornful of middle-class schools based on 'freedom'. 

For example he writes: 

"In the best of all possible worlds, with no 
men starving and with no small children hungry 
and untreated. with no injustice and no 
mechanized oppression and no direct and racist 
expl • i tat ion of the third world by the first, 
it would be fun to speak no longer of words 
like "conflict" "struggle" "pain" and "mandate" 
but only of words like "ecstacy" and "joy" ••• , 
We do not live in such a world, however, and it 
is not merely incorrect, the more, but brutal, 
devious or self-decsived to speak or write as 
if our greatest difficulties and important 
challenges, in schools or out; were not direct 
injustice and the ice-cold capability for 
anaesthetic self-removal from the consciousness 
of guilt and pain, but rather a somewhat 
limited supply of delectation, or to state it 
as a number of educators do, a prevalence of 
"joylessness". (Kozol. 1972, p.84-B5.) 

The proponents of free schools also differed from those 

whose starting point was pedagogical considerations in 

their analysis of what was wrong with public schooling. 

The sy.stem did not need to be changed because it had 

failed but because it was successful in serving 'the 

sys tern'. The cause, as they saw it, was not "minc'.less-

ness" or malfunction but was implicit in the social 
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structure its elf. They believed it •...ias not en o ugh j ust t o 

d e velop people who a re humane but pe op l e who wi ll struggle 

to bri ng about r a di cal ch a nge in » the basic structures an d 

values of soc iety n . (Graubard , 1972 p .6. ) Such s ch ools 

had a c 1 ear s ens e of purpose which informed their 

decis i o ns on curriculum issues, They were far more likely 

than Type A schools to have a highly organized curriculum 

program centt'ed around social i s sues, sk ills, the critical 

analysis of taken for grant ed 'myths', and a broad genera l 

curriculum. Teachers in such schools were not averse to 

making known their own values and perspect ives. The idea 

of waiting far a child to express his o r her interest was 

not taken so seriously . Kozol for example writes t hat 

"Children who are psycho logically she 11-s ho ck ed 
in regard to reading are not beaut i fu 1 and are 
not in the midst of some exquisite process of 
organic growth. They are often i n real 
trouble. (Kozel 1972 p.40.) 

Kozol was not impr-essed with ed ucat ional solutions which 

do not confront th e immediate issues of inequality. 

»To plant a bean seed in a cut-d own milk 
container and call this revolution is to 
degrade and und e rm i ne the v al·ue of one of our 
s acre d wor-ds. To show a poor black kid how to 
make end runs .around the white mans college 
entrance scares while never believing that they 
are more than g v il digits writ t en in the sky -
to do thi s is the st a rting point of an 
authentic revolutiuon (Kozol p . 53). 

Th is extract needs to be contrasted with the foll owing 

extract from a report written by the director of th e Lo s 

Angele~ Free Sch ob1 . 

»Most of them (th e students) are not going 
right into college, not because they couldn't 
but because th ey dont ch cose t o go. Most of 
them are so vit a lly alive that they're starting 
t :o create al 1 kinds of new ways of l i vi ng 
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new concepts of what you can do with your life 
to make it worthwhile. One girl who graduated 
here when she was sixteen has decided that she 
wants to travel through Europe for a few years 
and then start a free school of her own." 
(Quoted in Graubard 1972 p.180.) 

It is rather illuminating that the example given of a new 

way of living does not even begin to connect in any way 

with the issues of power, poverty and injustice. It is a 

choice only for the weal thy. For Kozol the opposite of a 

rich uncaring lawyer or doctor is. not a peaceful, f reedom 

loving dropout but a serious 'ethical' 'rage minded' 

professional who works with the poor to confront 

injustice. (Kozol 1972 p.77, 7B.) 

The Oeschoolers 

The deschoolers es pe ci ally Illich (Illich, 1970) and 

Reimer (Reimer, 1972) also had a significant impact on the 

free school movement in the United States. Thei r 

perspectives demonstrate the difficulty of establishing 

clear lines of demarcation between oppositional alternat

ive or other perspectives. 

Liks the politically oriented free schools t hey did not 

see the problems of schooling in purely pedagogical t erms, 

nor did they view the cause as "mindlessness". The evils 

of schooling and the injustices of society are, they 

claimed, inextricably linked. For example Reimer wri t es 

"Their (the schools) monopoly of education has 
been achieved as one aspect of the monopoly of 
technology. The main reason we need alternatives 
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to schools is because they close the door to 
humanities escape from this monopoly •..• 
School has becoms the universal church of a 
technological society, incorporating and 
transmitting its ideology, shaping men's (sic) 
minds to accept this ideology and conferring 
social status in proportion to its acceptance." 
(Reimer, 1971, p.19-20,) 

Reimer argues that schools are evil because they 

domesticate and render people incapable of questioning and 

changing society. For both Illich and Reimer the crucial 

issue is the social and political implications of 

schooling and not purely the individual ramifications. 

Much of Illich~s book Deschooling Society is devoted to an 

analysis of the po li ti ca 1 functions schools serve. 

Schools are a "total ritual" shaping the "progressive 

consumers" to believe that "the road to happiness is paved 

with a consumers index" {Illich 1972 . p.46). For Illich 

and Reimer the solution is to "deschaol" society. 

This is conceived of not just as a revolutionary act, but 

the revolutionar-y· act. For to bring ab out a new society 

it is necessary first to detach people from its "central 

social ritual" (p.43). 

" ••• neither individual learning nor social 
equality can be enhanced by the ritual of 
schooling. We cannot go beyond consumer- society 
unless we first understand that obligatory 
public schools inevitably reproduce such a 
society no matter what is taught 'in them" 
{Illich, 1972 p.44.) 

To deschool a society means striking at the heart of the 

social structure, for it 
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"would Bnd anger the survival 
economic order bui lt on the 
goods a nd demands but equally 
o rd e r • • • " ( I 11 i ch p • 5 4 • ) 

of not only the 
co - production of 
of t he politi c al 

In the analysis of the functions of sch ooling Illich and 

Reimer are closer ta the political fr ee school educators. 

They emphasized the po lit ica l and soci al funct ions of 

schools, rather than their pedagogical and emot i onal 

fail ures . Howe ver their solution, to deschool, departs 

radically from their political free school counterparts 

because they did not emphasise radical social content as a 

bas is for curriculum. In fact they did not advocate any 

curTiculum. 

In th e differing free school philosophies there are two 

distinct ways of perceiving how social change occurred and 

how to bring such change about. For th e ' a 1 t er n a t i v e ' 

free schools their perceived role in changing society 

appeared to take the form of removing themselves from the 

structure they were opposed to and directly enacting an 

alternative. For Kozel and other more oppositional Free 

Schools changing society was more about struggling to 

overcome oppress io n and injustice. 

believed in the first alternative. 

Il li ch and Reimer 

Implicit in Illich's and Reimer's vision of a convivia l 

deschooled society is the belief that if people are 'not 

manipulated they will ,.-.,ant to learn. What's more what 

they want to learn will 'naturally' be those kind of 
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things that will contribute to the radical rBgeneration of 

society. 

"The learner must be guaranteBd his freedom 
without guarantssing to society what learning 
he will acquire and hold as his own. Each man 
must be guaranteed privacy in learning with the 
hope that he will assume the obligation of 
hBlping others to grow into uniqueness." 
(Ou o t e d by Ju d son J er a ma , 1 9 7 p • 1 0 b source 
unspecified, l 

Re i mer a n d I 11 i ch t e n de d t o fr a me t he i r s o 1 u t i o n s t o t he 

problems of society in terms of a utopian blue print 

rather than in terms of the process of moving from where 

society is now. Free Schools were dismissed by Illich as 

therapeutic institutions. (Illich, 1975, p.54.) 

However as teachers, particular in alternative schools, 

began to attend their conferences on dsschooling and ask 

questions, both Illich and Reimer began to address the 

questions more related to the day to day struggles of 

radical teachers. For example in an article in "Outside 

the Net" (Summer 197 1) Reimer suggested that the 

fundamental principles of deschooling could be used as a 

check list for evaluating the worth of any alternative 

schooling program. The checklist which fa 11 ows is 

in tares ting. 

Will the innovation make resources widely available? 

Will it tend to de-emphasise the importance of 

teaching as against learning? 

Will it tend to make students freer and their 

learning less confined? 
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Clearly such a chscklist would not r-ank Kozol's school as 

highly as a more alternative frse school. They do not aven 

ask t he same questions • Kozol was much more concerned 

with developing in his pupils' those skills, l8arnings and 

commitment which would most equip him/her to succeed in 

society terms in order to use the more powerful position 

gained for the ongoing struggle against pover t y; racism 

and oppression. As Kozol argues: 

"It is just not honest to lead children, by 
deceptive processes to 'experience' freedom if 
they are not free." (Kozol, 1972 p.~H.) 

Conclusion 

There appear to be conflicting models of educational 

practice even within perspectives that could be classified 

as oppositional. Three different oppositional models were 

found to exist within the Free School Movement in the 

U.S.A. 

Type A. 

Schools" 

A small fragment of pedagogically arie~ted "Free 

that stressed freedom, spontancieity and joy 

also emphasized oppositional intentions. For example 

those schools which attempted to function as "living 

critiques" of the public school and sought i n some way to 

influence the public school system, it5 teachers or 

pupils. Other examples would be tne free schools •.-.1 ho 

deliberately sought an integrated clients!; and those 

which offered many courses related to the critical 
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analyses of society and became involved 1n political 

action such as anti-war demonstrations. 

L. Type B Free Schools located in urban ghettoes which 

aimed to create or sustain communities of conscience and 

struggle in the local neighbourhood. Teachers at these 

schools, though opposed to the accreditatio n system, 

sought to use it to their own ends. They t ook learning, 

even if necessary in traditional ways, very seriously but 

not in the name of equality of opportunity in the sense of 

allowing individuals to compete on an equal basis. The 

idea was to help as many of the poor as possible to "make 

it" not merely for their own sake but in order to fight 

using their skills and status in the continuing battle 

against poverty, racism and injustice. 

3. Tha deschoolers need to be taken seriously as 

an oppositional group because they believed that their 

solutions would lead to a total collapse of the structure 

of society and the establishment of· a convivial society. 

Like the more ' alternative' free schools they stressed 

freedom, autonomy and non~imposition and believed that 

this would 'naturally' lead to the development of people 

who were critical, humane and non-materialistic. 

A 1th o u g h i t i s n at poss i bl e t o 1 a y out a s in g 1 e t y ~ a 1 o gy 

which accords with oppositional intentions, or a fixed set 

of common and exclusive characteristics, it is possible to 
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discern similar hopes, and some common emphases. 

include: 

These 

A belief that th8 evils of public schooling involved 

more than its pedagogacial and emotional fail u res -

that schools had a latent conservative ideological 

function which must be countered if society was ever 

to change. 

A belief that inequality and injustice did not have 

its roots in the school. but in the social structure 

of society. Consequently schools could never be a 

site for achieving equality as some concepts of 

equality of opportunity might suggest. Schools, 

however. could be vehicles or agents in_ the struggle 

for equality through develop_ing the k'ind ·of people 

who could either live out the values of a new society 

or struggle to change society. 

A belief in the importance of the schools relations 

with t he broader ca rnmu n i t y • T h e t y p e o f re 1 at i on s hip 

and its apparent purpose appeared to take different 

forms but all stressed the importance of this 

relationship. Some free schools took seriously their 

role as change agents, or provocators, creating and 

supporting grass roots struggles. Others, especially 

the deschoolers, wanted the definitions of school and 

community to become completely blurred. The community 

should become the school. 

interestingly in 

attitudes towards 

spite of serious differences over 

curriculum matters all groups 

appeared to believe that if students could "know the 
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truth" about society, how it oppressed and 

people through its manipulated 

institutions and ideology then r-adical 

structures, 

change would 

occur because students 

accept injustice. The 

free schools believed 

would no longer passively 

d e s ch o o 1 e r s a n d s o me o f t h e 

that this 1,...iould 'naturally' 

happen provideo there was freedom and access to 

information. Others, like Kozol, believed that these 

kind of understandings had to be taught deliberately. 

Perhaps the f u n dame n ta 1 di ff ere n ce between these 

perspectives was linked to the differing notions that were 

held about social change, and how to bring it about. The 

deschoolers tended to ssume that change, even radical 

political change, would occur if people removed themselves 

from the central social rituals and began to enact an 

alternative society. Kozol, on the other hand, believed 

that justice had to be fought for and wrested from the 

hands of the economic and political elite. Such a 

movsment could not be spontaenous. but well organized with 

both short term and long term goals. 
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Chapter 3 

OPPOSITIONAL PRAC TICES I N VICTORI AN SECONDARY 

SCHOOLS 1966-76 

In chapter 2 i t was argued that oppositional educati on2l 

practices 

practices 

COLI ld 

and 

not be 

purposes. 

defined ac co rdi ng to fixed 

Different even conflicting 

variations in assumptions and purposes are apparent . 

However, I argued that it was still possible to find 

similar beliefs which united oppositional perspectives. 

These were: 

a belief that schools h ave a la tent 

conservative ideological function 

a belief that schools could not directly 

overcome inequality but could be one among c 

number of sites used in the struggle against 

inequality the so lution is not solely in 

terms of pupil outcomes but in changes in 

social structure 

a belief in the importance of t he relation-

ship between the school and the broader 

community 

a belief in the importance of the study of 

social and political issues . 

I argue in this chapter that two particu lar i nnovation s 

that took place in secondary schools in Victoria du r-ing 

the period 1966-76 can be characterizsd as oppositional in 

orientation at least in several important r espects. The 

innovations concerned were th e general studies movement 
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and the setting up of sever-al small community schools i n 

urban areas under the state education system. 

This argument is developed in this chapter through: 

1 • 

2. 

An examination of 

reform which was 

the background 

stimulated both 

of 

by 

educational 

the state 

teachers and the education department. The general 

studies movement grew out of these initiatives. In 

this section it is argued that oppositional concerns 

were at first only peripheral and unelaborated. 

A description and analysis of the 

movement is given. This is based 

general 

on the 

studies 

articles 

in the 

These 

which appeared over a period of several years 

1/.S.T.U. journal, The Secondary Teacher. 

articles fall into two categories: first, articles 

that concern themselves with educational princip l es 

and practices: second, articles by Bill Hannan and 

Doug White which interpret the broader educational 

principles and values which gave rise to the 

movement. It is argued that General Studies developed 

the Curriculum Advisory Board (C.A.B.) principles in 

significant ways. 

3. An examination of the reports which describe the 

practices and intentions of community schools which 

were set up under the auspices of the st3te secondary 

s y s t em in th e 1 9 7 0 ' s . T h is s e c t i on a cc o u n ts f o r 
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community schools as attempts to develop still 

further in a more 'radical' way the principles which 

informed the general studies movement. 

4. Finally I turn to the broader educational context in 

Victoria. In this section I attempt to show that the 

climate •,,iithin which the two educational innovations 

developed was one of significant radical educational 

debate incorporating oppositional perspectives and 

purposes. The examples given here are: the campaign 

of the VSTU (Victorian Secondary Teachers U_nion) for 

open entrance to ~ertiary studies, an exper~mental 

teacher education course at Melbourne State College1 

and an education document written by the Austra 1 ian 

Union of Students (A.U.S.), Su ch ex amp 1 es were not 

just isolated happenings for there was a complex 

interplay of events. ideas and people. For ex amp 1 e 

many general studies teachers and innovators were 

influential members of the V.S.T.U. Their activities 

in this broader sphere can be seen as being informed 

by the same complex of values which led them to be 

actively involved in the general studies movement. 

Perhaps another example of the interrelationship of 

events. ideas and people is that many of the students 

involved in the experimental education course at 

Melbourne 

practice 

State College 

'of in two 

carried out their teaching 

the community schools and 

concentrated in their courses on texts that were 

central to the A.U.S. education document (for example 
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To enable such discussion to inform policy Reed organized 

a conference in 1"::lbB which became knrn,rn as the "Bu n ..,ood 

Seminar". The recommendations which gre~✓ out o f the 

discussions at the Seminar were taken up and distributed 

by the newly formed Curriculum Advisory Board (C.A.B.). 

They were: 

l 1 J The first four years of secondary education 

lpossibly the first five) should be considered 

years of general non-specialist education open 

to everyone without discrimination of sex, 

background, aptitude or means. 

(2) Organization should try to ensure close 

teacher-student and student-student contact and 

be flexible enough to permit varied groupings 

and if necessary, easy abandonments of 

traditional subject categories. 

(3 J The basic curriculum offered, though it may be 

open to wide choice within it. should embrace 

at least the Arts, Social Sciences, Physical 

and Bio 1 o g i ca 1 S c i en c es , Mathe mat i cs • l t was 

not supposed however that all or any of these 

need be offered as separate disciplines nor 

indeed that there must be any fixed pa t tern 

within and between schools. 

l4) There is no place for competitive assessment in 

Secondary Schools. Whatever assessment is done 

should be seen as a function of the essential 

communication between school and child and 

between school and parent. 
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( 5 ) Methods of teaching should encourage 

intellectual independence 1.n students. Learni n g 

should be thought of as a co-operative; not an 

authoritarian situation. 

Hannan 1970 p.18.) 

(Quoted in Read and 

These became known as the C.A.B. principles. They address 

themselves to the following concerns. 

Access - the concern that all children do not have -

access to the same range of educational options. 

The importance of the classroom environment the 

principles sought to democratize and humanize teacher 

student relationships. 

The subject disciplines it was believed that 

compartmentalized disciplines needed to be broken 

down. 

Autonomy and decentralization - the report emphasized 

that teachers must have a say in determining what 

they teach. 

Assessment - the report was cri ti cal of the negative 

role that both competition and grading plays in both 

schools and society. 

The points relating to access and assessment have their 

origins in concerns about the role school 

perpetrating inequality. However apart from 

that all students should have the same options 

schools should play no part in assessment the 

plays in 

suggesting 

and that 

report has 

little to say.,· It does not elaborate :on the values which 
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ought to inform curriculum content or on how schools could 

av aid their grad i n g function. Th B relationships of 

schools to the broader community was an other area i g n • red 

by the initial CAB principles. 

related to this in 1974.) 

The General Studies Movement 

(There was en ammendinent 

As well as giving schools greater autonomy the Curriculum 

Advisory Board encouraged schools to innovate. Three 

schools were selected by the CAB as "lighthouse" schools 

and given special departmental support to trial what were 

considered to be bold new experiments. The reports 

indicate that thousands of teachers each year were given 

time off normal teaching duties to visit these schools, in 

order to bring back the ideas to their own schools and 

classrooms. 

Most of the changes that took place in the "lighthouse" 

schools were 

studies". It 

into one idea. 

en compassed 

appeared to 

in a single concept, "general 

blend all the CAB principles 

The principles underlying general studies were described 

by Han nan as: 

the merging of subject matter; 

concentrated teaching by a team of teachers on 

a limited section of the school; and 
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an end to the tyrrany of curriculum, teachers 

and structures. (Hannan., 1970a, p.29.) 

Other important features of the aims of general studies 

which related to the CAB guidelines were: that a variety 

of modes of learning be utilized; that pastoral care of 

students should take the highest precedence; and that 

classrooms should be non-streamed and non competitive. 

Deliberate attempts were made to do away with assessment 

other than as a means of communicating progress to 

students and parents. 

However in examining the diverse, fairly short, articles 

written about 'General Studies' it is also apparent that 

other orientations existed which were not present in the 

CAB guidelines. 

This is particularly so in the discussion papers written 

by Bill Hannan. He was a key figure in the curriculum 

reform movement in three c-epaci ti es: as an influent i a 1 

contributor to the 'Burwood Seminar' and later a member of 

the CAB1 as principle of one of the 'light house' schools; 

and as e x e cut iv e a f the VS TU and Ed i tor of it s Jou r n a 1 

Secondary Teacher. He was often criticized for his sub-

versive political influence in the journal. He ,.;as the 

f i rs t to g i v e the i n nova ti on s ta k i n g p 1 ace the name the 

general studies movement. 

Hannan developed the 

guidelines. Firstly, 

principles outlined i n 

he made clear ' the values 

the 

which he 
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thought should form the basis of curriculum innovation. He 

repeatedly urged teachers to relate their innovations to a 

vision of a more just society. 

extracts: 

as 

"The school 

guardians and 

regards 

shapers of 

itself 

social 

in the following 

as one 

values. 

of 

And 

the 

the 

values it endorses are not those enshrined by social 

practice but those enshrined by public rhetoric." 

(Hannan, 1970, p.15) 

"schools should be responsible in helping students 

understand their present society on a world level and 

enable them to do what they can, both now and in the 

future, to transform it into a more just world" 

(Hannan, 1974, p.19) 

"the problems of schools are far wider than questions 

of finance, staffing and methods of curriculum. They 

take us straight to a consideration of the nature of 

the society we ourselves want to create and live 

in." (Hannan, 1973, p.23.) 

Secondly, Hannan elaborated on the implication of such 

perspectives for clcssroom practice. One implication was 

that general studies should not be thought of as just an 

integrated studies unit blending together traditional 

disciplines around themes. He suggested that teachers anc 

students co-operatively develop topics with a particular 
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fo cus on c oncerns an d probl e ms of t he l oca l and broad e r 

community relev a nt to contr oversia l social and pol itical 

issues. 

He als o mad e it clear that he had no faith in th e idea of 

eq ual ity of o pportu ni ty . 

»wh~t is the just ification for att empting to 
'rai se ' a child above h is home background . I f 
the home is de plorab le why i s no t something 
done for it? Why does the child take the strain 
of the separa tion from his parents world? Haw 
can young people create the just world of t he 
future if they are pushed through a s yste m 
known by their mentors to be unjust? It is t h is 
kind of ques tioning whi ch ultimately leads you 
to br-eak from the v iew that while the selective 
system persists you have to do your best to get 
the handicapped kids thr:-ough it. To what end? 
So that they wil l destroy th e syste11_1 they I ve 
just profited from? Better it seems to me to 
suspend the whole affair and s ay why , than to 
bumble a long for the sake of a few s entimenta 1 
victories and the distant hope of reform by 
someone else.» (Han nan. 1973 . p.23 .) 

To this end Hannan and other-s in the VSTA fought a long 

and vigorous campaign for abo 1 is hi ng the HSC and any -form 

of · accreditation. This campaign an d its purpose will be 

described later in the ch ap ter. 

The rela tionsh ip of the school to t he commun i ty was 

another issue taken up by the Gen eral Studi es Movement. 

There was no mentio n of thi s in t he original CAB 

~ui de lines . 

There appeared to be a t least three us a ges of the word 

community . Fir-st there is the notion of t he school as a 
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community bu i lt on rela tions hips that are egal itarian , 

caring and open. The CAB guidelines ~ouch on thi s point. 

"The {·Schoo ll organization should try to e nsure 
close teach er- s tudent and stude nt-s tud e nt 
contact •.• " (qu o ted earl ier) 

Genera 1 Studies teachers also emphas ize d the notion tha t 

the move towards democratic caring re lationships was a 

response to both the socia l control fun cti ons of school s 

and the negative impact schools seemed to have on "working 

class" children. Many schools were reorganized around 

sub-schools as a practical way of humanizing relation 

shipsJ in ot hers team teaching was introduced. 

The second notion of community referred ta the 

geographical community around the school. especially t h e 

community of parents. In general studies classrooms, a 

breaking down of the traditional barriers became a central 

concern . As one proponent of open schools wrote the aim 

is to "open the school to the community and the community 

to the school". (Reut-Smit, ·1971 p . 8 .) 

Those involved in the movement t e nded to communicate t he i r 

exper iences of t he general studies movement i n terms o f 

the practical day to day problems of the classroom and 

school org a nization. Some of the problems they addressed 

were: how · to organ i z e f 1 e x i b 1 e gr o u pi n gs ; w ha t s or t o -f 

t Op i cs work wel 1; how to e ns ure adeq ua te pastoral 

a rrangements a nd why; and how to invo 1 ve par en ts. It was 

largely left to t hose outsids the mov eme nt to ad dress t he 
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principles underlying the nevi approaches. Doug l.Jhite a nd 

Eva Wynn wrote an article in the VSTU journal Th e 

Secondary Tea cher which attempted to make clear the 

intentions \-Jhic h gave rise to th e general studies move-

ment . Their article was of ten cited in subsequ e nt is s ues 

as representing the spirit of the movement. 

White and Wynn related purposes of general stud ies to t he 

context of the broader purposes of schooling~ 

"Do we teach subjects or discipline because 
they are good in themselves, or because they 
may help children to understand, function in 
and change their world? Are t he schools to 
confine themselves to conducting children in t o 
adult society however it may be at the time, or 
are they to introduce children to an 
intellectual culture, creative ways of thinki ng 
and acting and therefore provide them with th e 
basis for a critical and constructive attit ude 
to their society." {White and Wynn, t970 p.31.) 

White a nd Wynn claimed that, although there appeared to be 

a general agreement that education snould be a way of 

gaining genera 1 i zed understandings rather than a straight 

preparation for a "static and entirely pred ictable 

society". attempts to do t his were often "more subtle ways 

of meeting current demands". (p .31) 

General Studies was seen by White and Wynn as a posit i ve 

contribution because it provided a way of inducting 

children into generali z ed understandings. It was not just 

a means of carry i ng o ut the o ld education in a "new and 

possibly more efficient way". (p.31) 
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To c lari fy wha t is dist inctive and positi ve abo ut Gen era l 

Studies White and \.Jynn e laborated on the crucial 

di f feren ce between in te llectua l trai ning and in tel lec tual 

culture. Intel lectual tra i n i ng concent rates 

intellectua l ski lls and techniques. 

"the skills and techniques (which are basic to 
modern production and social organization) are 
intellectu ally bas ed, although th e uses 7:o 
which they are put, often are not. 11 (Whit e , 
1970 p .31. } 

on 

Th erefore for schools to simply provide training in skills 

is to a ss ume a "static functional role for schools" . 

(White, 1 970 , p.31.J 

If schoo ls are to do more than this then they must al s o 

introduce children t o the i ntel lectual culture . 

"Th e intellectual culture is made up of persons 
who relate and interact with one a nother in 
certain clearly def ined ways and who share 
certain values . Its members act autonomously 
yet co -operat ively • • • Although it is pa r
ti ci pa tory and cooperati ve it does not demand 
t hat i ts members surrender t heir individuality . 
The inte llectual culture i s universal ••• a·nd 
it i s anti-authoritarian •.• " (White, 1970 p. 32 .) 

Such a culture is participatory and non - authoritarian. 

General Stu di es was unders toad by White and Wynn in terms 

of an attempt to create in class rooms t he mi 1 i eu corres -

ponding to the inte l lectua 1 cu 1 ture . By doing so it is 

ass erting that the purpose of edu cation is to help 

children "unders tand, function in and chang e their world". 

It appears that many teachers involv ed in th e general 

studies moveme nt felt that the general stu dies reforms did 

not go far e nough , frir though at th e classroom level 
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authoritarian relations could be partly dona away wi t h 

students still had to attend classes. Large numbers made 

the ·school environment inevitally rather impersonal. In 

other words the intentions of General Studies was at odds 

with the larger organization of the school, which s t ill 

had a teaching hierarchy, and established patterns of 

authority, communication and behaviour. 

Community Schools grew out of this sense of frustration. -

Many of the teachers responsible for the setting up of 

community schools had been active in the General Studies 

Movement. 

Hill, a teacher at one of the 1 light-h • use' schools 

perhaps best encapsulates the kinds of frustrations wh ich 

led teachers to look for 'more radical alternatives'. He 

wrote: 

"Close your minds to the platitudes of teachers 
and politicians for a moment. Our schools 
exist according to a most utilitarian praxis. 
They are a screening agency, their job is to 
sort out all applicants for social and 
vocational positions in society •.• 
He (the learner) learns to be concerned wi t h 
outcomes not thinking. He is learning to 
submit to the authority of an adult ,,.,orld." 
(Hill, Mike, 1974, p.18.) 

Hills believed that General Studies still had a hidde n 

agenda and that community schools might be a more radi c al 

alternative. 

Gerry Tickell the principal and founder of Swinburne 

Community Schools also argued that the community, school 
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was an att em pt to achieve what was intended, 'out only 

partially achieved, by a general studies program; that is 

a move to open, democratic learning. Tickell believed 

that the general studies movement was limi te·d in two 

ways. First outside t he general studies classroom its elf 

schools were still large and had to be organized in a 

hierarchial. bureaucratic and impe rsonal mannBr. This 

meant to Tickell that they still fostered institutional 

dependence in the students. In a comm u n i t y s ch o o 1 , " non e 

of the trappings of the traditional school organization 

remain" (Tickell, 1979, p.18). The second limitation of a 

general studies program , accor di ng to Tickell was that it 

was s ti 11 an at tempt, however democratic. to impose unity 

on experience. 

However much we might have believed it important 
that students share common ground on a number 
of · issues, we could not compel that except at 
the price of something else which we held to be 
even more important (and which general studies 
in the traditional school tend ed to promote) 
namely the right and responsibility of the 
individual to determine what he learns 
(Tickell, 1973; p .19.)· 

Community schools can be seen as a stronger expression of 

some of the anti-authoritarian commitments of general 

studies movement. Some of the key i n tentions were: 

to radically reduce the dependence of students 

on the authority of institutions, experts 

pre-packaged curricu la and associated values . 

to disassociate learning from its social 

control functions by eradicating competitive 

and compulsary lea rning environments , which 

instill powerlessness, compliance a nd an 

acceptance of hierarchy. 
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to oppose the view that learning and livi ng ar'e 

separate activities. Both movemen t s attempted 

to promote the idea that 'real' learning 

relates to actual experience of living 1n a 

community and that the community is a powerfu l 

resource for the development of a critique of 

society. 

proponents of community schools talked about 

"learning through living in a community" there were really 

two ideas being invoked, that the school was to be an 

intentional democratic community and that t he broader 

community was a source of valuable experience from which 

to gain critical insights. 

White argued that in order to understand the intentions of 

community schools it is necessary to examine the idea 

behind the word community, an inherently ambiguous concept. 

nrn particular whether community schools are 
making a community or adopting to one has to be 
resol:ved" (lillhite, 1972 p.10). 

He claims that an examination of the origins of the 

Community School in the General Studies movement indicates 

that the true intentions of community schools was to make 

a community 

"What was needed as a result of these 
experiences was a change to a situation, where 
there were fewer expectations ·. of authority 
patterned behaviour and where the possibility 
of greater participation in education by a 
larger number of people was available. That is 
the extention from General Studies wi t hin a 
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school to community schools is towards a 
g reater de gree of intentionality and of self 
made education rather than towards adaptiv~ 
education. (White, 1972, p.11~1 (emphasis 
added) 

According to White the intention of breaking- down t he 

walls between the school and its local community '..-Jas not 

just an attempt to be part of the 1 ocal community but to 

seek out and build intentional relationships. That is the 

community school was attempting to change its 

neighbourhood into an intentional community. 

There is some evidence that this sort of relationship was 

attempted by same community schools. For example 

Swinburne Community School ran a work experience program 

not merely to provide students with exper-iences to inform 

job choice but also to enable students begin a "kind of 

critique of social r-oles" (Hill 1975, p.199 ) . They also 

opened a shop front and established a learning exchange. 

Sydney Road Community School became involved in organizing 

petitions around the neighbourhood and attending local 

council meetings in an attempt to r~sist new town planning 

legislation. Collingwood Community School or-ganized food 

buying co-operatives among the housing commission 

r-esidents. 

It is possible to see in the description so far a strong 

resemblance between community schools in Victoria and the 

free schools where there were attempts to blend both 

freedom and radical perspectives, as described in Chapter 

2. Proponents of community schools emphasized both 
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radical non-imposition and the critical study of society, 

as did their free school counterparts. 

Tickell was also strongly influenced by the ideas of the 

deschoolers. 

"Finally the community school must be seen as a 
school in transition, as a stage between o u r 
present highly schooled society and that 
utopian vision of the future which Ivor Illich 
and his disciples conjure up with their talk of 
a fully educative society. The community 
school aims to probe the . notions of the 
deschoolers, steadily and systematically 
reducing the dependence of its members on the 
school.... The day may come when schools as we 
know them no longer exist. In the meantime we 
have the community school. (Tickell, 1975 
p.147.J 

Barry Hill a journalist from the 'Age', wrote a book about 

the changes taking place in Australian schools. One of 

the schools he visited was a community school he dubbed 

"Townies". In his analysis of community schools he 

stressed that community schools were not just based on 

pedagogical and organizational concerns but 

profoundly political 

"We can forget about social inequalities of 
wealth and power and see the move towards 
openness almost entirely in terms of mak i ng 
schools nicer places to be •••• 

The thrust of open education however is to do 
much more than this. It is to render schools 
sufficiently effective agents of social change 
to help make the idea of education towards a 
more open society a reality. It is ••• a step 
towards creating a society which is 'more 
humane, a society which facilitates genui n e 
participation in social. cultural and political 
institutions. OPEN EDUCATION IN OTHER WORDS IS 
A STRATEGY FOR THE TRANSFORMATION OF VALUES ANO 
SOCIAL STRUCTURE. ~ PROJECT WHICH IS ESSENTIAL LY 
POLITICAL.u [Hill~ Barry, 1977 p.299-300.) 

were 
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The Broader Educational Context in Victoria 

(a) The Alternative Teachers Education Course 

Melbourne State College 

In 1973 Gwyneth Dow started what she called a "radical 

experiment in Teacher Education" (Dow, 1979 p.3) using 

Federal Grants. She saw her course as a kind of action 

research involving the cross-fertilization of theory and 

practice. Several important features of the course ensured 

that the students encountered radical political views on 

education and that the link between radical political 

purposes and the practices of community schools was 

critically explored. 

The fundamental principle which Dow maintained lay be h ind 

the course was that teaching was more than a concern abo u t 

curriculum and organization 

"It was not good enough to be knowledgeable in 
ones teaching subjects, it was also necessary 
to be informed and thoughtful about the role of 
education in a paI"ticular society ••. " (Dow; 
1979. p.9.) 

Dow claims that the books chosen for pre 1 i mi nary reeding 

were "soaked with social concern". Dow quotes at lengt h 

in her own book, Learning to Teach, Teachin g to Learn, 

from the books which •..Jere used during the course such as 

Father Mi 1 an i ' s Letter to a Te a ch er , 1 9 7 2 , Frier e ' s book 

Peda gogy of the Oppressed 1.972, as well as those of Kozol 

1972, Holt 1972 and ~eimer and Illich 1972. She describes 

some of the conflicts and shocks students experienced 
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after being confronted by a radical anal ys is of 

schooli ng. Another impor-t an t pri nci p le stressed by t he 

c ourse was tha t "the best t ime for tack ling t heoretical 

q uestions was when they arose in actual teaching (Dow, 

1979, p.9), During its initial year of operation the 

course estab lished c l ose links with Sydne y Roa d Community 

School, Swinburne Community Schoo l and Trinity Grammar. 

Students spent two days per week at one of t h ese schools 

and were treat ed like a member of staff. Most of the 

theoretical questions that were tackled by the students 

were generated by the ex pe riences of students at their 

s chools. 

Curri cu lum un i ts were based at the s c hoo 1 a nd not at t h e 

University. An outline of t he Curriculum 

undertaken by students at one of these 

studies program 

schools, Sydney 

Road Community Schaal reveals that the preoccupations of 

both the school and the course revolved around issues of 

contro l, the hidden curriculum, fre edom, ideology a nd 

equality. (see for detai l Dow, 1979 p. 220 .) 

(bl The Australi an Union of Students, Education 

Po li cy 1972 

Although primarily concerned with tertiary institutions 

th is document did have a lot to say about schools . The 

main pre-occupation of the writers appeared to be 

inequality and the role of education in the wider society. 
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"Th r ough continued working in such areas as 
inequal iti es in education an d tertiary ref orm 
AUS has felt an increasing need to braod en ou r 
vis i on in regard · t o educa tion . We ha ve s ought 
to vi e w e ducati on in its place in the wider 
socie ty and attempt e d also ta think of 
constru c ti ve programmes for change in th e 
present edu cational system.• (A US , 1972 p.1.J 

In the same year Tom Roper , un der the au s pices of AUS , 

published his book: Th e My th of Equa lity (Roper, 1972 ). 

This book documented gross inequalities in terms of acc ess 

to schoo ling and outcomes for different groups . The imp li

cation of his arguments appeared to be that the problems 

of inequality could be so lved through creating eq ua l 

opportunities for all to compete in an unequal system. 

The writers of the AUS document however did not accept 

this view. 

~Recently we have become aware th a t our demands 
for equality mask a n ever deeper con trad iction . 
In demanding equ ality of opportunity , we 
confused equality of acces s to educational 
resources with equality of oppartuni ty to make 
use of those resources. {AUS, 1972, p .3. ) · 

They pu t f.orward the v.i ew that the underlying premise of 

equality of access i s the assumption t hat ed ucation is a 

"marketable commodity" which 1s t h e key to "social and 

economic advancement". This they argu ed simply leads t o 

n ew forms of social d i vis i on based o n "alleged 

'expertise', int e lligence and 'ability'." (ibid p.3.J 

They attempted to resolve this contradiction by viewing 

ed ucational reform in the context of broader social 

movements of oppositiona l practi ce . 
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"In continuing to protest against inequality in 
education we therefore do so conscious that 
inequality is a problem of social divisio n , 
discrimination and exploitation. Any approa ch 
to combatting inequality must be comprehensive 
in its analysis action and reper cussion. 
Inequalities cannot be removed from education 
unti 1 they no longer exist in society, but the 
struggle to remove them takes place in the 
field of education, as much if not more than i n 
any other." (ibid, p.3.) 

It appears from these extracts that their analysis of 

education - how it functions, how it ought to function was -

set firmly in an oppositional perspective. They did not 

dwell on its pedagogical failures but an its conservative 

social and political functions in an unequal society. 

They reject "equality of opportunityu as a useful concept. 

for inequality does not have its roots in unequal access 

but in an unequal society. It is society which must be 

changed and schools are a medium. 

Although their analysis of the functions of schooling 

stressed the schools latent political and social 

c_onsequences, 

pedagogical 

their recommendations concentrated on 

concerns. Nowhere did they suggest the 

critical study of society through history and poli t ics, or 

schools being involved in their neighbourhoods to create 

and support broader movements of s tru gg le around critical 

local issues. 

They suggested. instead, the abolition o f compulsary 

schooling, the abolition of the dictatorship of teachers, 
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administrators, curricula and asses s ment over the lives of 

children . They maint a ined t hat "ch il dren must have tha 

right to determine t -heir own lives , and the how, where, 

when and why of t heir educationtt. 

It was assumed that such measures would lead to c 

"s truggle" against inequality. Clearly this echoes the 

philoso phy of the deschoolers. It rests on t he beliefs, 

that, if people ar-e not controlled and tyranized they will · 

"naturally" be concerned with issue~ of just ice and 

equality and that through a direct enactment of the "good 

society" in miniature it is possible to change society. 

I was not surprised t o find a radi cal a na lyses o f school

ing link ed to pedagogical freedom. The ideas of the 

deschooler s had a big impact in Australia. Wha t di d 

surprise me was the 'naturalness' of the link between 

a nalysis and solut ion. 

Perhaps this taken for 

It appeared "self ev i den t". 

granted connection between the 

practices of community schools (non-compu lsion, radical 

nan-imposition, non-structure and freedom) and a political 

anal ysi s of s choo li ng, explains why there was so l ittle 

the,oretical analysis going on at the time in the Community 

Schoo ls. 

Humphry and New combe in their book Schools Out (197 5) also 

a ss ume a logical connection between a politica l analysis 

of schooli n g and the non -impos ition and freedom practices 

of Communjty Schools. 
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They ar-gue that schools are inherently oppr'essive 

institutions and, 

"what is even wars e 
effectively been cut off 
of far-reaching social 
(p.14). 

the 
from 
and 

students have so 
the possibilities 
political change" 

They go on to argue that schools primarily functio n as 

'certification institutions' (p.24) and 'cultural 

oppressors' (p. 2 6) for they 

"transmit values held by the political and 
economic elite. It is necessary for the 
children of the working class, the poor, the 
immigr-ants, the aborigines to aspire to the 
materialism of those in power so that they will 
not seek to subvert the system and jeapardize 
that power position" (ibid p.31). 

They, like AUS, also reject the concept of 'eq uality of 

opportunity' as a narrow solution because it "fails to 

consider the distribution of power in society and its 

political. economic and social consequencesw (p.27). 

Like the AUS document and the community schools, Humphry 

and Newcombe unreflexively link oppositional pe r spectives 

with the 'obvious' solution that children should be given 

complete freedom. 

"We think that education should be pr imarily 
about self-fulfillment and personal develop
ment, Everyone should be able to dev e lop 
through self-motivation and curiosity the 
particular skills and abilities of their 
choosing and they should be able to do so when, 
where and how they wish. (ibid p.21.) 

(cl The VSTA campaign for open entrance and the 

ballot for tertiary courses 
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During the 1970 ' s the VSTA mounted a v igorous campaign for 

the abolition of the Victo rian Universities and School 

Examinat ion Board (VUSEB) and the introduction of open 

ter i tary e ntrance. This ca mpaign was given wide pub 1 i city 

in the VSTA journal Secondary Teach er. Th e most act ive 

campaigner for this proposal was Bill Hanna n . While sof":'le 

s aw this move as simp ly a way to increas e teacher 

auton omy. Hannan saw it as an explicitly political iss ue . 

Hannan believed that i f Univers ities were given no 

information to use as a basis of student selection th ey 

would have to opt fo r open entrance and i n the case of 

courses in demand, selection by ballot. 

It was for Hannan a campaign again s t privilege. private 

schooling and meritocrat i c schoo l ing . 

~The widespread use of HSC 
Colleges and jobs ensures 
·privileged students get 
opportuniti es and cheapest 
(Hannan, 1972 , p.10). 

for Universiti es , 
that economically 

the best jab 
tertiary courses. 

The open ent ra nce campaign was an attempt to , do away with 

rel a tionships of domination, to break the nexus between 

s cha• ls and society and to contribute to the des tru c ti on 

of private schooling. Hannon 's su ggestion that e ntrance 

to highly restricted courses be determined by ballot was 

is s ued as a challe nge t o the rich. 

"Nothing is more likely t o make cornp lace'nt 
adult elitists recognize the shameful effec ts 
of quo tas than the poss ibility that th eir own 
children might be balloted out of tertiary 
p 1 aces . Is an y t h i n g e 1 s e 1 i k e 1 y to st i r th em • 
(Hannan, 1972 p.12.) 
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Conclusion 

The general studies movement and the setting up of 

community schools in Victoria can be labelled as 

oppositional in orientation far the fol lowing reasons. 

(1) analysis of schooling 

Implicit in the organization of community 

schools and general studies classrooms is a rejection 

of the social control, selection and 

dependence-creating functions of traditional 

schooling. 

(2) attitude to inequality 

Both the general studies movement and the 

teach ers 

not i ans of 

at community 

"equality of 

schools rejected 

opportunity". Both 

popular 

groups 

believed that inequality could not be changed throu gh 

attempts to equalize student out comes across s oci a 1 

groups. They sought instead to incalcate in students 

an ' eg alitarian consciousness ' in the belief t hat 

students would th en struggle to change society. 

(3) Curriculum 

One of the main criteria suggested by Hannan to 

be used in determi ning curriculum content was the 
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study of 

did this 

controversial 

becuase he 

issues 

believed 

in the 

that 

community. He 

students should 

have a critical understanding of society. 

Community Schools shared with Illich and the 

proponents of politically~oriented pedagogical free 

schools a belief that if people are given their 

freedom and autonomy they will 'naturally' want to 

critically investigats the society they live in, will 

not value materialism, affluence, competition and 

success and will commit 

creating a more just, humane 

these schools teachers made 

themselves actively 

and equal society. 

attempts t o foster 

to 

In 

the 

critical study of society and i nvalvement in socia 1 

and political issues but baulked at the idea of 

deliberatly teaching a particular political line. 

{4) Relationships with the broader communi t y 

Proponents of the 

believed that the school 

gen er-al ~ tud i es movement 

should forge closer links 

with its 1 ocal community a 1 though the emphasis tended 

to be on adaptation to the community rather than on 

changing the community. 

Community schools sought to change the 

surrounding community into an intentional community. 

They 1A1ere not very successful in this and this was 

often a source of frustration at the school meetings. 
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In this sense they had intentions sirni lar to those of 

Jonathan Kozol of creating cornmuni ties of conscience 

and struggle. 

However while the community schools did develop many 

radical principles introduced through general studies it 

is also possible to see the development of attitudes which 

were more akin to "Summerhill" alternative type free 

schools. Teachers at community schools appeared to have 

an extI"'eme aversion to any forms or structure, 

consequently they refused to impose anything on students 

and stressed spontaeniety, jay and freedom. At · times 

these two tendencies (oppositional and alternative) led to 

conflict a point which will be developed at length in 

chapter 4. 
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Cha pter 4 

RADICAL PROGRESSI VE SCHOOLING: AN I MMINE NT CRI TIQUE 

"If s omebody scra t ches wh ere it itches does 
that count as progress? If not doe s that mean 
it wasn't an a uthentic s cratch, not a n 
auth en t i c itch? Cou l dn ' t this response to the 
stimulus go on for qu i t e a long time unt il a 
remedy for itching is fo und" 

(Richard Rorty 1979 p .1) 

Rorty 's question raises serious pr oblems about any a tt empt 

to evaluate the adequacy of a practice, that is on what 

bas i s does a justifiable cri tiqu e begin . There ap pear to 

be two well es tabl is hed methodologies of critique. 

However on examination, I found both to be inad e quate . 

One such methodology is to compare t heory wi th the 

" facts". Neville Bennett's book (Bennett 1975) has become 

a 'cause ce lebre I of such a method a logy . He attempted to 

link 'theories' of teaching style practice to the 'facts ' 

of pupil attainment. His resear-ch was conducted in nearly 

800 primary schools . where teaching styles were analysed 

and classified. 

using written 

Subsequently pupil progress was test ed 

tests fer maths , reading and creative 

writing. The research showed that most pupils in formal 

classrooms made significantly better progress in these 

aveas than pupils in informal clas srooms. Pupils of 'lo •...r 

ability' made greater progress in ma th s in informal 

classrooms. 
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I d o not disagree with al l th e finding s of Bennett 's 

research . For example, I agree with his conclusion that 

curriculum structure might be more important than teaching 

style, for pupil outcomes. However, Bennett's research 

was built on the b elief that 'the facts' are 'value free' . 

On examination I argue that this is a very questionable 

belief, In the case of Bennett's research such faith in 

objective fac ts left unexamin e d many important assumptions. 

First. implicit in Bennett's criteria for the evaluation 

of pupil performance is the assumption that what is not 

measurab 1 e is not worth learning. Th is ass ump ti on appears 

inappropriate to apply to a teaching sty le which stresses 

cooperative endeavour, sel f-moti vat ion, development of the 

who le child and the inculcation of favourable attitudes to 

learning throughout life. Bennett's research did not 

meas ure areas related to the distinctive purposes of 

informal education, nor did it choose appropriate means of 

measurement, related to progress in maths, reading and 

creative writing. Bennett chose to measure progress in 

these areas through individually administered paper and 

pencil tests in 

atmosphere of 

situation which 

an environment totally different from the 

an informal classroom. This created a 

was totally unfamiliar to children from 

informal classrooms. They were used to helping each 

other-, thinking aloud, and being able ta us e stru'ctured 

materials. In addition they had b een taught that '"'hat was 

most important was not what you know but knowing how to 

find out. 
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The second assumption 1n Bennett's .esearch is that 

educational pu!'p • ses can be solely assessed in terms of 

reading, maths and creative writing. Even educationalists 

who regard 'the basics' as the most important part of 

schooling admit that there are other priorities too. The 

question rarely faced, however is which priorities can we 

afford to sacrifice in the interests of standards? 

Perhaps a very extreme example will help place this 

question in perspective. -E.R. House describes a school in 

Chicago for reluctant learners where the children are 

beaten until they learn. 

his observations 

The following is an extract from 

" Students work industriously, frenetically, 
at their desks. The teacher • • paces the 
floor. He spies a youngster idly doodling away 
at his desk. Stealthily the teacher creeps up 
behind him, grabs the unsuspecting student by 
the hair and yanks back his head so forcefully 
that it strikes the desk behind him". (House 
E.R •• 1973 p1) 

House claims that in this classroom "such encounters are 

common place''. Behind the classroom was an observation 

window. Many parents came to watch but some couldn't 

"take it". One mother reported that her son had some 

"readjustment problems" at first. He used to vomit every 

morning and have many nightmares "but now he is working". 

House considers that such practice "can only result in 

misshappen lives". 

Such extreme examples raise the problem of the appropriate 

balance between means and ends. Would Bennett's research 

have continued to extol the virtues of a supposed "value 

free" stance if the sampl~ included this type of classroom? 
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The third assumption implicit in Bennett's research is 

that no ou ts ide factors contributed to the differences 1n 

pupil outcomes. By 1975 . progressive education i .n England 

was already under concerted at tack by th e Black Papers 

lobby (Black Papers 1975) and the media . The 1..Ji 1 liarn 

Tyndale School controversy had already fuelled this fire . 

It is lik e ly tha t parents, worried about their own 

children's progress would have been i nf 1 uenced. It would 

be impossible of course to measure the relationship of 

parents' concern and involvemen t with their child's 

schooling to their subsequent choice of schools or the 

effect of parents' attitudes on the child's progress 

(although Douglas Homes' research (Hames 1964 ) does 

indicate positive corre lations ) bu t these fa ctors cannot 

be simply ignored. 

The point I am trying ta make is not that Sennett 's 

research measured 

ignored important 

inappropriate 

factors. 

things, 

Rather, 

nor that he 

a ny research 

attempting to evaluate a theory or practice in t he light 

of tt the factstt au tomatically employs a theory in the 

process of s electi ng and interpreting the facts. This 

t heory generally remains imp licit and is not subjected to 

scrutiny. Therefore it is impossible to ass ess the 

superiority of either theory. 

The other common methodology is to examine the 

inadequacies of a theor-y according to the assumptions on 

' 
which the theory r-ests. Inevitably this i s ach ieved by 
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"laying over" the discourse a n alternative , supposed ly 

superior theory. For example, Herber t Gintis (Gintis, 

1973) attacks Illich's notion of deschooling because ... 
l t.. 

rests on the ass umption that institutions a nd not the mode 

of production are the root of the problems in society. 

Similarly, Rachael Sharp (Sharp 1982 pp.44-66) criticizes 

Bernstein because he does not have a theory of ideology. 

This methodology rests on a s upposedly superior set of 

prior assumptions and does not have a way of es tab 1 i sh i ng 

such a position. 

Unless the inadequacy of a theory can be establishe d 

without incorporating in an unref lexi ve way another 

theory. then it is difficult for- a defensive critique to 

begin. This is not to suggest that there is no way of 

comparing the adequacies of two theories but that i t is an 

inadeq uate starting point. Any attempt to critique 

knowled ge claims simply by positing an alternative notion 

is, in principle, mistaken . 

Th e q uestion remains J how does one begin to cri tique a 

particular knowledge claim or to suggest a more co herent 

a l ternative? This is surely haw understanding advances . 

As Mantefore says, in the introduction to Garbi s K• rtian 's 

book : 

"If the very criticism of knowledge its ~lf 
depends on highly speculative assumptions, khen 
clearly nothing can be firmly grounded, and we 
can never " know » which of the two fundamental ly 
conflict i ng views is right ." (Garbis Kortia n , 
1981 p.9) 
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One way of escapin g from this di lemma was proposed ~Y 

Hege 1. It is a strategy which came to be cal 1 ed "imminent 

cri tiqu e" meaning that knowledge claims cen be criticized 

on their own terms. 

follows: 

Montefore explained t h is method as 

"For packages can be criticized on t h eir own 
terms. tested for their consistency ta see what 
they rec.• gnize as knowledge is consistent with 
t heir own conception of the subject and of what 
know l edge consists of. I f they fail to hold 
together in this way then they refute 
themselves and on their own terms. There is no 
need ta refer outside them to same external 
standpoint." (Quoted in Garb is Korti a n. 1981 
p. 9 • ) 

This I t hen is the intention of t his Chapter to SUBJE CT 

THE CLAIMS AND PRACTICES OF RADICAL PROGRESSIVES TO THE 

TEST OF I NTERNAL CONSI STENCY. In such a way, in cons is ten

ci es between different intentions, different practices and 

practices and intentions ca n be illuminated. A critique 

developed in such a would will not reject a practi ce 

because it did not measure up to the "fac~s" or conform to 

an overarching theory, but because of fun dame ntal contra

dictions which cannot be resolved within the problematics 

being examined . 

It is important to stress at this paint that this method-

• logy is merely a st arting point. Alternative theorie s 

often do have superior expl anatory powers as we ll as 

i nevi tab ly their own inadequacies. Same theories will be 

utilized in this way in subsequent chapters. The point is 

that the building of new hypot hes es need to be pre ceded by 

negation of the o l d one. 
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It needs to be mentioned that imminent critique could be a 

rather unproductive process in some c·ases. For example, 

if Hitler' s theor ies on society could be shown to be 

totally consistent (of course no theory is comple tely 

consis tent) on its own terms I would still wish to oppose 

it. No critique method a logy can claim to be "va 1 ue free" 

and immin en t critique is no exception. In the fin al 

analysis the only reason why radical progressive practice 

is worthy of critique is because I agree with its basic 

values. 

In this chapter I draw heavily on the work of John Hinkson 

(Hinkson 1980) who has also examined the contradictions 

which were inherent in the radical progressive movement in 

Victoria . 

Radical Progressive Practice-An Analysis of Contradictions 

There appeared to have been two significant manifestations 

of radical progressive practice 1.n Victoria in the late 

sixties: the genera 1 studies movement and the es tab 1 is h -

ment of community schools. While many other innovations 

were trialled during this period these two innovations 

were the most clea r ly articulated in terms of radical 

commitment to 

the rejection 

egalitarianism, consciousness 

of the social control 

raising 

features 

and 

of 

schooling. They were al so the most publicized, often 

being held up as paradigm examples. 
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As mentioned previously, the genaral studies movement was 

the earlier of the two innovations and community schools 

grew out of the experience of general studies. Because of 

their similar origins, they also appear to share similar 

contradictions. However, because Community Schools f urther 

developed the themes and practices of General Studies> 

they also appeared to have accentuated the contradictions. 

For the sake of clarity I have decided to deal with the 

two di ff eren t innovati ans separately. Although this has 

the disadvantage of having to deal with each contradiction 

twice. often necessitating some repetition, any other mode 

of presentation has shown itself to be unwieldy and 

confusing. 

GENERAL STUDIES 

The term 'General Studies• originated at Moreland High at 

the time Bill Hannan was principal. Bill Hannan was 

influential in both defining and spreading the idea to the 

extent that it came to be called the General Studies 

Movement. 

Those outside the movement s~w its development in terms of 

two interrelated principles. 

»First there is a questioning of the 
organization of subjects into separate 
disciplines and the agitation toward s the 
breaking down of traditional subject barriers. 
Second doubt is being cast or, the trad i t i onal 
methods of classroom teaching. Many observers 
feel there is a need for looser organization 
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and more pupil centred activity. Us-.Jally the 
second principle is associated with the fir-st." 
{McNaughton, 1972 p.25.J 

However, for those active in the movement it was far more 

than an attempt to integrate subjects and teach in a more 

humane way. Central to the justification of the movement 

was a rejection of traditional subject matter because they 

believed it served conservative ends. Fi rs t , it tied 

schooling to tertiary institutions in a way that demanded 

rigid competitive assessment and streaming. Second, it 

created, often not explicitly, a hieraI"chy of knowledge 

and therefore of students. They argued that as a result 

non-academic students and community, non-academic a nd 

experiential knowledge were devalued. Third, academic 

knowledge served as a means of social control because it 

demanded that the teachers, teach and students, learn. 

This process taught the students to rely on expert s an d 

submit to authority. 

The real purpose of high status knowledge in the secondary 

curriculum was, they believed, selection, 

imperialism, social control and alientatian. 

cultural 

Thus they 

rejected traditional criteria for the selection of 

curriculum content. 

Criteria for Curriculum Decisions 

General Stu di es opeI"at ed in quite a differen t way from an 

integrated studies unit for if teaching distinct subjects 

wqs no longer justified, neither •,,.,ias imposition of the 
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same di scip li nes reorga ni zed with a di ff e ren t emphas is. 

Both were see n as a ' t yranny'. Han nan proposed th ree 

major s ou rce s as th e cr i teri a for knowledge s el ec ti on 

s tu de nt interest; 

concerns and problems in the local 

comrnuni ty; and 

interests of teachers generated from their 

understanding of the subjects they taught . 

(Hannan, 1970 p.29.) 

Here it is possible to discern the developing importance 

of relevance as a guiding principle. Valuable knowledge, 

they believed, related to the experience of social 

living. Hannan did recognize the dangers of triviality if 

relevance became the only concern . He advised that 

interest be used as a starting point in order to extend it 

(Hannan, 1970 p.18). However, he did not develop any 

criteria for extension excspt in a negative sense; that 

is, it should not be vocationally oriented or 

predetermined. 

Another i mportant emp has is of General Studies was that 

there was no one s uper ior way of doing a topi c. For 

exampl e , drama or essay writi ng were seen as equal ly val id 

methods . Such v i ews were often link ed with t he ina bility 

of many pupils to cope with the written medium. For 

example 

"one of our students. dire cting pupils in a 
topic on pollutio n , suggested to them that 
whereas s ome of th em s hould collect. co llate 
and r-e-port an written ma terial availabl e , 
others .·s hould cover a large area locally 
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making a photographic survey of examples of 
pollution. This is not necessarily a better or 
worse method. (It is) especially useful for 
migrant kids We have very little tirne or 
opportunity to give them special help with 
English.n (Niewenhuizen, 1970 p.21.) 

If th is feature is examined in the context of the avers ion 

of adherents of general studies to any form of streaming 

whatsoever, the contradition appears obvious. Streaming 

is not enforced an the students, they choose their own 

stream. For those who have. di ff icu 1 ty with reading and 

writing the appropriate response is to avoid it. 

The emphasis an local issues had a dual intent. One was 

to relate to the real life experiences of the pupils and 

their parents and the other was to develop in students 

bath a critical awareness of society and a commitment to 

work to change society. For example: 

"The responsibility of schools (is to) help 
their students understand their present society 
in a world level and to do what they can now 
and in the future to transform it into a more 
just world." (Hannan, 1974 p.19.) 

In the general studies movement all the criteria. for 

curriculum decision making, related above were infl uenced 

by an overriding concern with the pastoral care of 

students. Pastoral care was considered by Hannan and 

others to be the most important feature of the gener'al 

studies program. For example: 

"It has become the principle of at least the 
first three years that what is to be taught has 
to take second place to whatever pastoral 
arrangements are thought to be necessar-y" 
(Hannan, 1970 p.29). 
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"The immedi at e ne ed is to 
al l kids i n some way ." 
p. 2 2.) 

r ea ch, not ed ucat e , 
(Niewenhui z en , 197 0 

r ecapitu late the th emes whi c h had an impact 

curriculum decision mak i ng were: 

the reject i on of a cade mi c knowl edge 

r e levance - c ommunity knowledg e 

- stud e nt i nterest 

the cri tical s tudy of society 

democratization of learn ing methods 

'non vo cationalism ' 

pastoral care 

on 

I t is possible ta discern tw o contr adictory threads in t he 

preceding t hemes. On the one hand, the i nd i v id ua l was 

p lac ed at the ce ntre of th e educational process . The 

pupil determined the most appropri a te means of researchin g 

a topic a nd the experien t ia l knowl edge of the pupi 1 was 

c e ntral to the t ask. Because authorit arian t _each i ng was 

seen as sti f ling i ndep e nden c e of tho ught, t here was a 

rej e ct i on of t he a u th ority of the di s ciplines. of t he 

t eacher, of int e llectual skill s and of structural 

ar r a ngeme n t s . Under such a pra c t i ce , the i n t ellec t ual 

culture no longer had any s elf evident wort h unl e ss it 

r e lated t o local i ssues or s tu dent or t eacher in teres t and 

di d not impede pastora l care arran gement s . 

On t he other h and, there was a strong emphasis t ha t mu ch 

wa s wrong .( t· W,1 r, s ocie ty and needed t o be chang ed f er 
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example, i n e quali ty , competitiveness and racism . Develop

ing in students a crit i cal awareness of such problems and 

a belief that it is bath pos s i b l e and important t o work to 

c hang e society was a key theme. 

Alongside the first emphasis on non -impos ition, freedom 

and i ndividuali ty, is the idea that thi s can be directly 

enacted. However, this notion of freedom is fu ndamentally 

contradictory. The wish to develop pupils I i nte l lectua 1 

independence and their critical understanding of society 

goes against a wish not to impose anything but love, care 

and freedom. 

The concept of independence only has meaning • .& 1, it i s 

clear what you were previously dependent upon . Hinkson 

(Hinkson 1976) mak es the point that, where no cult ural 

perspective is presented, students a re not able to move 

reflect on, respond to and remake their experience. They 

r emain in a dependent re lat i ans hip to either experi e nce , 

which has been formed with the tr-adi ti ona 1 cu 1 ture here 

being opposed or whatever knowledge they haphazardly 

encounter. Thi s approdch to freedom ensures that the 

pupils are l eft ~trap ped in the immediate world o-f 

spontaneous unreflect ed experience without the possibility 

o f transcending it." (Hinkson 1976 p.3 . l What general 

studies appears to have be e n doing is to celeb r ate 

something (experience) wh ich has its roots in what i s 

being rejected. The c~allenges of an unjust socie t y 

cannot be me t through the spontaneous efforts of ' free ' 

individuals. who rely solely on intui t ive experience. 
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The Concept of Community in The General Studies Movement 

Community is another theme the General Studies movement 

began to develop. There appear to be three discernible 

themes involved in the use of the word. 

First, there was the notion of the school 1tself, 

classroom in particular, as a community. The 

studies movement aspired to a highly idealized 

and the 

general 

form of 

community. On the one hand, the features of an abstract 

community based on the intellectual culture were sought. 

Equality, reciprocity and autonomy were central features. 

Th es e farms a pp ea 1 ed to a 1 i v ed ex is ten c e w h i ch i s -

abs tract, transcendental and uni versa 1 is tic. On the other 

hand, close, open, 

Th is is 

culture 

emphasized. 

intellectual 

principally 

with each 

with the 

other. It 

face to face relationships were 

not typically characteristic of an 

where its members interact 

printed word and only secondarily 

is much more characteristic of 

normative, close knit communities based on a shared 

concrete culture. Hinkson argues that, these two notions 

of community are in tension because they embody different 

modes of personality formation. 

A significant charcteristic of the intellectual culture 1s 

a "radical distancing from everyday processes" (Hinkson 

1980 p.24) in 

everyday 1 i fe. 

open. It is 

order to re-fleet more comprehensively on 

Su ch a p e rs on a 1 i t y format i an is re 1 at i v e 1 y 

chiefly concerned wit'l universals arid 
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generalizations. It leads to a tendency to view life as 

culturally relative. 

Traditional community which is the more common experience 

of i·ndividuals, is based on stab le values learned in 

concrete, personal relationships. 

never denied, is not at the centre, 

Ind iv i d u a 1 i t y , wh i 1 e 

the social group is. 

Here the constraints have more definite boundaries, are 

more comprehensive and are integrated in the lived 

experience of its members. 

Because two different forms of community were invoked this 

amounts to a practical contradiction. While the forms of 

the intellectual culture are sought, the intellectual 

endeavours which allow critical thought and reflexivity to 

emerge are not. 

face relations. 

They have been replaced by open face to 

The mode of personality formation based 

on close 

cu 1 ture 

personal 

is not 

relations embodying concrete communal 

capable of fostering a detached, 

independent intellect which 

of autonomy, creativity and 

is the bas is for percept ions 

cultural relativity. This 

turning to "natural" relations leaves the pupils tied to 

traditional norms which are, at the same time, being 

rejected. 

The second notion of community embraced by the general 

studies movement related to the geographical community in 

which the school was situated, especially the parents. 
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The school, it •,.:as thought, 5hould forge closer links with 

its community. 

"Let us not aim for enclosed paradises •• • •• 
(let us) break down the big organizations, 
open the school to the community and the 
comm u n i t y t o t h e s c h o o 1 " ( R e u t - Sm i t . 1 9 7 1 , p • B ) • 

The major justification for greater community involve ment 

pivoted on the dual and intertwined notions of equality 

and pluralism. For example, P. Gill, a general studies 

teacher, suggested that community involvement would 

overcome the problems of cultural dissonance for some 

pupils, 

"in order to overcome the pull of the school in 
one direction and the pull of the parents iri 
another~. (Gill, 1975 p.134.) 

Whether the interaction was aimed at changing the 

attitudes of the parents or the school was never made 

clear. Some of the concerns of progressive educators, 

relating to developing in students a critical awareness of 

society and a commitment to changing society, would a p pear 

to imply that the object of the exchange with parents was 

to extend this I conscientization' out to the surrou nding 

neighbourhood. However, other preoccupations relating to 

its anti-intellectual, experiential tendencies would lead 

to the view that the opening of the community and the 

school to each other was to make the school more like its 

'natural' surrounding community. 

The idea that schools should adapt to the local community 

is not unrelated to the third way in wh ich the notion of 

community is used; that is community knowledge a nd 
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values . For example , Reut-Srn it wr ote a n ar t icle in the 

~e condary Tea ch er in 1971 wh ere he sta ted th at 

"learning about soci ety s hould be r epla ced by 
learning in soci e ty; He (si c) th e teach e [' 
must become humble and learn to sit a t the feet 
of the butcher , baker and candlestick maker and 
he mu s t learn that rea l experience as always 
remai ns the ultimate tea ch er" (Reut-Smit, 1971 
p • 8 ) • 

It is possible, by examining the development of the 

concept of community, to see an increasing rejection of 

on e of the most obvious fun c t i ans of th e schoo 1, that is . 

as a place serving specia l functions other community 

agencies can not fulfil . This appears quite cons i stent 

with the reject ion by radical educators of many ·of the 

percei ve·d "special functions" fulfilled by schools 

se lect ion, social control, and normative s ocial i zation. 

However, it is not consistent with their intention to 

create critically aware, intellectually independent, 

r esourceful and open minded pupils. 

COMMUN I TY SCHOOLS 

Att i tudes to Knowledge 

I n chapter 3, I noted that , community schoo l s decided 

against adopting a ge nera l studies program. However , 

t heir rat ional e f or such acti o n reveals fu r the[' 

developments in the contrad ict ions outlined ebove. 
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When General Studies first became popular. Ti ckell claimed 

that 

"unconsciously beli_eving that any 
was a good thing we felt we ought to 
(Tickell, 1973 p.10). 

innovatio n 
adopt it" 

Tickell stated that at Swinburne Community School t hey 

decided that General Studies would provide a unity of 

experience or a shared culture amongst the students and it 

would also enable each student to experience a unity of 

knowledge in terms of the interrelatedness of various 

studies and experience. 

As a consequence, Swinburne allocated two days per week to 

General 

entirely 

Studies. Tickell 

unsuccessful, for 

claimed that 

the programme 

this 

was 

proved 

simply 

rejected by students. 

the life of the school. 

The two days became non-events in 

Tickell justified the subsequen t 

removal of the programme thus: 

"However much we might have believed i t 
important that students share common ground on 
a number of issues, we could not compel tha_t, 
except at the price of something else which we 
held to be even more important (and which 
general studies in the traditional school 
tended to promote): namely THE RIGHT ANO 
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE· INDIVIDUAL TO DETERMINE 
1,.JHAT HE LEARNS". (Tickell, 1973 p.10.) 
(emphasis added) 

Instead of shared intellectual understandings providing a 

unity of experience, "the experience of living and working 

in the schoo 1 i tse 1 f" provided the shared culture. 

(Tickell, p.11). The experience of uni~y of knowledge had 

been rejected on the basis that the individua l must 

construct her/his own unified account of reality. 
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Here it is possible to discern a development of the 

contradictions between the dual tendencies o-f radical 

educators to embrace freedom, autonomy and equality on th e 

one hand and a "natural" community of open face to face 

relations on the other; and between the intention of 

developing critically aware, independent autonomous· · 

learners on the one hand and a comp 1 ete rejection of any 

form of either structure or imposition, on the o t her. 

The centre of shared understandings of pupils at community 

schools becomes the experience of living and working in 

the school and the community. To invoke experience as the 

basis of an alternative practice is ta contradict the wish 

to negate dominant culture. An alternative practice can 

only be enacted through making conscious the cultural 

assumptions which are both lived and thought. Experience 

is never independent of cultural traditions, both lived 

and thought. 

Community schools, it is argued, through stressing both 

the centrality of experiential relations anc::r the personal - -

construction of reality are unable to provide a basis for 

the remaking and extension of experience. 

Radicall y Egalitarian Communit y 

'\ 

Community Schools 1;1ished to develop in their students both 

an understanding of society and an 2galitarian 
-

-consciousness. One way i n ,-i h i ch they sought this ·.vas 
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through making the school a radically egalitarian 

community. 

This practice differentiated the community school movement 

from other radical innovations. The school was seen as 

the embodiment of a radically egalitarian community. Th is· . 

can be viewed as an ext ens ton of Hannan 's notion that h mv 

to teach takes precedence over what to teach. 

In this sense, as White argues, community schools fore

shadowed a different kind of society through ~establishing 

in microform an idealized community existing for the 

mutual benefit of all within it." (White 1974, p.11.) 

This is an extension of the idealized community of t he 

classroom in the general studies movement. As was argued 

above, this was a contradictory mixture of two opposing 

ideas of community, a community of scholars based an 

autonomy, abstraction. equality and a tendency to stand ...... 

outside everyday experience and a traditional 'natural' 

community based on solidarity, shared nor-ms and values, 

and concrete personal relationships. 

Because non-authoritarianism and non-imposition were seen 

. as ess enti a 1 characteristics of a truly egalita r ian 

community, teachers at Community Schools were not able to 

justify teaching artything except on the basis of student 

interest. 
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Fe•.,,, went so far as to espouse complete e p istemological 

ralativism but in practice operated from such a position. 

Barry Hill's observation of a school dubbed Townies is 

very interesting in this respect (Hi 11, 1977). For 

example, Townies community school, because o"f its refusal 

to impose knowledge on students, was unable to justify 

making any subjects compulsory, This was in spite of the 

fact that the teachers saw Social Science and Eng l ish as 

very important subjects because of their power to enable 

students to reflect or:i and understand society. 1•/hi 1 e t hey 

did try to persuade students to take these subjects, they 

did not compel them. Ironically, they found themselves i n 

the position of not even being able to justify putting 

politics on the agenda. Teachers at Townies were very 

aware that they held radical political views and were so 

concerned not to impose their views on students that they 

decided not to offer the subject of politics at all. This 

was in spite of the fact that students requested at the 

School meeting that the inclusion of politics be 

considered. 

Even when teachers had no qualms about the "bias" of a 

subject 

teachers 

and 

were 

students attended 

very wary of 

of their own choice, 

exercising any power or 

authority. Barry Hill comments on this at Townies. 

"At classes in · this school the last thing, a 
teacher does is tell kids that they are going 
to do this and that. The necessary etiquette 
is something like "I thought we would but 
if. you have any other suggestions". Then work 
begins the teacher having . ..pl..aced himself 
or herself slightly' off centre." (Hill, B. 
1977 p.202). 
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DUAL RELATIONS WITH THE SURROUNDING COMMUNITY 

A. Intentional Communit y 

White views. the move fr-om General Studies to -Ccmmunity 

Schools as a move towards a "greater of 

intentionality and of self-made education rather than 

towards adaptation~. (White, 1972, p.11.) This echoes 

Kozol's notion of community schools reaching out to the 

neighbourhood and ere a ting comrnun it i es of cons ci en ce. 

White argues that if this intentional type of community 

could be extended into the surrounding community, this 

would have the effect of changing the neighbourhood a·way 

from traditional community towards intentional community. 

To same extent~ this was part of 

community schools. For example, 

School pupils spent a great deal 

the practice of many 

Sydney Road Community 

of time lobbying the 

local council on behalf of community causes. They made a 

deliberate effort to activate the local community around 

local problems. Swinburn Community School students 

established a shop-front in their community. The purpose 

of the shop was to provide a means of meeting members of 

the community, facilitating communication about the school 

and establishing a learning exchange for the local 

community. 

The community sch•• 1 was seen as developing in the 

surrounding neighbourhood communities of conscience, of 
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developing situations which enabled people to examine 

problems, stand on their own feet and contribute towards 

social solutions. 

disparate ends. 

However, • th er practices worked towards 

This was because once again as in the General Studies 

Movement, there was the belief that an alternative could 

be directly enacted. That is, as well as seeking to create 

intentional communities, Community Schools emphasised 

"natural" traditional communities. This was not an 

explicit intention but was rather the outcome of the 

predominate 

structure. 

8. 

attitudes to 

Natural Community 

knowledge, authority and 

Alongside the rejection of 'reified academic knowledge' 

was an emphasis on community knowledge and experience. 

This was both an attempt to break down theory/practice 

divisions (Hinkson, 1980 p.54) and develop critical 

awareness in students. The following extract reveals both 

these aspects. 

"A central reason fo:::- putting kids out into the 
community is to get some sense of the extent 
and limitation of th8ir power, their capacity 
to control their own destinies and influence 
the course of events that affect them. YOU 
WANT THEM TO BEGIN SOME KIND OF CRITIQUE of the 
sort of vacation jobs they are going into and 
the sorts of political and social roles they 
are cast into •... AN END TO PASSIVE KNOWLEDGE 
TAKING PRECEDENCE OVER PERSONAL COMMITMENT ANO 
ACTION" (Quoted in Hill, B. 1977 p.193) 
(emphasis added} 



Imp 1 i c i t 1 n the a b o v e q u o t e is the i d ea t h at th e b est \.✓ a y 

to learn about society is to experience it and that 

knowledge acquired through experience 1A1il1 have implica t -

ions for commitment and action. However as the following 

extracts from Hill's observations of 'Townies' demonstrate, 

this didn't appear ta work. 

Extract I 

"It seems that the main reason kids have given 
up the workout is that its nicer being at 
school. Another reason seems to be the low key 
natur-e of the work anyway. What hi ts the kids 
is the drudgery of so many work situations and 
the fact that they have little say in their 
job. • •• The feeling you get from most kids is 
that workouts were mainly non-events. As Mary 
said "Its just something you put down to 
experience. you don't have to talk aba_ut it." 
(Hill, B. 1977 p.222). 

Extract II 
"I am sitting in a humanities lesson where one 
of the first year teachers is running a unit an 
work. Six bays have turned up. They are Tech. 
boys •.•• They sit politely as the teacher 
hands out sor:,e notes. The notes are various 
people's comments on their work situations. 
Each statement is very class conscious and in 
the course of one page covers such matters as 
wage justice, boredom, the use of leisure and 
the possibility of a socialist state •••• The 
boys read quietly and the teacher launches into 
a discussion. He asks the boys to describe 

· their awn experience at work .••• They all have 
trouble doing this. 

The teacher breaks the silence with some 
theoretical questions about work 1 "What do you 
think about this man's statement about 
boredom?"; "is boredom necessary»? and so forth. 
Silence again. Finally one boy begins to talk 
about his job in a warehouse. He recalls the 
'frustrations of it' and goes on to tell of the 
gap between him and the other men and the way 
they condescended to him. 

"They'd say: How are yuh Sonny, And • • • it was 
terrible" the boy says. 
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"But why was it so terribls?" the teacher 
says. The boy has nothing more to say. 

"I've got a feeling we're getting nowhere fast" 
the teacher says. He sets some homework." 
(Hill, B. 1977 pp.218, 219.) 

It is clear from these extracts that students at this 

Community School did develop a critique of work. They 

found it ta be boring, powerless, frustrating and lonely. 

This could be utilisd as a starting point but was hardly 

adequate in itself. A more developed understanding of 

work, by students, would only be possible if a theoretical 

perspective was developed which enabled students to make 

meaning of their experience. Because this perspective was 

eschewed it became a •non-event". The problem became 

naturalized. 

In the second extract the teacher attempted to analyse 

theories of work using the students' experience as a 

starting paint. However, the links between an individual's 

experience of an isolated event and the structure of 

capitalist society are not in any sense obvious. Beca use 

the teacher was opposed ta any imposition of his 

knowledge, he was incapable of broadening the perspective 

of his students. Instead of bridging the gap between 

experiential and theoretical knowledge, the school 

appeared to reinforce the gap. 
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CONCLUSION 

It appears that radical educators str:-uggled in significant 

ways against many of the negative features of schooling 

and saw schooling as a potential vehicle for challenging 

an unjust society. However-, because they unwittingly ~,;ere 

carriers of prevailing 

freedom, experience and 

ineffectual struggle. 
_.,.. 

cultural assumptions, 

non-imposition .... 
l '-

Some of the key contradictions identified are: 

about 

was an 

The wish to enable students to develop a critical 

understanding of their present society, yet a denial 

of the importance of knowledge necessary to generate 

such a perspective. 

The wish to create an intentional community fore-

shadowing a different kind of society based on 

egalitarianism and autonomy. alongside the 

celebration of normative traditional culture based on 

experience, close knit ties and tradition. 

The wish ta celebrate community, corporate n ess but a 

tendency towards rampant individualism. 

The wish to depart from the values and structures of 

society, yet the inability to generate alternative 

values ex~ept for the notion of 'do your own thing ' . 
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Chapter 5 

LEGITIMATION, DILUTION ANO SUBTLE CHANGE 

"It is hard I think, not to transform ourselves 
in six months, or one year from a bold and 
eloquent brotherhood of strength, street logic 
liberation, into a bunch of O.E. •. assisted, 
New York Times administered, Madel Ci ties 
favoured, Carnegie Foundation visited, 
programme administrators. innovation and all the 
rest" • ( Ko z o 1, 1 9 7 2, p. 5 8 l • 

This chapter examines what happened to the dominant themes 

and concerns of radical schooling as they were taken up by 

the Federal Government, especially in the 1973 Schoo l s in 

Australia Report by the Interim Committee for the 

Australian Schools Commission. 

legitimation process -

Doug White notes this 

"A cur-rently popular educational radicalism and 
the desires of the Australian Government are in 
a process of convergence Certainly it 
appears that many of the policies advocated by 
rad i c a 1 s i n ed u cat i o n - c o mm u n i t y s ch o o 1 s , ope n 
e du ca t ion , c 1 o s er rel at i on s h i ps between s ch o o 1 s 
and- external environment will all be officially 
sponsored." (Whi-te, 1973 p35) 

There are many possible interpretations as to what might 

have been going on with this apparent convergence. It 

could be seen as a sincer-e attempt by .radicals in higher 

places to implement the ideas of radical progressives. 

Jean Blackburn, the deputy chairperson of the interim 

committee reports that the committee chase to align itself 

with a radical group interpretation. {Blackburn, 1982, 
. 

p2) and that the intentions of the committee were radical -.. 
i 

"The Program (Disadvantaged Schools Program) 
challenges the assumption on •..ihi-ch"'the whole 
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history of compulsory schooling has been based 
that a major purpose of the school system is to 
confirm the superiority of the already 
privileged through the mass rejection of the 
underprivileged". (Blackburn, 1981: p.13). 

Doug White however, places quite a different interpretation 

on the report -

"Fundamental to this (th8 report) was the 
notion of community involvement and group 
subjectivity. It is this which allows the 
Government to build popular involvement .FOR 
THEIR OWN REASONS". (White, 1973 p.35) 

White is implying here is that 1 their own reasons' ar_e 

anything but radical. He believed that it was a knowing 

conspiracy to seize on the r-hetoric of radicalism, utilize 

its contradict ions and subtly change its themes in order 

to formulate a policy which had very different intentions. 

Bowles and Gintis (Bowles and Gintis, 1976) argue that 

this is always 

d om i n a n t gr o u p • 

the strategy, where possible, of the 

They- suggest that all major att-empts to 

make education truly serve radical or liberating ends arB 

endorsed by the administration and brought into the system 

in such a way as to "divorce it from its original .aim and 

rob it of its potency~. 

While Bowles and Gintis's c~aim does not so obviously 

imply a deliberate conspiracy as White argues, it does 

suggest that the process is in some seh~e organized with ~ 
,. 

subversive intention in mind. This interpretation rests 

on an over-simplistic, view of the role of the state. 
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The Government does not act in the interests of the status 

quo merely because it is controlled by the ruling clas!3 in 

any direct sense, neither is it neutral or free to move 1n 

any direction. It cannot act so as to to t ally threaten 

the s.o c ial and economic;: .. ,· relations on which it. is 

dependent. This would precipitate a crisis. However 

within these limits and these are real limits, competing 

groups can exert influence on the state an d in times of 

economic optimism there is more room for radicals to exert 

an influence. 

Raymond Willi ams (Williams, 1973) suggests another 

interpretation more in keeping with this more complex and 

dynamic role of the state. His interpretation explains a 

possible process whereby the stats establishes the limits 

of the struggles of competing groups 

repressing them but by incorporating them. 

the ---process as follows: 

not simply by 

Hunt des crib es 

"The gradual response of the . dominant 
educational culture to the · challenge was to 
incorporate what it could of the oppositi o nal 
and alternative cultures and thereby stave off 
any further challenge". (Hunt, 1981: p .53). 

Hunt has used William's framework of incorporatio n to 

examine the apparent 'curriculumn revolution ' which took 

place in Australia in the 70 's as state governments and 

--
the Schools Commission responded to the challengee of 

opposition movements. After examining many of the events 

that took place in response to thes e new initia,ives 

particularly in relation to the community particioation 

aspects, Hunt concluded that -
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"The gradual changes in the dominant 
educational practices have indicated acceptance 
of aspects of those challenging ideas, but only 
to the extent necessary to avoid further 
tensions and difficulties. The incorporation 
of these ideas into the traditional frameworks 
has effectively neutralized their impact. · No 
funda~ental shifts in the actual balance of 
power in the school-community relationships 
have taken place .•• " (Hunt, 1981 p.88). 

In rejecting the idea of a conspiracy at work Hu nt is 

forced to conclude that the policy makers were not 

subversive but inadequate or limited. 

I 

"There was no conspiracy about this, it is 
simply a politically sensible and normal 
procedure for policy makers who largely do not 
think within alternative or oppositional 
frameworks. They worked out a solution within 
structures and mind-sets with which they were 
familiar. The assumption on which they 
operated showed little change. THEY DID THE 
BEST THEY COULD WITH WHAT THEY KNEW."• (Hunt, 
1981 p.53) (Emphasis added). 

would argue that something which could be cal led 

incorporation did take place to the extent that the ideas 

of the radical progressives were taken up but in such a 

way as to al low for different i nterpretat i ans. .Ho.wever, I 

depart from White's and Hunt's interpretations as to why 

this took place. 

Hunt's description is inadequate for three reasons. First, 

it is a style of historical analysis which sugges t s that 

the major. events took place 'behind the backs' of the key 

a ct ors. Unless a detailed analysis to support this view 
. 

is developed one must be somewhat seep ti Ci;il 

that history progresses entirely in this way. 

of the view 
~ 

i 

Secondly, 

it ignores the politically radical orientations of key 

figures who substantielly influenced 'the re p ort, such as 
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Jean Blackburn, Joan Kirner and David Bennett and others 

who implemented the programs, such as Jenny Beacham, Greg 

Andrews and Kaye Schoefield. To suggest that they 

operated within conservative mindsets is to ignore their· 

radical contributions both written and in pract ice. 

Thirdly this view implies that the committee had unlimited 

choice; that there were no parameters. The fact that much 

of the radical rhetoric was pushed through a federal 

government appointed commission representing the Catholic 

schools sector, parents both radical and conservative, 

Educational Administrators and intellectuals was a 

substantial political achiev€ment on the part of the 

radical educators. However this does not negate the fact 

that many of the compromises which had to be conceded on 

the way did not substantitally reduce its radica l 

possibilities. 

The next section 

(known as 

examines the document Scho·o ls · in 

order to Australia the Karmel Report) in 

substantiate the argument that the dominant rhet o ric of 

the radicals was taken up but was also linked t o new 

elements introduced in such a way as to red u ce ..... .. ne 

possibilities for radical change. 

The Shifting Themes of The Karmel Report. 

On examining the Karmel Report I found that three dominant 

themes were related in different combi._r::iations throughout 

the report. They were equality. diversity and community, 
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the term community had two meanings in the report. They 

were recommending that Schools forge close links with 

their communities 

making. 

and that parents share in decision 

RADICAL THEMES 

An explicit radical theme centred around the concept of 

equality with community and diversity as subsiduary 

themes, justified by appeals to equality. 

The following extracts demonstrate a version of equality 

which rejects the notion that the rich are entitled to pay 

for a better education or that uniform provision is the 

answer. 

(a) 

( b ) 

"The committee values the principle that the 

standard of schooling a child receives should 

not depend . on what his (Si C) parent_s are ~-- able 

or willing to contribute" (2:7). 

"Equality involve(s) greater than average 

public spending for children who are 

handicapped in various ways" (2:9). 

However the cornmi t tee felt that mu ch more ·,.ias needed to 

achieve equality than just the commitment of greata~ 

amounts of financial resources. Central to the 

committee's idea equality was the notion of 

"empowering" parents and teachers to collectively identify 

and frame solutions to their problems. 

theme of community '.✓ as linked to equality. 

In t h is way the 

It was beth a 
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recognition that one of the key problems of poverty was 

powerlessness, and that schools in disadvantaged areas 

were often alien to their communities. 

extracts demonstrate these links. 

The following 

"Un.iess our conception of education broadens to 
enable schools to forge closer links with other 
socializing agencies, the possibilities of 
providing equal life chances for children from 
all types of social background appears remote" 
(2:17). 

Where the diversity theme is linked to equality, the logic 

is similar to that of community. That is to say if 

schools have been found to be ineffective interveners in 

the cycle of poverty then it could be because they are at 

present organic to the middle class but not to the 

disadvantaged. 

n an alternative explanation for the 
apparent lack of importance of school factors 
••. in influencing pupil performance might be 
that schools are not sufficiently diff erent 
from one another in their curricula and 
teaching methods to make a significant impact. 
To influence out~omes the y mi g ht need to e~pf~v 
more varied a p proaches" (emphasis added) ( 3: 16). 

These three themes equality, diversity and community, 

with the prime stress on equality ·farm the dominant thread 

of the report. Other attitudes, too, are in accord wit:-i 

radical progressive rhetoric. First of all there is in 

the r.eport (12:11) an endorsment OT "unconventional 

progressive schools" and a qualifying statement on the 

criteria for distrib~tion of funds,namely 1 that they should 
~ 

not "simply perpetuate existing forms of schooling" (2: 101 

but stimulate a search for "new forms of learn1·n " d g an 

different "relationships behveen teachers and students". 
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That such forms should be caring a nd non-stratified i s 

e v i denced by th e f o llowin g e xtra c t -

nschools can build within thems elves a 
commun i ty wh ere both ed uca tion a nd t eaching are 
va lued a nd where t he i nf l uen ces of the market 
do not dict a te th e price placed upo~ ind ividu a l 
talents. Participation in s uch · a caring 
community which s ets out t o build soc i a l 
rela t ionsh ips thr ough i t s method s of teaching 
and l ea rning can be reducing t he alienati on of 
the individual, be a regenerating force in 
soci e t y ". (2:22). 

SUBTLE CHANGES 

As well as endorsing some of th e cherished themes of 

~adical progress i ves, s ome other themes are being inserted 

in an amb i guous, undev e loped form in the abov e extract 

whi c h pre f igure other ideas not so centr al to rad i cal 

progressives . The first worthy of analysis is t he i de a 

that humane schooling wi 11 redu ce t he a 1 i e nat ion of t h e 

individu-al. If students fe e l alienated bec a use t h e 

cu ltu ral mil ieu of f he schoo l di f fers f r om ·th~ir home 

environment then a caring environment in t he sch ool ,v• ulc 

work towar ds r educti on of a li e nat i on . However, if 

ali en ation refers to students' frus tra tipn a t the i r soci a l 

and e conomic situation . t hen redu cti on of t h is k ind o~ 

ali e nation takes on more of the form of tr. e rapy or 

management by cari ng. 

The se cond t heme _r unning t hr ough t h is ext ~act i s the i d e~ 
• 

that soci e ty wi ll be re g e nerated by reduc i ng the 

a 1 i en at i on of i n d i v id u a 1 s • This i s .qu.it8 a departure f r om 
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the more radical idea that schools should work towards a 

reconstruction of society through the developmen t of a 

critical awareness in students. 

Lastly, and least developed is the inception of an idea, 

that the values that matter in the market place should not 

be the criteria for success in the schools. In this 

initial formulation it appears as a perfectly legitimcte 

suggestion: students should not be made to feel less 

worthwhile if they are . not academically successful. 

However the report elaborates on this idea and links it 

back into the themes of diversity and equa 1 i ty in a way 

that transforms them both. 

fallowing -

Th is can be evidenced in the 

and 

Here 

"The doctrinaire pursuit of equal average 
outcomes for all social groups could become so 
expensive as to be unacceptable in terms of 
alternatives foregone. It could also have 
undesirable aspects of its own: it ADMITS ONLY 
ONE- CRITERIA - AN ACADEMIC ONE - AND ASSUMES 
THAT EVERYONE SHOULD VALUE THE SAME THIN~~
(3:22). (emphasis added) 

"An equal valuing of people based on their 
common humanity might lead to a qu~te different 
interpretation of equality of ·opportunity. 
Such an interpretation would emphasise the 
right of every child to assistance in 
developing a vari ty of socially desirable 
attributes which might both afford him personal 
satisfaction and contribute to an imp roved 
quality of community and cultural life. The 
cash return to these attributes and the access 
they give to • power would then become an 
incidental rather than a determining reason for 
valuing them». (3:27). 

the previous relationship between equal i ty and 

diversity has been inverted. A new--VBrsi • n - of equality 

··•-...... . 
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has been introduced through an appeal to diversity. That 

is to say instead of seeing differential access to wealth 

and power as a problem of inequality ' '--1 \., is now j us t an 

of diversity. Pupils are differ-ent not expression 

unequal. This amounts to an attempt to bath legitimate 

and redefine inequality and change the 'appearance of 

reality) ('..Jhite 1973 p39), which of course can't actually 

change reality, for as the report its~lf admits -

" To pretend that highly rewarded ski 11s do not 
confer an advantage on those who for whatever 
reason acquire them more readily IS TO FLY IN 
THE FACE OF REALITYi there are corresponding 
penal ties for those who· fail to acquire them". 
(9:12). (emphasis added) 

Diversity is used in the report in yet another way which 

conflicts with radical ideology. This is d·one by linking 

diversity with participation and choice but not equality. 

Where diversity comes first in the link there is little 

conflict with radical intentions. Diversity of schools 

wi 11 enable parents to participate in the school and to 

make real choices. However, as Johnson (1961, p.85) 

points out this logic is also reversible and the report 

does reverse the logic at times and start -wi t l=i choice. r·n 

beginning with choice they are using th·e language of the 

private school lobby. This it appears is the reaso n for 

the reversed logic for al though the report made it cleer 

that it disapproved of the right of the ricn to buy better 

schooling and believed that notions of ,equality should not 

ignore the private schools, 
~ 

the political context in which 

the report was written made it inevitable they they would 
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have to endorse and even financially support private 

schools. What better way than ta use the language of 

diversity and participation, already establis h ed as 

consonant with equality. 
•~A· 

"The committee's attitude to 
schools is another aspect of 
places on diversity" (2:11). 

COMMUNITY 

non-government 
the value it 

Where the community theme takes on new meanings it is not 

because subsidiary themes are introduced which conflict 

with radical stances. It is because the report develops 

the contradictions inherent within the radical movement, 

namely that experiential understandings are an adequate 

basis for understanding and solving social problems. 

Communitt_ participation is an ambiguous notio n and many CJf 

its elements are dis pa-rate. In its most pm..;erf l:l l ..--form .... 
l <-

is similar to action research. However, as Blackburn 

points out. there are two views of action researchi 

context specific action research and action research which 

has broader pre-set objectives. (Blackburn, 1981: p.15). 

"Context specific" action research implies that each 

community is unique ··in its relationships, va 1 w es, 

problems, capabilities and experience. Thus research that 

takes place must be embedded in the local context~ This'\ 

means that only those directly involved, the teachers, 

parents and students, can identify problems and suggest 

action. This model assumes that the solutions develcped 

' 
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cannot be generalized and, more importantly, that 

outsiders, especially 'experts' are not "competent to pass 

judgement on the action" (Blackburn, 1981: p.16). 

The "context-specific" version of action research appears 

dominant in the report. For example1 it is insisten t that 

those closest to the schools should dec~de priorities: 

•The Committee favou~s less rather than more 
centralized control over the operation of 
schools. Responsibility should be devolved as 
far as possible upon the people involved in the 
a ct u a 1 task a f sch o o 1 i n g I i n co n s u 1 ta t i o n with 
the parents of the pupils whom they teach 
Its belief in· this GRASS ROOTS approach to the 
control of schols reflects a conviction that 
responsibility will most effectively be 
discharged where the people entrusted with 
making decisions are also the people 
responsible for carrying them out. wi t h an 
obligation to justify them, and in a position 
to profit from their experience" (2:4). 
(emphasis added) 

The report also states that the committee is neither 

willing nor able to be "prescriptive about the form of 

school-community rela~ion" (2:20) and th at i t~-· is not 

willing to become involved in the "day to day running of 

schools" (5:21).. The writers are aware that this is risky 

for "not all programs will be equally well conceived and 

equally effecti·Je" (9:39) but this ris k it was believed 

must be taken • .r 
1, the priority 

and power to those involved. 

So although the committee 

is to give responsibility 

stated that it favour2~ 
i 

"equality above diversity" (2:11) the form of community 

participation .... 
1 C. encouraged threatened this order- o f 

priorities fer three ~easons. 

... ·~ 
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First ly, while such a program may encourage local 

communities to work together, with their schools, to come 

to an understanding of their problems, and may g ive 

pare nts more power in thi s r es pect, it assumes that the 

sources o-F their prob lems are specific to that· community 

a nd do not emanate from the social and economic structure 

of society . 

While it could be he lpful to make the school more 

'organic' to its community this should not involve a 

turning inwards. Central power and broader educational 

issues, such as distribution of resources, elite schools 

and access to terti ary institutions do not even enter the 

debate . White called this approach, "parochialism under 

the guise of liberation" (White , 1973, p44) for it diverts 

attention away from the cornmu nit i es "re 1 at ions hip to th e 

wider society, 

(ibid., p44). 

its part in the total social process" 

Secondly, because the report refuses to prescribe the fo rm 

of the school- communi ty" r e lationship, the c·riteria which - -

info r ms it is either i mplicit or absent . 

Thirdly, as Blackburn suggests such a "context speci fic " 

emphasi s can deny t he importance o f outside input s and 

lead to a relativistic emphasis (Blackburn, 1981: p. 6). 
~ 

To s uggest that parent s , whose ex perience of schooling m~y 

have been alien at i rig a nd fraught with fail ure , c an :nak e 

important decisions pu rel y on th e bas is of their o .. m 

.... .. 
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expectations, values and experience i3 

working class culture and glorify the 

to romanticize 

alienation and 

mystification that results from coming to terms with being 

a subordinate class. (Branson, 1979, p30) In attempting 

to emphasise both equality and community tha report has 

ignored many of the underlying contradictions involved. 

CONCLUSION 

The Karmel Report did ha~e a significant and radical 

impact on schools in Australia. The Disadvantaged Schools 

program in particular was framed in such a way that it 

ensured that those schools that served 'disadvantaged' 

areas address the issue of inequality and involve parents 

in the decision making progress. Many worthwhile 

inn ov at i ans both in schools and beyond were ab 1 e to get 

started because of the funds allocated to them through the 

Disadvantaged Schools_ Program, the Innovations program and 

funds allocated for joint programs. Two such innovations, 

I have visited, that impressed me, because of their 

coherent philosophies and clear sense of direction are 

Sunshine High School, in Melbourne, and the Inner City 

Education Centre, in Sydney. 

However though the work of the Schoo ls Cammi ss ion en ab led 
. 

the ideas and practices of radical progressive phi las oph? 
i 

to be fas tered, developed and more widely imp 1 ernent ed if 

also defused resistance to disparate and conflicting 

educational philosophies and practices. 
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Chapter 5 

CONSTRAINTS AND POSSIBILITIES 

In chapter 4 the parametsrs of the rcdical progressive 

perspective were accepted by me as given and internal 

consistency was designated as the criteria for analysis. 

I have argued that the contradictions apparerit in these 

practices and intentions severely limited the potentia l of 

the movement to live up to its expectations. The most 

serious inadequacies derived from its anti-intel l ectual, 

ihdividualistic. and relativistic orientations. At the 

same time, it was also argued that these orientations werE 

not entirely misplaced but derived from ;radical insights' 

into the debilitating effects of schooling on working 

c 1 e.ss pupils. 

So far _ _this analysis of ths radical progressive movement 

has been largely con-Pined to a narrative framework. While 

it may be of interest to show in what ways radical 

progressive schooling was inadequate to the task it set 

itself, this 1s. not sufficient to enable the construction 

of more coherent oppositional 
,_ . 

praCt..lCB. 1.-Ji thin a purely 

internal analysis it would be impossible to make sense of 

the contradictions except to say that radical prog~essives 

lacked reflexivity. This in itself is not an adequate or 

helpful interpretation. It implies that they were stupi'\J 

or inadequate to the task and that there were no 

ideological or practical constraints ___ pperati_ng on them. 

It further- implies that historical analysis is just en 
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account of the particular or the idiosyncratic, that is, 

it has no lessons to teach us, outside its own consider

ations. 

In this chapter I search for broader patterns of meaning 

which can bring the past into the present. It is a search 

for the limits, constraints and neces~ities whic~ go 

beyond the particular in the context being examined. That 

is, I seek to locate and examine broader processes of 

constraint which work both in and through education an 

understanding of which can deepen our perspectives of the 

constraints within which teachers make their choices today. 

My own view is that rad i ca 1 pro gr es s i ves were not stupid. 

In the cultural context their theories of radical 

schooling seemed reasonable. In addition I argue that the 

contradi.ctions inherent in the intentions and practices of 

the movement were not accidental. In other wor<ds I - am 

suggesting that emergent· ideas and ways of acting in the 

world are not completely open ended and creativ8. They 

can never completely break with the past or the i r total 

cultural context. They are limited to t~e extent that 

opposition movements "must change what they have already 

become" (Hinkson, 1980: p.2). 

What is needed is a complex interpretation which is abl~ ,. 

to: 

account for the emergence of the - _ ... _ mc\(ement; 
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locate the cultural formation which led to the 

contradictions taking on the particula~ form 

that emerged; 

explain what made the contradictions appear- so 

reasonable at the time; and 

offer a way of assessing more adequate forms of 

opposition. 

Moreover such an interpretation should not override what 

is particular, unique or unexpected. 

Finding a framework which would enable this 

interpretation proved to be a difficult task. 

kind of 

This was 

not because there were a lack of possible perspectives to 

examine but rather the peverse. Many theoretical 

frameworks. concentrating on -the political and soci a 1 

functions of schooling, have been generated within the 

Marxist- tradition. Although they share the common 

intention of being a- interpretative sociologicar'· account 

of the constraints and possibilities of radical theory and 

practice, they differ in emphasis, interpretation o_r 

philosophical tradition in ways that cannot be simply 

ignored. 

However, the debates between these perspectives are of 

peripheral concern to this paper. What is import2nt 1s 

the contributions these perspectivss offer to 

understanding of the contradictions, constraints and 

possibilities of radical progressive .s..ch-coling._ 
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It is also part of the purposes of' this chapter- that such 

an analysis be a two-way engagement. That is, if certain 

theories fail to shed light on the problems under 

examination then th is must 1 e ad to a q u es t i on in g of th e 
··~: 

campreh ans i veness of those theories. Each analysis should 

critically illuminate the strengths and weaknesses of the 

other. 

What fallows is a brief account of the potential 

explanatory powers, us efu 1 concepts and 1 imi tat i ans of "a 

selection of Marxist perspectives as they are used to 

address the central questions of this chapter. 

The task of allocating the theorists into groups labelled 

Repraductionists, Structuralists, Humanists etc. would 

have been almost impossible and necessarily simplistic, 

because-of the internal debates within the perspectives. 

Therefore I found it- necessary to limit the ana-lysis to 

individual writers and base it on particular texts: Bowles 

and G i n ti s 1 9 7 5 Schoo 1 i n q in C 2 pi ta l i s t America ; Rachael 

Sharp, 1980 Knowledg e Ideology and the Politics of 

Schooling : Paul Willis, .·1975 Learnin£ to Labour; and 

John Hinkson. 1980 Piere Bourdieu and Reproduction Theo~y. 

1. Bowles and Gintis 

Central to Bowles and Gintis' interpretation of the 

education process in the United Stai.es- of America (Bowles 

and Gintis, 1975) is the view tr.at there 1s a corres-
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pondence between the social relation of production and the 

social relations of education. In this way schoolinP-. 0 

reproduces bath the skills and forms of consciousness 

required for the integration of each new generation into 

the economic system. Schooling achieves this through 

differential 

different 

socialization and orientation both in 

schools (serving different clients) and 

different levels of the schooling system. 

Thus correspondence is seen as a dual process. Firstly, it 

relates 

control. 

to corresponding patterns of authority and 

In other words, the relations between different 

levels of the schooling hierarchy, including the role of 

the pupils, mirror those of the work place. For example, 

in technical institutions authority patterns are strong 

end consistent with 

techn i caJ graduates. 

future 

How2ver, 

employment 

higher 

contexts for 

edu ca tiona l 

i nsti tut ions, where s~tudents are preparing for- Y • catians 

where autonomy and decision making are more in demand, 

authority patterns are more diffused. Secondly, corres-

pondence relates to the· forms of teaching. Bowles and 

Gintis argue that, in addition to producing and labelling 

personal characteristics relevant to different occupations 

in the work farce, schools label cognitive abilities. 

Michael Apple (Apple, 19BD) does not accept that th~ 
,-

concept of correspondence is a total explanation of how 

schools fun-ctior, but does regard· it as a usE-:=u1 ,.,;ay ::if 

explainir,g some more recent educational innovations. For 
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examp le, he cl aims that the introd uction of programmed 

individualized curriculum packages into classrooms and the 

increasing pre·ssure for core curri c ulum are examples of 

correspondence for they both mirror chang es in the social 
,· 

relations of production. 

Thus he argued that when programmed, individuali z ed 

cu r-ri cu lum pack ages were in traduced an a large scale t o 

schools throughout U.S.A. this involved both a drastic de-

ski 11 i ng and concurrent resk i 11 ing of teachers. It also 

had implications for both the kinds of knowledge fost ered 

in schools and the forms of consciousness of students. At 

the same time, Apple claimed~ technological change is 

bringing about similar changes i n the work p 1 ace . Both 

enable new and more complex forms of control to be impos e d 

technical control. Thus in the classroom curriculum 

package~ enable technical control of both teachers and 

pupils b y expert cu.rriculum designer-s and sup.ervis9rs. 

Teachers no longer have control of the 'goals, processes, 

outcomes and evaluative criteria' for these are all 

defined by curriculum desi g ners, far removed from the 

classroom. In addition, -::he actual teaching skills and 

relational skills of the teacher are no longer central. 

Pupils l earn principally through encounter with programmed 

materials. The teach er is des kill ed in the above areas 

b ut, b·ecause the teacher now becomes the manager or 
~ 

1 
administrator of the programmes, the process al so demands 

reskilling. 

..... 
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For the pupils, the packages emphasise skill acqu isition 

and under-emphasise cri t ical thought. In addition, pupi l s 

are treated as individ ualized u n its. Thus p upils become 

individual co nsumers of sk.ill commodit ies even th o ugh the 

consumption is uniform, except for pace. This mirrors 

changes in the control mechanisms, skills required and 

forms of consciousness most appropriate for the newe r 

dema nds of t he workforce . Becaus e of t he i ncreasing use 

of technology , hi erarchical control is being replaced by 

technological control, conception becomes separated from 

execution a nd workers interact increasingly with machines. 

The theory of correspond ence is seen by Bowles a nd Gi ntis 

as the mechanism through which the educa tion system 

reproduces and legitimizes inequality "b y providing an 

open and os tensi b l y me ritocratic system for ass igni ng 

individuals to un equal economic positions". (Bowles and 

Gintis, 1975 p.S. ) Al though the cen tral thrust. of Bowies 

and Gintis' theory is that correspondence takes place 

fairly harmoniously, they do att e mpt to account for 

education and other movemen ts that are radi ca l in 

or ienta t ion, such as the progress ive educational mov ement 

o f t he sixties. They argu e that oppositional movements 

emerge because of contradictions between the dual needs of 

advanced capitalis ;T, accumula tion and reproduction. 

Accumulation leads to an expansi on of the wage labour 
~ 

; 

system and a continual restructuring of the social 

relations of p rodu.ction . Reproc'uction refers to t he need 

t o continue producing t he social relations required for 
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the present needs. Thus schooling has to both reproduce 

existing forms of skill and consciousness and to changing 

requirements. Where change is rapid, this can lead to 

dislocations. 

Thus Bowles and Gintis argued that the student revolt of 

the sixties resulted from a lag in the restructuring 

process in the educational process. 

n the material well-being and transformed 
social relations of production induced by the 
expansion of capital have produced an incon
gruence between the aspirations of college 
students on the one hand and the labour require
ments of the economy on the other. In short, 
colleges can no longer make good their 
premises : most students are simply not getting 
enough of what they want out of higher 
education. (Bowles & Gintis 1975, p.215,) 

Application and Appraisal of Bowles and Gintis' Theory 

The concept of corres_pondence does have some explanatory . .,,. 

power. It is able, for example, to explain the inability 

of education to intervene in social and economic 

arrangements. It could also be used to make sense of the 

real purposes behind the back-to-basics movement. 

However, its attempts to account for and appraise the 

adequacy of oppositional movements are inadequat g. 

Bowles and Gintis ~xplain the emergence of opposition 

movements in terms of the continued restructuring of the 

economy, This implies that such movements are pu rely 
- -·•-... 

reflexive and passive. They arise because education lags 
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behind an expanding economic system. Activists are in fact 

reactionaries, responding to structural contradictions. 

If Bowles and Gintis are right, then expla ining the 

failure of the radical progressive movements is 

straightforward. It was inevitable. it could never be 

otherwise for it was simply a response to structural 

dislocation. There are several problems ·with this kind of 

interpretation. First. as a theory it is so general that 

it is almost irrefutable. As Edwards suggests. (Edwards, 

1982 p. 74) in a critique of Bowles and Gintis, assessing 

such a theory is · difficult because it is •impossible to 

define what confirming or refuting evidence would be 

like". What are the criteria by which we could assess 

whether contradict ion or correspondence was taking place 

or whether something else was happening? 

Second, if all oppositional perspectives are delusions, 
... . ... ~ 

because those involved are merely reacting to broader 

structural processes, t hen how did their own explicitly 

radical . perspective emerge? Is their theory. also just 

delusion? Bowles and Gintis are simply unable to a'ccount 

for their own emergence as an oppositional perspective. 

This implies a certain degree of elitism and an inability 

to be self-reflexive about their own persperitives. 

Because Bowles and Gintis are unable 
<lo. to account coherer. ~ ly , 

for the emergence ·of opposition a 1 perspectives. they are 

i n cap ab 1 e o { , as s es s i n g t he i r adequacy ~--- The c on verse of 

t hi s a 1 so ap p 1 i 2 s . If a 11 forms of oppos ition are doomed 
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to failure then there is really no wcy of assessing 

exactly what is inadequate and why, except at a very broad 

and non-explanatory level. Last and most importantly, 

Bowles and Gintis are unable to explain how the inadequate 
-,t 

can be avoided in the fr~ming of future oppositional 

movements. 

The most contradictory aspect of their .... cr1 c. 1 qu e is that 

although their theoretical concepts make it impossible to 

assess the adequacy of oppositional movements they do 

at tempt just that. However, to do so they have to break 

free of their own theory. 

Thus when Bowles and Gintis examined the Free school 

movement in the United States, {p. 13) they argued that its 

stress on autonomy and participation corresponded to the 

changing- needs of capitalism. They write that 

movement "could play an important 

emp layers with young workers with a 'buil t 

supervisor". However on the next page they say: 

"We must press for an educational _environment 
in which youth can develop the capacity and 
commitment collectively, to control thei:::- lives 
and regulate their social interaction with e 
sense of equality, reciprocity and communality" 
(p.14). 

the 

i n I 

This statement may 1.0ell be right but it is he-ld to be 

self-evident. It is not at all clear just what 
"'} 

,-

the crucia l 

differences are between autonomy end controlling your D'.,.Jn 

lives, and participation'. and regulation of soci2l inter-
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action. Moreover , the more radical free schools 1 n the 

Un ited States had just this kind of ori e ntation. 

The point is that Bowles and Gintis provide, at best only 
-=-.. • 

fragile unprobl ematic guides as to - how to judge the 

po tential adequacy of any activity. This be l ies the 

complexi ty of their theoretical anal ysis. Their 

sugg esti on was that schools sh ou ld develop th·e sort of 

attitudes and ski lls which would correspond to those 

needed for the democratization .of economic relationship~. 

Because they posited a view of correspondence which was 

dynamic su c h certainty is unfounded. Their s uggested 

educational solutions echo the perspectives of Victoria n 

community s chaols - that democratization can be dire ct ly 

enacted. However, Bowles and Gin tis pointed out, in their 

critique of free schools, · that what appears incompatible 

with c~pital ism a t one point in time ofte n becomes a 

vehicle for me e ting the ever changing needs of cap.itali$m. 

It appears that Bowles and Gintis ' theory is inadequate to 

the p urposes of this paper, for judgements a bout the 

_.adequacy or othei;wise of a :noveme nt ca n only be rn2de on 

hindsight using their theory. Notio ns of correspondence 

~hd contradictions are neither comprehensive enou gh or 

helpful. 
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Rachael Sharp 

Shar-p 1 s two most important contributi ons to the debat es 

within marxist educational theory are her insistence, l ike 
,,. ~· 

Bowles and Gintis, that education must be exami ned in 

relation ta productive relations a nd that ideology is the 

central explantory concept. 

Sharp beg an her latest book, Knowled g e, Ideo 1 ogy and the 

Politics of Schooling 1980 with a revealing persona l 

anecdote. She related t hat, on her arrival in Australia, 

what struck her was the unsubtly o-f the ideology" which 

sustained social practice. On looking at diverse examples 

of ideology ranging from pena l institutions to cultural 

assumption s , the id eo logy appeared ta her to be 

"singularly naked and crude" . This led h er to ask : why 

can't j:lEople see through such obvious injustice and 

deception? However, -on her return to Eng land· she found 

herse lf asking the very same questi on . She concluded that 

ideo l ogy is only easy to penetra te when you are outside of 

it. 

"Idea logy may be ins td i ous 
those whom it irnpriso~s". 

Ideology 

In the early writings of Marx, 

ideo l ogy is introduced. 

but never cru de to 
(Sharp 1980 p.IX.) 

an undeveloped 
~ 

concept of 

" I n e V 8 r y s O C i et y th e r u 1 i n g Clas s w i r1 ' g i Ve 
its ideas the form of un iversality and pres e nt 
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them as the only rational and valid ones" 
(Ou o t e d in Sharp , p • 9 1 ) • 

This implies that ideology only operates at an ideas level 

(i.e. systems of beliefs). This concept Sharp labelled 

theoretical ideology. However. Marx in his later works, 

particularly his analysis of commodity 

developed the concept of ·ideology further. 

fetishism, 

First, it is 

not just illusion or myth. It does refer to something 

that i s real but in a "refracted or transfigured way". 

(p.92.) Second, it is not just theoretical but practical 

as well, a totality or lived world of ideas and social 

relationships. Third, ideology is not just a single 

totality but a dynamic and complex interract ion of many 

ideologies c ontaining residual and even oppositional ideas. 

In con trast to Bowles and Gintis ; Sharp argues that it is 

not jus~ determined by the mode of production. Other 

ideological si tes do -have relative autonomy whicrr·· mediate 

or intersect the direct impact of the needs of the mode of 

production. That is, although th e ideology is intimatel_y 

re-lated to and 'inseparable' from the mode o-f production, 

the links are dynamic, complex and two way. 

This complex intermingling of ideologies are, Sharp 

ar-gues, shaped by hegenomy, a concept first elaborated by 

Gramsci. Williams summarizes Gramsci's concept as follows~ 

•iHegenomy 
that is 
secondary 

supposes the existence of something 
truly total, which is not mere 1 y 
or superstructural ._._. ---but wh_ich is 
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lived at such a depth, which 
to such an extent {that it) 
the limits of common sense". 
p.204). 

saturates society 
even constitutes 
{Williams, 1973 1 

This often is taken as meaning that hegenomy is all 

powerfur~ However, both Gramsci and Sharp stress that. 

though it is 'truly total' 1 it is not totally imposed but 

thoroughly constraining. 

doesn•t constitute it. 

It limits common sense but 

The imr:ilication is that our beliefs, assumptions and lived 

practices are never just the result of hegenomy. However, 

~lternative or disparate perceptions and practices are 

diffused, 

practices 

intersected 

and values, 

and shaped 

which set 

by deeper cultural 

limits on what is 

questionable and what is thought to be possible. This 

illusion of independent thought and radical action is 

crucial for the maintenance of hegemony. 

"Central to this view is the paradox that 
reproduction is en-sured through the illusion· of 
radical actionh. (Sharp, 1980 p.131.) 

Sharp does not clearly explain the relationship between 

idsology and hegemony except to say that - "hegenomi c 

beliefs and practices thus shape practical i deo log i es and 

penetrate the level of common sense, mixing and mingling 

with Jdeo 1 og i cal practices more spontanaeous ly generated". 

(Sharp 1980. p.102.) This appears to suggest that 

ideologies can differ significantly, even appearing to 

conflict, but still be shaped by hegenomy. For 
~ 
i 

example, 

two opposed views of the world might at a deeper level be 

fundamentally similar because both work within the same 

paradigms and ask the same questions. 
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Other important 

are that it has 

aspects stressed by Sharp 

to be con ti nu ally fought 

about hegemony 

for, it · is not 

always successful, it · is complex and contradictory and 

there is always the possibility of a counter hegenomy. 

Ap~raisal and ApplicatJon 

For the purpose of t his paper the questions that need to 

be examined about Sharp's theory of ideology are: 

• 

Can it account for the emergence of opposition 

movements? 

Can it explain where the contradict ions came 

from and why they took the form t _hat emerged? 

Does it enable the discernment and anticipation 

of constraints and threats to opposition 

movements? 

Does it provide criterea by which to judge, not 

just retrospectively, the adequ·acy - or 

possibility of a mavern~nts? 

This dynamic and contested view of ideology is less 

pessimistic and less deterministic than the view proposed 

by Bowles and Gintis. However, this does not mean that 

Sharp's theory makes it any easy to assess the adequacy of 

a movement. Sharp sees ideology as a process being 

continually ' fought over and consequently resistance ~r 

contestation plays a central role in the reproduction of 

society. So, although opposition i~;_ mqre likely to emerge 

it is al so :more likely that it wi 11 be inadequate to the 
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task. This is because he gemony i s so deep-rooted and th e 

ideological form that i t takes is so dynami c, that even 

apparent opposition can be used to reinstate heg emoni c 

dominance. Unless s uch a theory can also be used to 

deve l op a way of appraising t he adeq uacy and ac co un tin g 

for the inadequacy of oppositional pr-ac t ice, it will no t-· 

be able to c o ntribute to the framing of future opposit i onal 

practice. 

Sharp · claims that this is a traditional weak nes s of 

Marxism and its centra l task for the future. 

"The major weakness of Marx's account and 
i nd eed of later t heories concerning ideology. 
is the lack of any adeq uate a ppraisal of how 
those who live their lives within ideology can 
be brou ght to t ranscend it. No satisfactory 
theory of the route to true knowledge has been 
offered" ~ (Sharp , 1980 p.93.) 

Sharp attempts to counter this weakness by emphasizing 

that it is only through a recognition of con s train ts that 

a realistic assessment of pos!;> ibilities can emerge . There 
·~· 

appear to be f our ma i n types of cons train t s dealt with by 

Sh arp . 

these: 

At the risk of oversimplif}ing I have labe lled 

incorporation; 

powerlessness, 

changes in the needs of capitalism, and 

hegenomic imbeddedness. 

. ~ 

Incorporation has be e n e xplained previously in ch ap t e r ' 5 

of this paper . The ter m W•as used to define situations 

wh e re the r h etor ic a n d pr act ice of an oppositional group 
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is taken up by t he dominant educational institutions in 

such a way as to rob it of its original intent or, as is 

often the case, to effect an opposi n g intent . Sharp cites 

the radical working class educational init ia tives of the 

1830's to demonstrate how the dominant educational_ .. 

institutions incorporate oppositional d emands . For · 

e xample, the demands of rad i cal groups, like the Chartists, 

for greater a ccess to ~ c hooling and the i nc lusion of 

science in the curriculum, were taken up by the state but 

for opposing ends. This happened , Sharp argues, be cause 

changes in the social and economic structure, due to the 

rise of the industrial bourgeoisie, led to a need for 

s c ience and schooling. However , the science that was 

needed, technological science, was not the kind demanded 

by the Chartists, who sou ght a critical methodology to 

co unter religion and myth ology . 

Powerles sness was another fo r m of constraint which l imited ..,. 

the e ff ectiveness of the radical working cl ass educational 

movement . They were powerless because, alth o ugh there 

were educated leaders among t he working cl ass (organ.ic _ _ _ 

'intellectuals), the people as a whole la ck ed time, 

resources and polit ical influence and so were incapable of 

s ustaining th e movement. 

The changing needs of capitalism can be seen as a 
~ 

constraint because such changes have an i mpact on t~ e 

educat i o nal decision making process in pro-found , yet 

unrecog nised, ways . 
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" there is a social basi s for transformat
ions in t he curriculum. They cannot be under
stood in idealist terms as simp ly the result of 
th e growth of knowled ge or alterations in the 
preocc upat io ns and perceptions of the knowledge 
producers . These latter themselves need to be 
explained". (ibid p.149 ) 

That is to say while cha nges in th e values , epi stemological 

concerns and po 1 it i cal and social assumpti ons, which 

inform educational decision mak i ng, can appear to be 

critical of the status q uo and hold promise for rad i ca l 

change, their outcomes are often cons ervative . Unless 

their underlying premises can be exami ned , in relation . to 

the economic and social context. such innovations can 

serve the purpose of deflection. 

Sharp cites the progressive movement in the United States 

before the first world war as a good example of this. 

I ndustrialization, technological change, massive expansion 

and io_creas ing rat i anal i zat ion of the work process had 

created problems in kerms of heightened class eoR~ci ousness 

and fragmentation. The progressive movements' twin themes 

of an organic unified society and subjectivism were 

" significant id eologically as a me ans of adjusting peop.l e 

to the new economic forms in way_f, which did not threaten 

the underlying capitalist order ". (i b id p.150) 

By hegemonic imbeddedness I me an that movements are 

constrained because the i ndividuals and gro ups active "\in 
; 

th em ~live th eir lives within ideology" (ib id p.1 05 ). 

S harp argues that dominant c an never be 

completely trans cended be cause "its as sumpti ons are 
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embodied in and correspond with actual practices in 

everyday life" (p.105) and "meaning is always built up in 

a context containing other signs" (ibid p.107). 

For Sharp, this understanding is the most important 

contribution Marxist analysis can bring to the educationa·l 

debate. The central task of her book was to communicate 

the "provocative and politically important" implications 

of a theory of idea logy, and to show how its insights can 

invigorate the analysis of schooling. Other theorists are 

appraised by Sharp according to the degree to which they 

come to terms with the problem of ideology and social role 

of schooling. 

It is in this area the study of ideological context that a 

rnarxist analysis has the most to contribute. 

It sug_ges ts that if oppos it i ona 1 movements, or individuals 

and groups working within them. can be ref lexivg,,,. abouj: the 

-conditions in which their own perspectives emerged, they 

will be in a better position to recognize and transcend 

the contradictory elements embedded in theory and practice. 

However, just to know in theory that oppositional insights 

are never free of hegemonic practices and assumptions 

which constrain and limit pers pe cti ves is not a s uffi cien t 

condition to enable transcendence to begin. Being in a 
~ 
i 

position to name the problem might be an important start 

but it dbes not generate principles for grappling with and 

transcending hegemony. What is needed in addition to a 
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theory of ideology, which lo cat es our own emb eddedness, is 

a framework which can be used to examine the social and 

economic context in which the movement emerged. 

Although Sharp developed a complex and powerful t h eory of 

ideology, it is of limited value because she does not .take 

seriously the implications of her own theory. As argued 

above, the implication of Sharp's theory of ideology is 

that appositional insights and practices are always 

unwittingly carriers of dominant ideology. Implicit in 

Sharp's application of her own theory to educational 

practice is the idea that having a theory of ideology is 

enough to 'lift the veil' and 'see clearly'. She does not 

adequately shaw how hegemonic assumptions and practices 

can be 'lifted into view' in a concrete educational 

struggle. A good example is her analysis and critique of 

the des-e-haolers. She argues that: 

" a 1 th o u g h the d es c h o o 1 er s rec o g n i z e ..-th e 
politica.l consequences of its functioning (the 
hidden cu~riculum) they have no concept of 
man's (sic) nature being constituted within an 
ensemble of social relations. They are tr~pped 
in their idealist categories and lack any 
adequate political economy of edu~ation which 
would explain why the content of the hidden· 
curriculum is a. necessary aspect of capita list 
social relations which cannot merely be wished 
away by a utopian commitment to deschooling" 
(p.127). 

Sharps analysis is not an app lication of a theory of 

ideology. Rather it ·is suggesting that the deschoolers 
"":, 

were mistaken merely because they did not have a theory o~ 

ideology. The implication here. is that if the deschoolers 
- .,--_ 

had understood in a marxist sense the pol i t i ca l 
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functioning of school ing they would have generated a more 

a d equate response . As argued above t hi s is not self 

evident. What is missing f rom Sharp's account i s an 

interpretation of the desch ooling movement which attempts 

to locate it s deficiencies in ter-ms of hegemonic 

imbeddedness and is able to account for · their existence 

through an analys is of the social and economic context. 

Sharp's only other attempt to analyse oppositional pers

pectives in terms of their deficienc.ies is an exami nation 

of the relativistic multicultural orientations which 

emerged in response to assimi l a t ion 

perspect ives in the sixties in Britain. 

closer to applying her theory of ideology. 

and depriva t ion 

Here Sharp comes 

She shows how, 

for example, an unders tandi ng of ideology woul d lead to 

quite diTferent perceptions Sharp also suggests some 

possib~e reasons for the emergence of perceptions of 

relativism. Howev.er. these suggestions . •.. are no t 

theoretically developed. (See Sharp 1980, pp.132-134.) 

-
The implication that constraints can be transcended simply 

by having a theory of ideology is not confined to the 

above analysis. It is a working ass um pt ion of her fi na 1 

chapter called »what is to be Done». 

This chapter is addressed to teacher s , who have been 
~ 
; 

convinced by her argument or are pre viously sympa thetic to 

it. She writes t hat: 

.. ,.-' 
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"Fortunately , the problem itelf is assessable 
to rational explanation. It is concerni ng t h is 
issue that the theory of ideology comes into 
its own. • Nevertheless, not nearly enough 
attention has been given to the question of how 
intellectual change can be affected in people 
who live their lives within ideology. This 
implies further work in the ideological .content 
of common sense, its contrad i ctor-y e laments and 
potential weak points.... It · is a well 
established insight that the task of persuading 
others depends on adequately apprehending the 
i deo log i ca 1 space within which the other 
lives. {Sharp 1980 p.160.) 

extract encapsulates all that I argue to be 

inadequate about Sharp's theory. First Sharp admits that 

the question of changing th ose who live their lives within 

ideology has not been adequately addressed. This is an 

impor-tant ammiss ion in any theory of idea logy a nd Sharp 

does not contribute to an understanding of it. The task 

of analysing the ideological content of common sense is 

left up to the teacher. Second, Sharp as s umes that the 

teacher-s only task is to persuade 'the other '; that they 

do not need to adoress the question of how ~they, the 

teachers, still 'live their lives wi"thin ideology '. This 

is because Sharp as sumes that, having read her book, 

teachers wi 1 L· through an understand i _~g of how i deology 

works, be able to transcend ... 
1 L. • This view contradicts 

with her own theory of ideology, for one of her central 

points is that .resistance is always, unwit""tingly, bound up 

in dominant ideology. 
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(3) Paul Willis 

Paul Willis' s book Le arning to Labour (Willis, 1977) has 

been on e o"f the most significa nt contribu•tions to 

d eveloping Marxist _t~eory in recent years . His findings 

and exp lanations have become focal po i nts around which . 

debates about the importance of concrete analys is, the 

c entra lity of resistance and cri ticism of rep roduction 

theory; have taken place. 

Willis began by posing a problem . 

· "Th e difficult thing to explain about how 
middle class kids get mi ddle class j obs is why 
others let them. The difficult thing to explain 
about how working class kids get working cl as s 
jobs is why t hey let thems elves.k (Will is ~ 
1978 p.1.) 

A 1 t hough thi s prob 1 em is cent r a 1 to W i l li s ' s tu d y, his 

findings a nd partia l explanations have i mplicat ions far 

bey o nd _this. Learnin g to Labou r i s an ethnographic study 

of a sm a ll coh esive group of male working class y·ouths. who 

radically reject the va-lues of school and all that 

schooli ng has to offer them. 

What i s par ti cu l ar ly interesti ng abo ut t h e study is 

Willis ' s claims that the insights and conv ictions of this 

group of di s affected boys, self s tyled "the lads", do 

contain e lements that are ge nuinely opposi tional . That is, 

they see t hrough many of the myths about school ing c3{ld 
; 

society. However, it i s these same genuinely held 

con v ictions which lead "the lads" t o "actively embra ce a n - - =-~-
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objective work situation which leads ultimately to 

entrappment, not liberation". (Willis, 1977 p. 119 .) 

For examp.le they "see through" the competitive upward 
. 

mobility rhetoric of the school. They "know" that 

class~ they cannot benefit from such a strategy. 

upwardly mobile individuals rise at the expense of 

group. Through their practice they expose: 

"The fallacy that opportunities can be made by 
education, that upward mobility is a matter of 
fndividual push, that qualifications make their 
own openings. Part of the demo era tic be 1 i ef in 
education . even seems to be that the aggregate 
of all these opportunities created by . the 
upward push of education actually transforms 
the possibilities for all the working class and 
so challenges the class structure itself" 
(Willis, 1977 p.127). 

as a 

Only 

the 

Wi 1 li s cal led thes e rad i ca 1 insights psn etrati ans which he 

defined as1 

within a cultural form towards the 
oL the conditions of exist en~ of 

and their posi _tion within the 
but in a way that is not centred, 
or: individualist". (Willi's, 1978 

"1. mp u 1 s es 
penetration 
its members 
social whole 
essentialist 
p.119.) 

"The lad s ", according to Willis, appe_ar to penetrate their 

relation to t he social structure in other important 

respects. First, they refuse to accept that what they have 

t o give up in order to succeed at school is worth what 

they might ge~ in return. They "know" that to succeed at 

school means: giv ing up freedom in- the present, competing 
~ 
i 

individually; investing enormous amounts of energy int • 

learning. They also know this does not lead with any 

d egree of certainty to. rewar-ding jobs, higher status or 

-- ~ .. 
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autonomy in the work situation. Second, "they penetr-ate 

at an intuitive level the nature of the labour exchange in 

capitalism". 

officers 

Contrary to the view espoused by the careers 

that 'job' options are similar to· 'career' 

options 

reflect 

in their variety. opportunity and ability to 

and match the talents and interests 

labour 

of the · 

individual 'the lads' view all jobs as 

essentially the same. Consequently they invest no energy 

or interest in the process of 'finding a job that's 

'right.• for me'. 

However these radical insights are only part of the 

col le cti ve out look on - 1 i fe expressed in the a cti vi ty of 

"the lads". Willis' s ethnographic account revealed that 

the culture of "the lads" is fraught with contradictions 

and con vi ct ions which don't stand up to sustained 

analysis. For example, in spite of their knowledge tha t 

"they" (the others) will always be the basses "the lads" 
.:-· 

celebrate the potency of manual labour and view mental 

labour as effeminate. In seeking to interpret this, 

Willis introduces the idea of "lirnitationsu which he __ _ 

defines as 

"those blocks, 
effects which 
development and 
(penetrations l. 

diversions and ideological 
confuse and impede the full 

expression of these impulses 
(Willis, 1976 p.119.) 

Limitations intersect and impede penetrations to the 

extent that penetrations become "partial penetrations". 

"Penetrations are not only crucially skewed and 
deprived of their independence but also bound 
back finally into the strgcture tbey are 
uncovering in complex ways by internal and 
external limitations." (Willis:~ 1978 p.119,) 
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In the case of "the lads" the most powerful limitations 

operating on their practice derived from a creative 

a daptation of the working c las s culture itself. The most 

important cultural attitudes were racism and se•xism. It 

is sexism, for ex amp le, which is er eat i ve ly applied to the 

divisions between mental and manual labour . Mental labou~ 

a nd intellectual endeavour become labelled 'sissy' or 

effeminate . Manual labour i s ce l ebrated f or its 

tau ghness. patency and maleness. Th is enables "the lads" 

to impose an apparent inversion on th e mental/manual 

distinction. 

The importance of Willis' study i s that he doesn 't put 

forward a view of ideology which is super-saturated, 

totally determining and impossible to break out of, as 

Bowles and Gintis are in danger of doing. Nor does he 

fall into the trap of seeing ideology as a veil which once 

di scoveredi can be 1,ifted, as Sharp unwitt i ngly implies. 
r • - • 

He paints a picture of ideology continually being 

contested, and resisted; where people do penetrate to some 

degree conditions of existence and do acti ve 1 y engage in 

~arms of opposit ion. 

It is possible to see Willis's study as profoundly 

pessimistic 

demonstrate 

(Sarup 1982 p.36~4 •) 
~ 

how even ~ovements of 

for it attempts to 

opposition, which are 
~ 
; 

built an radical insights, 

reproduction of society . 

unwittingly contrib ute to the 

However W i 11 is does stress that 
- ·----

there is no inevitability about the form limitations take: 
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"Culture is not static, or composed of a set of 
invar-iant categories which can be read off at 
the same level in any kind of society. The 
essence of the cultural and the cultural forms, 
in our capitalist society, is th e ir 
contribution towards the creative and tense 
reproduction of distinctive kinds o f 
re 1 at ions hips " -·{ p . 1 7 2 ) • 

Because the process is uncertain, tense, continually being . . 

created and remade and mediated through sub-cultural 

forms, there is always the possi~ility of producing a n 

alternative outcome. However, this possibility is not just 

a matter of chance because oppositional forms do not just 

emerge 

cultural 

spontaneously. They arise within particular 

and historical contexts. Therefore whi l e 

oppositional movements carry elements of radical insight, 

they do so only partly because their social reality is 

never divorced from dominant ideology. 

Application to the radical progressive movement 

Clearly it is no easy task to simply "lay over" the 

practice of radical progressives the framework Willis 

developed in his study of ~the lads". ~It would be 

stretching the point to do so in an overarching fashion 

because Willis makes it clear that 

"the book does not 
general theo·ry of 
social reproduction" 

aspire to constitute 
education, still les~ 
(Willis, 1981 p.57). 

a 
of 

However his study c,~m contribute to an interpreta t ion of 

the central problematics of this paper in two 
... 

very 

important ways. First, it provides a perspective which 

can contribute towards a critique of:' ·reproduction theory. 
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Second, because it takes as its starting • .j. po1 n ... not 

correspondence but. resistance or opposition, which is 

also the focus of this paper, it directs our attention to 

the sorts of questions which could lead to a ·way of 

inter;:)reting and accounting for the contr-adictions which 

became such a problem for the radical progressive movement 

in Australia. 

1 • The implications of Willis' study for 

reproduction theory 

Willis's study of "the lads" has painted a picture of 

social life very different from that provided by a theory 

of correspondence or reproduction. Such theories 

continually underemphas ise or ignore the degree to which 

social groups do not just accept dominant ideological 

practice~ or beliefs. That is, central to hegemonic 

control is struggle and resistance, not just dominance and 

false consciousness. 

Michael Apple in a recent paper has highlighted this point. 

"Contes tat ion is central to reproduction ••• to 
be honest all these points about reproduction, 
contestation and contradiction did not dawn on 
me a 11 at an c e , nor was I ab 1 e to a ppr e c i a t e 
how they could be employed- or what they might 
mean. Given my 6wn interest iri reproduction .•. 
an interest that at the beginning tended to 
exclude other. elements of what might be 
happening in schools •••• " (Apple, 1961 p.32.) 

~ 
i Further 

duct ion 

on he suggests that an over emphasis on repro-

p • • • • ... 
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"saw schools and especially the hidden 
curriculum, as successfully corresponding to 
the ideological needs of capital. we just 
needed to show how it was really accomplished. 
What was now more obviously missing in my 
formulations, at this time, was an analysis 
that focussed on contradictions, conflicts. 
mediations and especially resistances". (ibid, 
p.32.) 

educational theorists, who. like Apple, 

actively involved in the development and elaboration of 

reproduction theory, · have begun to question whether its 

emphases might have led them to overlook much that was 

really going on. In a recent article Bowles and Gintis 

admitted that they might have painted an over-pessimistic 

thaory of ideology so supersaturating our consciousness 

and practical activity as to be totally imprisoning. (See 

Bowles and Gintis, 1980 p.53.) 

Willis' study has become a central pivot around which this 

new position is being developed ( see for example 

Interchange 19B2 Vol.2/3). The central element being 

inserted into the old reproductive theories is the active 

way in which people, groups and institutions shape their 

practice, and that the outcomes of this activity are not 

predetermined purely by the mode of production but by many 

factors. some of which are entirely unpredictable and 

contradictory. 

The concept of hegemony was previously used by theorists 
'\ 

like Apple ta stress the idea of a totality providi~g 

limits to common sense. However Giroux, (Giroux 1982) has 
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emphasized diff e rent as pects of Gramscis disjointed notes 

on hegen omy . 

"Hege mony is not a cohesive force (it is) 
riddled with contradictions and t ensi ons that 
open up the possibility for counter hegemoni c 
struggle" (Giroux, 1981, p.17). ~-· 

Instead of see i ng school s a s sites where, in spite of the 

best intentions of teachers unequal outcomes and dominant 

ideas corresponding to those neces sary for the maintenance 

of the social and economic stru cture are r e lentless ly 

produced, Girou x views schools as si tes of resistance a nd 

opposition. 

(Schools are) "social sites med iated by forms 
of domination and residence that . is socia1 
sites where human agents constantly int e ract 
with, share and respond to objective forces 
which represent aspects of the broader social 
structure (Giroux 198 1, p.20). 

An examination of the way in which inequality a nd dominant 

ideology is actively res is ted by many groups in s ociety 

lead s one to question the view of hegemony as total, 

c oherent , all knowing, bei ng able to "work out ideological 
~ ~- . 

limits and impose them on malle a ble deluded groups~ . 

{W i llis 1980, p.50) This still i ~p lies that hegemony 

imposes very real restraints which cann-• t be easi ly 

transcended , once recognized. He gemony i s not a th i ng but 

a powerful but uncertain proces s. 

I believe tht Willis 's study has another important 

contribution ta make to t he deba te wi thin Marxism which 

does not appear to be recognized by 
,.. . ulroux, Sharp or 

.Sarup. What is or iginal about Wi llis study is no t only 

th at he centres on r es istance and its limitations, but 
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seeks to locate the ·origins •~ the limitations in t he 

cultural context of. 'the lads' 

The argument I will develop in this section is that in 
.•.t' 

significant ways Willis's study contributes towards an 

interpretation of the contradictions of radicai 

progressive practice in a way that eludes both Sharp and 

Bowles and Gintis. To demonstrate this I shal l draw on 

and use in conjunction with Willis' study the work of John 

Hinkson (Hinkson~ 1980) who attempts a similar k ind of 

cultural analysis. 

The central argument I wish to pursue in this section is 

that the theoretical perspectives of Willis and Hinkson 

can be used to interpret and illuminate that which the 

theories of Sharp or Bowles and Gintis cannot. This is 

because Willis and Hinkson take seriously the intentions 

and practices of the- groups they study. They al~_o o-ff_er a 

distinctive perspective. because they go beyond the surface 

inadequacies which are really only manifestations of 

deeper cultural constraints. 

The implications of Willis' study for the analysis of 

oppositional groups are: 

that to study a practice or a culture it is necessary 

to a degree to 

its own right, 

"get inside it" to make sense of it in 
~ 

i 

that any form of oppositional practice will con.tain 

within it genuine penetrations and important internal 
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limitations which must be lifted into view and 

analysed in the context of the cul tural milieu of th e 

participants. 

Such a cu 1 tura l interpretation can provide a u"s°efu 1 

framework wh ereby oppositional practices can be analysed 

to detect both how its practices pos e a radical challenge 

to social structure · and how they might help to sustain 

social structure. 

Such an order of interpretation is simply not possible in 

any substantial way through either a theory of 

correspondence or Shar-p 's theory of ideology because s uch 

positions view radical educators as deluded and cannot 

take their practices seriously. They do not can n ect with 

the actual practices and intentions . For example th e 

contradictions inherent in radical progressive practice 

can be and often are noted by marxist and quasi-marxist 

theorists. Recent marxist li terature majors in th is kind 

of analysis (Bourdieu (1972). Barton. Meighan and Wa lker 

(1982), Sarup (1982), Shapiro (198 2) . S uen an analysis 

chiefly consists of analysing the perspectives and 

practices in terms of their adequacy t o pose a chal l enge 

to social structure or to enable students to u.nderstand 

the soci al , political° and economic structure of society 

and their relationship to it. Such accounts are 
~ 

illuminating in that they explain why a perspective is 

inadequate but they fail to account far its emergence. 

Hinkson, in a paper which critically examines the limits 
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of reproduction theory, particularly Bou .rdieu 's , to 

the a ccount far the emergence and inadequ ac ies of 

Victorian community schoo l movement suggests t hat su c h 

analyses: 

"miss the central poi nt of the emerge nce of the 
c ommunity s choo 1. Cru c ially they are arguments 
which must portray community s chools as 
aber rat ions and therefore ca nn at make them 
i ntelligible in their own right. What they 
take for gran t ed is the underlying cultural 
complex • •• " (emphasis added) (Hinkson. 1980 
p .57.} 

,.,.-• 

The contribution of reproductive theory, according to 

A l th u s s s r • is to co n tr- i b u t e to " a bet t er u n d er-s tan d in g of 

t he structure of misrecogni ti on" . (Hinks on p. 7) However 

su ch accounts make no at tempt "to identify substantive 

compl exes of cultural meaning in {the) s~here of lived 

existence" (ibid p.25). Their theor-ies remai ned at a 

level of generality which remain content with showing how 

ideological processes ·work but make no attempt to account 

for the- particular "perceptions involved nor why t hey a nd 

not others have emerted ". .... 

While both Hinkson and Wil l is address themselves to th e 

cu ltural origins of oppositional l?.ers pe ct i ves their 

impli cat ions are radi call y di ffe rent. Wi llis confines 

himself to an analysis of cultura l forms internal to a 

class wh ile Hinkson argues that the 'real ' significance " of 

the ideological forms have emerged affect all classes and: 

"can only be adequately grasped if certain 
developments in: the nature of lived existence 
are given significance, developments wh ich 
signify a new -level of contradiction in social 
life " (ibid p.11). 
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The maj or el ements of th e contradictions identifi ed by 

Hink s on are abstr act i nte l l e ctua l culture , cultural 

u nivers a l s and shared co ncre te cul t ure, 

Th ese a re themes whi ch have been iden ti fied i n ch ap ter 

four o~ this pape r as the significa nt d imensions which 

were in tension in the Victori an rad ical progressive 

movement 1966-76 . To demons t rate t he difference between 

the two types of interpreta tions the f o llowi ng section 

compares t he ana ~yses of Shar p and Hinkson , of the 

' radical' response to cultural dis advantage . 

Sh arp's analysi s 

In a paper titl ed nTh e Culture of t he Di sadvant aged" Sharp 

sketc~es t hree d i fferent stances wh i ch can be adopted 

t owards the education of t he disadvan taged. The f irst 

is that t he d i sadvantaged are, ..cu ltura l ly position 

d e prived. Thi s she cl a ims was th e dominan t pos iti on up to 

the lat e six t ies when an emergent v i ew "the disadva ntaged 

are not culturally deprived but cultura lly di fferen t ", 

gained widespread acceptanc e . 

This was th e view of the r adical" educators being examined 

in this paper. Sharp' s critiq ue of this pos ition consi s ts 

of exposing its inadequacies . For example : 

"Th ere is a superficia l progressive ness abo ut 
thi s a pproach , s uperfi cial because it fail s to 
realize that a genu i ne cultural pluralism pre 
s upposes econ omi c_, and cul t ura""! -p l uralis m, · that 
is a situa tion ~here politi ca l and economic 
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power is evenly dis tri bu ted among the different 
cu 1 tura 1 groups, no one gra u p havi ng the 
monopoly over defining what it means to be 
educated, or s uperior power to determine the 
con tent and farms of s choo 1 ing. In the absence 
of such pluralism, an educational philosophy 
which emphasises -the desirability of preserving 
cultural,,• differences can become a .. - means of 
justifying and perpetuating class or ethnic 
stralification" .••. " (Sharp 1980a, p.8). 

Romanticizing the culture of the di sadvantaged is, Sharp 

suggests, an inadequate response to the problem of 

inequality because the culture af the dis 9dvantag ed i s not 

completely separated from the dominant culture. It is 

also a culture which 'contains themes from the everyd-ay 

experience of living one's . life at the lower end of the 

status hierarchy". (Sharp 1980a, p.9.) Many of its 

cultural themes such as racism, sexism, anti-intellectual-

ism are responses to social contradictions. They are not 

emancipatory but userve to help reproduce the stru cture of 

ine quality". (ibid p .9.) 

Branson makes a simiiar point •,C 

"to glorify working class culture 1s to glorify 
the alienation that r esults from capitalist 
production" (Branson and Miller, 1979, p.30.) 

Such an analysis is very illumin-ating but does not go fer 

enough. Millis's analysis of the limitations of "the 

lads" differs in that he do es not just describe in what 

way their views are inadequate, he attempts to account for 

the emergence of the inad equate perceptions in terms of 

the working class culture of 'the lads'. Hinkson undertak'\:?S 
i 

a similar kind of analysis to that suggested by Willis. 

Because this distinction betweerL. .. .t.he tw_o levels of 
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interpretation is cr-ucial to this paper I shall develop 

Hinkson's an~lysis in some detail. 

Hinkson's analysis 

Hinkson doesn 1 t analyse the 'radicals' respo nse to 

cultural disadvantage. His focus is much broader. and 

ranges around the complex of values and perceptions which 

include non-directive education and cultural relativity . 

The perception that cu 1 tu res are merely di ff eren t and not 

unequal is part of this complex of ideological perceptions 

for teachers refused to take a critical position in 

relation to the culture and understandings of the students. 

To begin his critique Hinkson first connects with t he 

concerns of Sharp and others who highlight 

inadequacies of the progressive response. 

"A critique of cornmuni ty schools can be pursued 
in terms of t~e inadequacy of the kinas~ of 
knowleqge generated by these curriculum 
principles" (Hinkson 1980, p.55.) 

the 

Hinkson's main argument is that such an analysis whi c h 

·focusses on inadequacies and contradic_tions does not go 

far enough. It is necessary he believes to go on, to ask 

the question "what kind of arbitrary might lead to a 

perceptibn of cultural relativity" (p.24). 

" doesn't a growing tendency to perceive 
life as culturally relative indicate some 
important changes are at work. which should 
lecd us to ask: what is the character of this 

-- .--... _ 
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arbitrary? Why i s it of 
Th at is rather th an 
misr-ecognition is at wor-k. 
misrecognition increasingly 
(p.24). 

growing 
mere ly 

we need 
takes 

importance ? 
s how how 

to ask why 
th is form " 

··' 
Hinks on's response to this question takes the form of an 

argument based on the following premises. 

1. Impuls es 

creativity 

towards 

and 

cultural 

ind i vi d ua lism 

relativity. 

are part 

experience of alienated intellectuals. 

autonomy , 

o f the 

2. One of the qualities of western intellectual practice 

is an abs tract uni vers ali ty. It i s concerned with 

discoveri ng over- arch ing laws or truths relating to 

nature and society. The 

timeless . decontextualized 

questions 

ques tions 

adress ed 

such as 

are 

the 

nature of humans as opposed to hist ori cal questions 

wh ich address people 's relationship to each other, at 

particular points in time . Conceptual reasoning is 

bas ed on "a pri ori " principles and has no 

unders tandin g af itself other than by itself . 

3. Commodity exchange, through its i ntermediary mon ey , 

4. 

is imbued with abstractness. This implies that our 

practices of buying and sell ing , are per me2ted with 

abstractnes s even though our consciousness may be 

concrete. 

Scientific technology, which has its roots in 

abstract t hinki'ng has ge nerated a knowledge of nature 
~ 

which is both abstract and practical. (For exarnplie 

the bomb, genet ic eng ineering and the micro chip .) 
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The impact of su ch practi ca l o ut comes has had 

profou nd ramifications on socia l life because we are 

una ble to 

rami f i cat,i ans 

res po nd 

in 

to 

terms 

und ers tandings and morality. 

t heir po tential s ocial 

of our conven tiona l 

6 • Th is has c re at e d a new ' cu 1 tu r a 1 er i s is ' fo r as th i s 

kn owl edge is drawn in ere as i ng ly in to the productive 

sphere so have abstract cultural forms which generat e 

such knowledge (for example creativity, relativity, 

autonomy and active -self forma ti on ). 

7. Such impulses are unable to sustain concrete communal 

relat ions for they lead to a form of nihi li sm . 

8. The contradictions inherent in Radical Progressive 

educati on can be interpreted as an i n tuitive response 

to a 'cultural crisis', In an attempt to manage the 

con tradictions brought on by universa l socia l 

mediums, the radica l res po nse was to seek a 'natura l' 

-society based on grou p formatio n. At t he ~·same time 

the radical resp onse took up t he emphasis on 

a utonomy , creativity and acti ve se 1 f-f ormatt on_ ... 

because they are sens ib iliti es jn keeping with a 

liberatory consci ousnes s. 

I propose for the remainder of this ch·apte~ to examine 

these pr.emises in a.n attempt to subs tanti ate them. 

conclusi on I wil~ address the i r imp lications . 

In the 

~ 
i 

Intellectual cu l ture necessita t es .a .--.degree _of d istancing _ 

fr om every day prectices and beli efs. It is ccn ti -
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authoritarian in the sense that the judgement of worth is 

an appeal to reason not traditional understandings. It is 

expected that theories will be disproved, that knowledge 

is dynamic. Relationships in an intellectual community 

are intentional and extended rather than traditional and 

close knit. Such a climate stresses autonomy, creativity, 

individualism and must lead to perceptions of cultural 

relativity. 

Intellectual cu 1 ture based on abs tract cu 1 tural formation 

has been~ until recently, only the experience of a 

mi nari ty in society. Tradi ti ona l ly. ind i vid ua ls relate to 

their social group through close communal ties where the 

emphasis is on so 1 idari ty, group norms and a degree of 

relative certainty. Where the constraints imposed in 

abstract culture are at a minimum, within a traditional 

community they are more comprehensive. 

The third premise that the commodity exch_ange is imbued 

with abstractness, that in _exchange our practices are 

abstract is never fully developed by Hinks • -n. He refers 

the reader to the work of Sohn-Rethel (Sohn Reth e l 1978). 

Sohn Rethel's work entitled, Intellectual and Manual 

Labour is the product of nearly fifty (50) years of study 

spent in trying to convince others of the startling 

insight he arrived ·at through an 'earnest' study of 

writings of Marx. 

tlThere were more and other things in it than 
Marx h.ad succeeded in reachirigL_ And _finally 
with an effort of concentration bordering on 

the 
"'l, 

' 
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madness it came upon me that in the inner-most 
core of commodi ty structure there was t o be 
found the transcendental subjec t " (ibid xiii). 

I have had great diff iculty in deciding how to deal with 

the claims made by Sohn-Rethel • There appears to be two 
..,., 

levels to his argument. The-· first argument he puts 

forward is that c ommodity exchange 1s a real abstraction. 

Th is · argument he substantiates very well. The substance 

of his second claim is that the abstraction con ta ined in 

exchange determines the conceptual mode of thinking 

pecu 1 i _ar t o s oci et ies based on commodity exchange. The 

second argument is not so easy to assess. Not only 1s it 

wholly novel but . it is impossible to demonstrate. This is 

not a cri ti ci sm of his proposition. it is inevitable given 

the nature • f his claim. 

These bJo arguments form a coherent whole in h·is work and 

tempting as it is. to avoid the second claim, I have 

decided ta outline hi s argument in its totality . My 
.,.. 

intention is to convince the reader of the first argument 

and leave the second argument at the propositional level. 

Sohn-Rethel claims that his work was an extention of the 

methodology of historical materialism to questions which 

were only of peripheral concern in Marx's .... 1.1me, but have 

assumed crucial importance today. Where Marx examined th e 

relationship of the me:ntal superstructure to the social 

base. Sohn Reth~l reapplied the same mode 
.... 

of analysis 

(historical mat~rialism) to an examination of the social 

and temporal ori gi ns of abs tra ct ·thoug}i-t. 
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Marx's f ailure to enquire into the conceptual foundations 

of science has l ed to p r ofound divisio ns i n Marxist 

theory. Sohn Rethel argued th a t if s ci ence is not 

subjected to the same ri gorous ana l ysis as other th ou gh t 

forms then Marxism is fac ed with an irreconcilable 

contradiction. 

"On th e one ·hand all phenomen a conta ined in the 
world of consciousness , whether past or future, 
are understood histor ically as time bound and 
dialectic. On the other hand questions of 
logic, mathematics and science are seen as 
ruled by timeless stand ards . ls a Marxist t hus 
a materialist as far as historical truth is 
concerned but an idealist when confronted by 
the truth of nature" (ibid p.3) 

Another area Sohn-Rethel claimed lacks t heoretical 

elaboration is the analysi s of the origins of the divi s ion 

between mental and manual l abour and the conditions 

necessary for them to be reuni ted. These two areas are 

investigated in his book as a means by which to establish 

that "objective trut h a nd its class fu nct ions are 

c onnected at their very roots" (ibid p . 4) . 

To tackle these two i s sues Sohn-Re t hel has co nstr-ucted an 

argume nt which can be summarized in the fol lowing premises .- - -

premise 1. The precondition of every kind of society is 

that it must have a mechanism for 's oci a l 

syn t hes is' wh i ch can be either conscious or 

unconscious. "In societ,ies based on commodity 
... 

production t he 'social syn thesis I is centred on 
the f unc tions of money as the un i versal 

.~quivale n t ." (i bid p.5 .) 
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premise 2. Money perrorms this socially synthe tic function 

because it is an "abstraction of the highest 

order (which enables it to) serve as the 

equiv a lent to every kind of exchange th at may 

appear on the market" (ibid p.S). 

premise 3. This abstraction contained in exchange 

determines 

peculiar 

the 

to 

conceptual mode of thinking 

societies based on commodity . 

production. 

T• examine this argument I need first to examine the 

origins of this abstraction, its compos ite elements and 

then ta look at how th is form of abs traction perf arms its 

socially synthetic function. 

According to Sahn-Rethel abstraction occurs because of the 

necessary distinction_ between the use-val ue an_d .,exchange

value of commodities • 
. 

"Use and exchange are not only 
contrasting by description, but 
exc l usive in time" (ibid p.24). 

differing and 
are mutually 

When a commodity is in the process of being exchanged l't 

is not for use. 

"There is the market place and in shop viindows, 
thi_ngs stand still. They are under t he s pel l 
of one activity only, to change owners. They 
st and t h ere w a i. t i n g to be s a 1 d . W h i 1 e they are 
th ere for exchange they are not th ere for use." 
(ibid p.23.) -

Commodities become abstract because wh en goods ar-e 

puchased or sold it i s th eir exchaRg1:·· valu e that counts 
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not their us e . We might hav e a purpose in mind , . ..,hen we 

purchase a comrnodi ty but it is a private thought which 

bears no relation to the action of exch an ge . 

a division between cons ciousnes s and action. 

Th is ere ates 

"Man's · (sic) imagin~t ion grows more and more 
s eparate from his (sic) actions a nd increasingly 
individualized eventually ass uming the . dimens
ions of a private consci ousn ess " ( ibi d p. 25) 

Mone y is of course the u 1 ti mate abs tract commodity as its 

only use is for exchange. In trying to explain th e 

origins purposes and import a nee of money to a child we 

find that we can not account for our understanding of it, 

except abstractly. Money. as the medium of exchange, a lso 

serves to reduce the multi-dimensional differences between 

commodities and labour to a strict uniformity which 1s 

related only to quantitative differences. Th ese qua ntita-

tive di fferences 

d i mensio nal . 

are a bstract bec ause they are 

"The cornpari ti ves of 'mor-e ' or 'less' used in a 
deal of exchange d o not imply a. quantitative 
comparison between s • y tons of coal and re ams 
of paper , or of a cres of land and yaids o f 
linen . The inter-relational equatio n pqsted by 
a n act of exchange • leaves · all dimensional 
measurements behind and est a bl.ishes a sphere of 
NON-DIMENSIONAL QUANTITY. This is the pure or 
abs t r a ct qual 1:ty cf card i na 1 numb e rs, with 
nothing to d efine it but the re l ation of 
grea_ter than b) or smaller than k) or equal 
to (=) some other quantity as such" (ibid 
p.47). (emphasis added) 

Quantity thus bec.omes abstract or non -empi r ical 

non -

and 

requires a mode of thought derived from princip les 1 a 

priori ' as defined by Kant. Ana th er element invo 1 ved in 

the abstraction b as ed in commodity ,e-?<ctiange i-s th e changed 
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relationship of social life to time and space . This 

further highlights the difference between exchange and use. 

»rn use, understood as the entire sphere of 
man's interchange with nature, time and space 
are inseparably 1 inked with the events · of 
nature and the material activities of man, with 
the ripening of the crops, the s equ en ce of the 
seasons The BUSINESS OF EXCHANGE . ENFORCES 
ABSTRACTION FROM ALL THIS. (ibid p.48) 
(emphasis added) 

In order for commodities to maintain their exchange value. 

the natural laws rel ati ng to people 1 s activities in time 

and space now need to be control led. For example, a coin 

is not subjected to the physical laws of deterioration 

because its value is stamped on it. it is no longer val ued 

in relation to its phys ical properties. 

The composite elements which accord the act of exchange 

with abstractness are · described by Sohn-Rethel as 

"abstract movement through abstract 
(homogeneous, continuous and empty) space and 
ti-me of abstract substances (materially real 
but base of sense-qualities) which thereby 
suffer no mate~i al change and which al~ «far 
none but quantitative differentiation 
(differentiation in abstract, non-dimensional 
quantity);" (Ibid p.53) 

Now that the premise that the act of commodity exchange 'is-··

an abstraction of the high est or·der ha·s been explained I 

will deal wi th the second premise postulat ed by Sohn 

Rethel, th a t it is the abstraction through commodity 

exchange which is t he basis of the social synthes i _s o-f 

capitalist society.· 
~ 
; 

Sohn-Reth el claims that in soci et ies based on communal 

product ion of socially necessary goods tMe act 
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production performed a socially synthetic function. 

However in a society where production is carried out 

independently by private producers ''society can cohere in 

no other way than by the buying and selling of , their 

p'r.odu cts as commodities " • Once again it is the 

di stinction between exchange value and use value which is 

important for social synthesis. This is determined 

through acts of exchange not use. This affects social 

life down to its primary relationships and lived 

practices. For example when expressing our friendship and 

commitment to others or in partaking in rituals expressing 

deep cultural practices (birthdays .. christmas) we often do 

so through the purchase of gifts. It is through our 

buying of the gift that we act abstractly, though our 

thinking is in terms of concrete commitments. Furthermore 

it is through buying the commodity that we perform a 

social function. the use ta which we put it is irrelevant. 

Commodity exchange can only perform its socially sy nthetic 

fun ction if people are motivated to act i-n accordance with 

its laws. This occ urs becau!5e each party in the exchange-··-

appears to act in his or her own intere~ts . 

Before moving on to the third premise proposed by Sohn

RetheL I wi 11 summarize the imp 1 i cations of the argument 

to date .• First, commodity exchange is in a very real 

sense abstract. 
.. 

That is to say, when we participate in 

the exchange of commodities our pract ices are abstract and 

divo rced from our thoughts . To under~-tand -our a ct ivities 

·· •-. 
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and the meaning of money we are forced to think 

abstractly. That we sa ldom do this indicates the degree 

to which this necessary a bstractness is hidden from view . 

Second abstract thought is intimately fused with· practices 

which are the central mechanism for social synthesis in 

societies based on capitalist production. 

The third premise 

exchange determines 

that 

the 

the abstracti on contained in 

conceptual mode of thinking _ 

peculiar to societies based on commodity production is the 

central argument in Sohn-Rethels book. Sohn-Rethels 

motivation to establish the spatial and temporal links 

b etween the two abstractions derives fr-om his belief that 

his tor ical materialism and not idealism, is the only 

satisfactory methodological postulate. This is not 

because historical materialism is ultimately 'true' and 

idealism 'fals e' but because of the social implications o f 

the two different met~odologies. . .. 

Sohn-Rathel believed that there are only two ways of 

accounting for the emergence of abstract th •-ught. Either-- --

it emerged as an inheren t capacity in t he huma n mind or 

because certain social and economic processes created an 

environment conducive to its emergence . If id eali sm is to 

be rejected, then it is necessary to look at the changes 

in social and economic life which took place in ancient 

Gr-eec.e at the time of the writings of 

phi l osophy, t o find it s origins. 

~ 

early Gree'k 
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Sohn-Rethel claimed that the wide spread use of money 

appeared around the time of Parmenides, who is often cited 

as the originator of the dialectic (for example by Hegel). 

Sohn-Rathel claimed that abstract though emerged because 

the real abstraction in money was converted to the ideal 

abstraction in thought. He stressed that such a claim 

cannot be clearly demonstrated 

What 

"How can we set out to reason the case for or 
against the conversion. Thinking of the 
conversion as a performance in people's minds 1 

it can of course never be either · demonstrated 
or denied because it cannot be witnessed." 
(ibid p.62.) 

Sohn-Reth el sought to do was to examine the 

postulates of exchange and the postulates of the idea and 

argue that because of their sameness in form and their 

emergence in the same society at similar points in time it 

is reasonable to assume that they are linked. 

.,-· 

His argument takes the following form. 

the postulates of exchange and the postulates

of the idea display a sameness in form 

the pos tu l'ates of exchange under l ie the 

practice of commodity exchange which is the 

central mechanism for social synthesis. They 

are not .peripheral but central to the cohesio n 

of social life 

the two abstractions, the practical and the 

theoretical emerged in - -Ene same society ·at 

similar points in time. 
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According· to Sohn-Rethel the early greek philosopher 

Parmenides def i ned pure abstract concepts as "the One" 

that which is. 

"It is unchanging through time, fills all 
space, lacks all properties of sense 
perception, is strictly homogeneous and 
uniform, indivisibly incapable of becoming or 
perishing and is forever at rest" (ibid p.65). 

The emergence of this style of thought marked the 

beginning of t h e dialectic. It is a mode of thought which 

breaks with anthropomorphism associated with earlier 

commun_al cu 1 tu res. 

the pure idea 

Arguments based on reason derive from 

"Only by means of reason must you ponder the 
mu ch considered teaching that I give you•• 
[Parmenides quoted in Sohn-Rethel 1978, p.66) 

It does not exist in relation to anything but its elf. I 

have already outlined some of the postulates of exchange. 

To perform its function money must be an abstract thing, 

its value determined not in the final instance on its 

qualities but by an abstract value which has been stamped 

on it as a guarantee. 

value of non-d imens i anal 

It can be used to buy a certain 

commodity, • ,1-
1., is divisible and 

can be used either in the past or the future. Unlike-·-

things of nature, money is .a 'physicality in the abstract' 

"It has no existence other than in 
mind but it does not sp ri~g from 
mind, it springs from the activity of 
(ibid p.65} 

the human 
the human 
exchange," 

For the relationship between the two postulates to be one 

of sameness it must be established that the 

abstraction take the form of a subj ect - object relation-

ship. At first sight this doe s not appear to be t he cas e - ~--
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because two comrnodi ty owners are needed for the act of 

exchange. Thi s is a subject-subject rel at ionsh ip. 

However when money becomes the intermediary pf commodit ies 

'the commodity owners no longer refer to each other but to 

their money'. A relationa l shift occurs to the ext en t 

t hat each partner in the exchange ( each subject) relates · 

to the object (money) and not the money owner. 

irrelevant what the status of th e other person is. 

It is 

I have not incorporated Sohn-Rethel's thought provoking 

argument into t he thread of my ~wn, but I do believe it is 

plausible enough to cause us to ponder its implications. 

Sahn-Rethel ' s claims s uggest that abstI"'act tho ught serves 

as necessary false consciousness in societies based on 

commodity exchange. This is a depart ure from con ventional 

Marxist analysis for it is an ideological form which 

predates class society as we know it and s upercedes class 

contradictions. 

The implication of the less central argument , which 

re lates to the abstractness of commod ity · exchange, is 

similar in kind but cannot be s tat ed so un eq uivoca lly.· 

leads to the c onclusion that 

ABSTRACT THOUGHT, IS NOT NEUTRAL IN RELATION TO 
SOCIETY. IT IS INTIMATELY FUSED 1..JITH PRACTICE S 
WHICH CONT RI BUTE TO THE ST ABILI TY OF CAPITALIST 
SOCIETY MOREOVER ITS . LINK WITH COMMODITY 
EXCHANG E IS l-1IDOEN FROM VI•EW AND THIS AL LO WS 
FOR THE POSSIBI LITY OF MISRECOGNIT IDN. 

I return now to Hinkson's th ird argument: 

Sc ien t ific technology, 
abstract th i nkin g , has 

which ...b.1%. its roots in 
gen era ted a knowledge of 

T._ ....... 

- ~ -·--..... 
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nature which is both abstract and practical. 
The paradigm example of this is nuclear physics 
which through a search for the secrets of the 
atom has generated the technology able to 
destroy all life. (See for example Hinkson 
1982, pp.79-82.) 

The impact of technology on social life is not restricted 

to the provocative or contentious areas like nuclear 

physics. Advertisements on T .v. which show all the things 

which would disappear from our lives if computers did 

not exist is just one reminder of the degree to which our 

everyday existence has been interpenetrated by technologic

al production. 

However controversial technological advance is significant 

because it has pushed at the boundaries of our moral 

sensibilities. We 

potential social 

are unable 

ramifications 

to 

in 

respond 

terms 

convent-ional understandings and morality . 

to 

of 

.,.. 

their 

our 

Ne vert he 1 ess we do res pond. Our res ponse is cast at two 

different l e vels. Firs t ws respond because technology has 

thoroughly reconstituted our social life . Hi nkson argues 

that, whereas abs tract social formation was once the 

ex perience of an elite few, ..... 
l l. is increasingly th e 

experience of all individuali because of th e impac t on 

technology 

"T h is abstract and univers a lizing practice has 
been increasingly drawn into t.he everyday 
ci rcums tances of capita list s ocie ty by the need 
for the cont i nued revo l ution of produc tive 
t e ch n i q u e . " ( H i n k s o n , 1 9 8 0 p . 2.6 •.. L 
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For example when the Ru ss ians launched their first 

sputnik, a major reponse in the USA was to organize a 

national conference (the Woodshole Conference, 1958) ta 

analyse why the Rus sians rather than the Americans had 

developed the technology first. One of the outcomes of 

this conference was a decision to •teach' creati vity in· 

s chools. Creative students were the hope of a 

technological society. 

Hinkson examined the role of the media in deconstructing 

concrete social formation: 

"This is seen most clearly in the displacement 
of the group 1 i fe of local communities by the 
abstract medium of the mass media. Television 
must emphasise the universal · (however 
degenerate it may be) and de-emphasize the 
particular. This is because television must 
communicate across a large number of particular 
settings. Addressed as it is to the 
individual, it has the effect of lifting the 
individual out of particular settings and 
places him (sic) in a universalist realm wh ich 
'allows' him (sic) to make his (sic) own life. 
The individual. has lost the guidance of 
communal norms although new forms •.. of 
channelling behaviour quickly emerge" (ibid 
p.30) 

rnedi urns lead to a qyestioning of Universal 

restraints 

social 

and a subsequent emphasis on creativity, 

autonomy, ra~pant individualism and the perception of 

cu ltural re lativity. Hinkson suggests that such 

emphasis is increasingly "i~ contradiction with life". 

"Uni versa 1 social mediums make 1 i fe impossible 
to the exten·t that they abstract us from 
concrete -communal relations, which are 
essential for the regeneration of our 
humaneness, {and from) • • concr-ete for-ms of 
sensibility and particular at tachme n t, without 
which anything b ecomes possi~le-.. .- .-

an 
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That is the rise of these universal mediums 
allows us to question part i cular constraints 
which· have been definitive of our . humanity. 
And while the ability to stand outside cultural 
particulars and see them for what they are -
arbi traries i s surely a heighten ed form of 
human consciousness made possible by universal 
social mediums, this same ability creates an 
existential crisis of the most profou~d kind 
placing a t risk all human commitments."" (ibid 
p.48) 

As th e i n d i v i d u a 1 seek s to ma k e h i s / h er own 1 i f e , he / s he 

makes choices in a society of "unlimited commodities". A 

common response ta t he all pervasive influence of 

advertizing is to express our individuality in terms of 
-

commodities. This is one way of solving the 'existential 

crisis'. 

The radical progressive movement demonstrates a different 

kind of response. They intuitively perceived that 

intellectualism had become uncontrolled but they took up 

emphases on autonomy, creativity and active-self 

formations because they were sensibilities in keeping with .. -
an oppositional consciousness. Hov1ever in an attempt to 

m'?nage the contradictions brought on by uni versa 1 soc"i al 

mediums, the radical response was to seek- a 'natural' - -

soci~ty based on group formation. 

Thus IT IS THE RESPONSE TO THE FUNDAMENTAL CHAN~E IN LIVED 

EXISTENCE WHICH IS INADEQUATE ANO MUST BE MADE THE CENTRE 

OF CRITICAL EXAMINATION, FOR IT "UNCONSCIOUSLY CARRIES 

WITH IT THE VALUES IT SE EKS TO NE GATE" 

"The subordinate reciprocal tradition is unable 
to support active self-formatia___I! __ i;l_nd therefore, 
wi th out a ref lexive consciousness ab le ta co pe 
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with the source of this cultural response, th a 
person is left irnpl icity tied to what at 
another level is being rejected~ (ibid p . 49). 

What Hinkson has achieved is to tak e the co ntrad ictions 

inher-ent in the radical progressive pra ctice s .;. th at is 
··.CJ 

between open -face to face relationships and the emphases 

on autonomy and individuality - and demonstrate that this · 

is a man i f es t a t i on of a s ubmerged but more total 

contradiction in the sphere of lived existence. 

- ---"~-
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CONCLUSION 

This paper began with some seribus personal concerns abo ut 

the confusions and contradictions which seemed ·to abound 

in the literature on progressive education and wh'ich 

carried over to some extent to the work of many critics o~ 

the movement. The problems, however, were not just limited 

to the literature. The contradictions also appeared to 

manifest themselves in a 

contradictpry practices, 

multitude 

particularly 

of diverse and 

such recent 

innovations in education as multicultural education, the 

school and community movement and transition education. 

My initial concerns as related in the introduction were: 

the individualistic and hedonistic attitudes of many 

students I knew who attended community schools 

the approach often taken in community sch oo ls to the 

study of social issues . Analysis of such issues did 
- ... 

not appear to be u nd ertak en in a coherent fashion. 

Consequently stude nt attitudes to issues appeared to 

be based on emotions and unexamined - preconcept fon ~ 

wi th no roots in an understandi ng of the principles 

at issue 

th e emphasis on the 'h ere and now ' rather than on the 

long term purposes of schooling. 

~ 

In this paper I have examined the current education 

climate, the widespread disillusionment and lack of 

coherent dirsction apparent among oppositional teachers, 
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the forms of radical progressivism apparent in American 

and Australian literature and the contradictions apparent 

in these perspectives. In addition I have considered 

various critical explanations of the fai1ure and 

fragmentation of the progress i\;"e movement with a view to 

discovering its 'fatal flaws'. One of the points whi ch I -

beca me very aware of was the inadequacy of orthodox 

marxist critiques of edu cation in identifying the basis of 

the weaknesses in progressivism. 

A good case in point is the critique by Reynolds and 

Sullivan of radical ed~cation in Britain {Reynolds and 

Sullian. 1960). Reynolds and Sullivan argue that the 

rad ical education influential in Britain is inadequa te 

from a socialist perspectives because of its individual-

is tic and cu ltura l re lativis t notion s . Having locat ed 

these i n ad e q u a c i es , Reynolds and Sullivan attempt ta 

account for such emphases. They argue that the new 
< •.. 

r_adicalism has been moulded by three rnaj or infl uen ces - by 

the deschooling perspectives, the progressive tradition 

and the new sociology of education. Thi s is not an--

explanation of the origins of the inadequacies of the new 

radical · education but simply the ide ntif icat ion of 

scapegoats or con current movements with similar emphases . 

In order , to have arr explanation one must set out clear ly 

the social conditions and causal connections. ~ 
Th e mel"e 

identification of possible flaws is not in itself a 

sufficient exp lanat ion as to why such perspectives existed 
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or how s imilar fl aws can be avoided in t he development of 

future oppositional stra tegi es in education . 

Th e work of Paul Willis and J ohn Hinkson su ggest possible 

ways of addressi ng these problems because both approaches 

emphasise t he importance of examining the cultural context 

wi th in which t he mov ement emerged. Their pers pectives . 

have bee n ex amined in some deta i 1 in th is pap er as 

pos_s ib le ways of addressing the central concerns of the 

paper~ 

Wha t I propose to do now is to discuss those aspects which 

most clearly di fferent iate Hinkson•s theory of cultural 

contradiction from other marxist critiques developed in 

this paper . and which relate to th e problems of 

oppositional pr act ice . These aspects are : 

1 • Th e contrad ict ions inheren t in tbe ~-· rad ical 

progressive movement in Victoria . 

2, The c ontributi on of marxist theory to an under-

sta nding of t he contradictions. 

3. The c_ontribut ion of marxist theory to an under-

standing of th e origins of the contradictions. 

4, The c on tribution of Hinkson' s theory of cultural 

contradicti on to an understanding of the origins of 
. 

the contraci tion'. 
~ 
i 

5 • Th e implications of marxist theory to the develop-

ment of oppositicinal strategies . 
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6. The implica tions a~ Hinkson's theory of cul t ural 

c ontr-ad ictions to the development of oppositional 

strategies. 

I propose to deal wi th these a~pects in corresponding 

numerical order . 

1. Through 

practices 

analysi ng t he 

of radical 

themes , 

progressive 

intentions 

edu cation 

and 

in _ 

Victoria according to the cri teria of consistency and 

coherence, I arg ued that their persectives amoun ted 

to an unmanageable practica l con tradiction . The 

contradictions took several forms, to wit: 

the desire to enable students to develop a 

critical understanding of their present 

society, 

knowledge 

yet a denial of the importan~e of 

necessary to gen erate such a 

perspecti'!e. .. .... 

the desire t o create a n intentional community 

foreshadowing a differ ent kind of society based 

on egali tari a nisrn and auto nomy and ext st ing for- -

the mutual benefit of all, yet a celebration of 

normative traditional commu nity based on 

experience, close kn it ties and tradition. In 

other words the con trad iction betw een 

egalita ri a n a nd authoritarian comm~nities. 
~ 

the desire ta depart from the material is tic a~d 

competitive values and structures of society 

. ·~---. 
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yet the inability to generate an alternative 

value comp lex except for the notion of 'do your 

own thing'. 

The desire to celebrate community corporateness 
...... ·., 

but a tendency towards excessive individualism. 

these practical contradictions there 

to be two contradictory 

Underlying 

appeared 

tendencies. On the one hand radical 

generalized 

progressive 

themes emphasized practices with an emphasis on 

individualism, active self-formation, creativity and 

personal autonomy, all sensibilities of an abstract 

intellectual culture. On the other hand there was a 

celebration of natural community based on recipra-

city, experience. anti-intellectualism and close 

relationships. 

The work of Shar_p and Bowles and Gintis do contribute .. .~. . 

to the identification of the inadequacies of 

progressive schooling as an oppositional practice. 

Bowles and Gintis, for example, argue that free 

schools in the United States unintentionally allowed 

for the cu 1 tural management of the person. However 

they do not recognize that these inadequacies have 

their roots in contradictions. 

failure ta locate inadequacies 

Because of this 

as contradictions 
~. 

i 

their focus remains at the level of the obvious. 

They do not deepen our understanding of the movements 

'fatal flov,s'. 
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Sharp, too, makes an attempt to id entify the 

inadequacies of radical responses to conservative 

schooling. For example Sharp claims th a t t he de-

schoolers because of their idealist assumptions, 

opted for solutions which were utopian and 
.,• 

unrealistic. Sharps critique is more illuminatirri 

than that of Bowles and Gintis because she does not 

just pinpoint inadequacies but at tempts to analysis 

them in terms of the taken for granted assumptions of -

the groups involved. 

Having located the 'fatal flaws' of progressive 

schooling in terms of contradictions I attempted to 

examine the contradictions as problems in need of 

interpretation. Why did they appear so plausible to 

adherents of the movement? Why those- particular 

emphasis, not others? I did anticipate that I would 

find an ad equa_t e interpretation through a reading of •.. 
the ever exapnding literature within the marxist 

tradition. I was disappointed. One of the most 

important claims of marxist analysis is the noti •n -
that ideas are not s elf contained or crea ted in a 

vacuum. They arise in specific societies at specific 

times and while not completely controlled by 

political, economic ahd social contexts, are very 

influenced by them. However I was unable to locate 
~ 

in the literature an adequate concrete analysis ; of 

the contexts which in-formed the practice of radical 

pr-ogress i 'Jes in the Un i:ted States, Britain or 
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Australia. I examined the critiques of Sharp and 

Bowles and Gintis for their contribution to an 

.und e rstanding of the basis of the inadequaci es of 

progressive 

critiques go 

schooling. 

beyond 

I 

the 

argued that" neither 

identification of the 

inadequacies to an examination of their origins in·· 

the cultural context. 

4 . The theory of cultural contradiction being developed . 

by Hinkson and others associated with the journal 

Arena adopts a marxist mode of analysis, historical 

materialism, but has a different focus. Hinkson's 

critique focuses on problems which had previously 

been neglected by most other marxist critiques 

because such problems do not 'f it' in theories which 

have as their central focus class 

rooted in the relations of production. 

contradictions 

The emphasis 

of the theory_ of cultural contradiction is on 
..... 

cultural contradictions "rooted · in th e mental-manual 

division with the fa.tees and relations of production" 

(Hinkson, 1980, p.12). 

Hinkson•s critique also treats the radical progress

ive movement as a perspective which must be made 

intelligible in its own right. Because of these two 

emphases Hinks·on was able to move be yond an analyses 

which merely locates inadequacies, to 

interpretation of the origins of these contradictions 
-

in the cultural context. He argues that the roots of 
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the contradictions within radical progressive 

schooling can be explained in terms of a change in 

th e experience of cultural formation which have led 

to a cultural crisis. This change in the experience 

of cu 1 tural forrnati on has been brought ··'about because 

of the impact of scientifi c technology. Scientific • 

technology has had profound practical implications on 

all aspects of social life. It has led to the 

progressive deco ns tru ct ion of concrete communal 

culture and a subsequent emphasis on universal social 

mediums which lead to the questioning of all 

restraint. perceptions of cultural relativity, .and an 

emphasis on autonomy, creativity and individualism. 

This change in the mode of s ocia li zat ion has led to a 

new cu 1 tural crisis in sos;i ety because it is 

experienced as a state of normlessness which "pl aces 

at risk al 1 human commitments" (Hinks on, 1980 p. 4 8). 

5. Bowles and Gintis and Sharp fail to recognize the 

significance of the increasing importance of abstract -

social mediums in social life which have 

progressively dis s olved concret e socia l mediums. Such 

a failure. Hinkson argues, "serves to reinforce 

unexamined ass umpti-0ns about the main contradict i ans 

at work in society" (Hinkson, 19B0 p.69 ). It also 
~ 

has implica tions for their ability to contribute to 

the development of future opposition a 1 s tra teg i es i r. 

education. 
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An examination of the sol utions sugg es ted by Bowles 

and Gi nt is demons tr-ate th at they havs taken up many 

of the emanci patory emphases which were central to 

the radical progressive movement. 

They suggest that the role of education in the · · 

strugg le for soci al justice and personally meaningful 

work is to con front the social re 1 at ions of education· 

through the er eat i o n of democratic and part i ci p~tory 

c lassrooms and a reorganization of power (Bow les and 

Gintis, 1975 p.269-270_). 

that: 

Reve alingly they suggest 

such an "The consciousness nurtu red in 
integrated edu cati ona l encounter is on e 

and an 
ARB ITRARY 

of gelf-worth, co- operation 
IMPLACABLE HOSTILITY TO 
AUTHORITY" (ibid p.270). 

Sharp appears to be more aware of th e inadequacies of 

anti-authoritari9 n emphases . She makes the point t hat 
• c · 

"Whilst authoritarianism obviously serves the 
interes ts of capital, its rev erse in libertar
ianism does not necessarily serve to un dermi n e 
the social relationships of domination on which 
capitalism depends ••• It may rather ·help to 
reinforce the illusi on that ind iv idual freedom, 
within capitalist s ocieties, is poss ib le 
with out any fundamental tr ansformation of t h e 
system» (Sh a rp, 1980 p.165) . 

However because she is unable to locate th e roots of 

the problems • ·f progressivism her prescript"ions for 

action are unh e 1 pfu 1 for they are vaguest on 
~ 
i 

those 

very issues · which are most criti cal in terms of the 
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contradictions identified. This can be ssen in the 

following sets of advice to teachers: 

1. [teachers need to apprehend! "the ideological 
space within which the other lives. The 
everyday assumptions and practices need to 
be clarified" (Sharp 1980, p.16p). 

It is precisely these assumptions and 

practices, not just of 

everyday 

students but of radica l 

teachers, which Sharp has failed to identify in her 

book. 

2. "Of critical significance is the identificat
ion of those political questions which have 
the potential for overcoming fetished modes 
of thought and idealogical practices 
characteristic of capitalism" (ibid p.161). 

Once again Sharp is content to remain at this level 

of generality. She does not suggest how others 

should go about identifying those political questions 

which most expose ideological assumptions nor does 

she detail the kinds of practices and beliefs which 

mos-t need exposing. 

6. Hinkson would agree with Sharp that anti-authoritarian 

and relativistic tendencies are inadequate from ap 

oppositional perspective. However Hinkson argues 

that it is not just these tendencies that need to be 

subj acted to cri ti cal scrutiny but impu 1 s es toward3 

freedom, creativity, autonomy and active self 

formation - the impulses of a spontaneous cultural 

consciousness. 

Autonomous, creative individuals .•,Who ha\Le been able 

to distance themselves from taken for granted 
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practices have in the past pl ayed a significant ro le 

in challenging dominant ideology. 

thorough-going cha nges in social 

However because of 

li fe these sam e 

impulses have become pr ogressively managed. 

"what is a genui ne ly radical transformation of 
cons ci ousn ess is at th e same time the means for 
managing the person in relation to the emergent 
social system while we cannot and should no t 
squas h such impulses we need to become more 
critically aw are of the extent to which they 
have become detached . from concrete moral 
commitments and attached to commodity culture" 
(Hinkson, 1 9B 0 p. 48 ). 

Any conclusion arising from the premise that the mod e of 

intellectual formation ser ves as a veh i cle for ideological 

control must be similarly ambiguous for in tellectua l 

activity also serves a critical function in society. 

Hinkson concludes that: 

"It is difficult to confront and respond 
adequately to the ambivalences generated · by 
thi s transformation. Intellectual culture a nd 
cemmod ity culture as universalizing relations 
ar-e the carriers of sensibilities which su pport 
some of the most treasured conceptio·ns..-· of 
wes tern culture; the clarity of the rat iona l 
mind, equal ity, lib eration , th e creative 
individ ual. Yet it is precisely this cultural 
realm which comes into contrad icti on in the 
present period. The b omb , genet ic engineering , 
soci al and cultural fragmentatio0, structural 
unemployment all are manifestations of this 
new level of contradiction" (Hin kson, 1981 p .5). 

Th e intuitive anti -inte llectual response which underpinned 

radical progresstve practice is not capab l e o f confronting 

un constrain ed i ntel lectual pract ice. Un constrained 

intellectual ism needs to be 1 i mi t ed and con trol led, b ut7 a 

generalized att ack on intellectual activity is inacapabl e 

of achieving this . Un constrained_ _.i..n te 11 e_ctu al lab o ur, 
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intimately bound up with commodi t y production and cut of 

from moral con cerns ca n only be confronted through 

intellectual thought itself. However intellect ual thought 

needs to be concret ized and integrated wit h a . reflex i ve 

practices which seek to --break with "the mu 1 tip 1 e -

temptations of ebstract society" (Hinkson, 1980 p . 68). 

Final ly, I believe that s uch practi ces cannot be developed 

an an individual basis or limited to the schooling 

process. Abstract cultural forms are imbedded in our taken 

for granted practices in every facet of our daily lives. 

In order to mount a .serious challenge to cultur-al 

management which is all pervasive: 

"We have no choice but to make ou r entire lived 
existence reflexive. No other- approach will 
allow us to limit universal social mediums and 
enable us to slowly move towards a reconstitut
ion of the cultural realm (Hinkson, 1980 p.62}. 

I am aware of and rather embarras ed by th e pur'itanical 

--· flavour of this conclusion. Perhaps in different circum-

stances I , would be an impassioned ad vocate of autonomy and 

creativity. However in present social circumstances , I _ _ _ 

believe an emphasis on concrete moral commitments to be a 

neces sary balance to excessive and managed emancipatory 

tendencies. 

1 began this paper ,in a state of confusion and pess imi s m. 

Now I can see ·that pessimism as mi splaced . But wh~t 

optimism I have tempered with an awesome sense of the 

complexities of the issues and the- · chfficulties ! ha•Je 
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still to confront. This is not a clear c ut pres cript i on 

for oppositional teachers. It offers only the bares t 

outline of a direction which does not even begin to 

address the da ily concerns of teachers. The search for 

strategies and directions begun in this paper ne ed s to be 

de ve loped collective ly. slowly and critica l ly. Mast 

importantly its development needs to be rooted in the 

concerns of committe.d teachers. As I sae it the mos t 

important problems which need to be examined are: 

How to support and encourage each other? 

How to build i n to the process a n attitude of 

critical reflection? 

How to take a critical yet understanding approach ta 

the practices and assumptions of students? 

How to create in classrooms environments which are 

humane yet intellectually demanding? 

Mast important of all, wha t knowledge is most 

empowering? 
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